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K Naked City 

Mets vs. Yariks B ^ f and womens magazines vs. themselves; an LA. honcho's hands-off policy and' 

David Dinkins’s B^ r art hff^l sycophants at the Time^ entrepreneurs on the sidewalk and Chinese 

writing on the wall. Plus the Nancy Reagan-Betsy Bloomingdale correspondence and our very wicked 

(and prescient) Walt Street scorecard. 10 
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Are you rude and Stupid? If SOt NEIL EVAN ManDWERKER and ANDREW TaLLMER 

test—and a possible career—for you. 23 
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After looping the loop, the subway roller coaster rockets into Times Square, by Da VID DmcKS 64 
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r. Stylist: 

Lon if StmWer. 

What Does Ed Schlossserg Do? y • * . | ^ 

When designer!philosopherfpainter/writerhdentht Ed Schlossberg married Caroline Kennedy he had 

everything: money, a famous wife and a reputation for being a modern-day Leonardo* Tad FRIEND leaves 

him with money and a famous wife. 26 
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AUGUST West ■ / v.HE fact-checked a recent Eyewitness News broadcast and confirmed our 
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found six models who are really really smart. Like they're realty smart. So there. 44 
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Until he left us recently, Liberat e oozed a very special kmd of lifedove to everyone who 
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IT'S A MOVIE! 
Twentieth Century Fox 

and Circle Films 
proudly announce 

the arrival of 

Joel & Ethan Coens 

When; Now Playing. 
Where: At Specially Selected Theatres. 

-No Gifts Please- 

CIRCLE FILMS PR ESENTS A TED AND JIM PEDAS BEN BARENHOLTZ PRODUCTION ■ NICOLAS CAGE 
HOLLY HUNTER - RAISING ARIZONA BARRY SONNENFELD - "M JANE MUSKY 

CARTER BURWELL -« DEBORAH REINISCH • TO JAMES JACKS 
“““if MARK SILVERMAN - ETHAN COEN AND JOEL COEN ■ ETHAN COEN • "“TH JOEL COEN 
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rises 

THE SAP RISES IN APRIL, RIGHT? 
SO THAT OUGHT TO MEAN THE PRESIDENTS 
POPULARITY RATING WILL BEGIN INCHING 
back up this month. You heard it here first: we'll be seeing a 
backlash of sympathy for the cute old guy, pep rallies in his 
honor on the Washington Mall, a quick revisionist consensus 
that he really was a very, very special leader after all. And 
then maybe the Franklin Mint can issue a limited-edit ion 
Reagan toy that electronically responds to the real Reagan 
when he appears on television. Do you love it? We love it. We 
think it'll tap nicely into the national yearning for a second 
childhood, * On the other hand, the real Reagan was not 

appearing on television much 
for a while. 1'he real Reagan, in 
post-op hibernation, was not 
responding 

electronically. 
The real Rea¬ 

gan was not responding. In fact,White House 
spokesman Marlin Fitzwatcr came right 

out and ad¬ 
mitted that he 
and the other 
handlers were 
doing every¬ 
thing possible 

to keep Reagan away from reporters entirely As 

spy went to press, the president's men had kept him officially 
mute for 13 weeks. Why? “Its 
arbitrary," Fit z water said, 
“and that's the way it is," But 
why, Dad? Maybe we were 
mistaken about the charm of 
second childhoods. * This 

new GOP suicide craze is disgusting9 and we mean 
that very sincerely. First Budd Dwyer, the Pennsylvania 
state treasurer and bribe- • / taker, makes us all 
witness his death, (Now, f | there's a Republican 
responding to television.) Then poor, silly Bud 
McFarlane, despondent over botching an ill-conceived 
Irani detente, botches his ill-conceived suicide. The sap may 
be rising, but the buds are dropping. We only hope to 
God they’ve got Late Night's Larry “Bud" Melman and Met 
Bud Harrelson under round-the-clock supervision. And 
just to be on the safe side, we re selling our Anheuser-Busch 
stock, “This duds for you. Mario Cuomo, in order to 
reassure his 
keep his boy, 
Cuomo, out 
campaign. 

supporters, promised to 
Andrew “Ratface Andy" 
of his presidential 
Then, days later, Cuomo 
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FIFTH AVENUE 
/ at the comer of 9th Street j 

MORE, MUCH MORE 
. THAN ONE OF NEW YORK'S 

GREAT RESTAURANTS. / 
Wefre also one of New Yorks great Ballrooms, 

The perfect setting for your wedding, engagement party, 
bar-mitzvah, banquet corporate affair, luncheon, 

dinner-dance, anniversary celebration or charity ball. 

Our elegantly appointed 24 Fifth Avenue Ballroom 
will comfortably accommodate from 40 to several hundred 

of your guests. And only here will they enjoy the renowned cuisine 
of Michel Fitoussi, featured on public television's 

'Master Chefs of New York series. You II also appreciate our 
flawless service, incomparable presentation and legendary j 

attention to the smallest of details. * 

For More Information: 254-1300 

For Restaurant Reservations; 475-0880 

CARNEGIE HILL S 
Legwear Shop 
for Men, Women & Children 

* CHRISTIAN DIOR, CALVIN KLEIN, 
HANES, BURLINGTON plus many otter 
designer name brands. 

1427 Lexington Avenue 
(tel. 93rd & 94th Sts. ) 

8313500 

* Delivery with minimum purchase. 

* Custom gift packages. 

■ M-F: 12-81 SaL: 11 -7t Suns 17-6 

announced there would be no campaign* 

Ratface Andy must be feeling hurt: Tm 

not running far president, son, but ifl were, 

I wouldn't allow you to help. It was gratu¬ 

itously hurtful, if you want our opinion. 

Scandal, such splendid scandal. We get 

a rush of contentment from each week's 

new flock of while-collar indictments. 

After wondering for the past manic mon¬ 

ey decade if perhaps we should have gone 

to business or law school (a 32-year-old 

investment banker we know earns twice 

as much as everyone at SPY combined), we 

now feel vindicated—or fairly sure, any¬ 

how', i hat federal marshals are not about 

to come handcuff and humiliate us* And 

the market is heartened, too: the arrest of 

each trader sends the Dow-Jones average 

up 13 points. Some warm spring evening 

soon, let's all have a few too many Cam¬ 

paris, form a mob and head down to Wall 

Street murmuring curses and carrying 

inch-thick hemp rope. 

The novelist Joyce Carol Oates, scan¬ 

dalously prolific (nearly 40 books at last 

count), has now sold some of her surplus 

manuscript pages {Fives of the Twins) to 

Simon and SchusLcr under a pseudonym. 

Fiction writing is always a kind of elabo¬ 

rate lying anyway, they say, hut why did 

Ms. Oates explain herself with adolescent 

girl talk? wanted to escape from my 

own identity," she said. The deceit made 

her feel young again. Its everywhere, an 

epidemic: second childhood* 

And on both coasts. According to a 

Wall Street Journal profile, Steven Spiel- 

berg has become an E.T impersonator: at 

the end of a telephone conversation with 

his pal Steve Ross, the fishy, ruthless boss 

of Warner Communications, Spielberg 

said, “Bye* 1 love you.’’ Bye. / love you. 

Here in New York, even mobsters are 

behaving like hoys—hoys, naturally, of 

the bullying, hair-pulling type. At the tri¬ 

al of Italian-American Howard Reach 

businessman John Gotti, defense lawyers 

put a bank robber named Matthew 

Traynor on the stand to discredit Assis¬ 

tant U.S. Attorney Diane R GiacaJone, a 

prosecutor tn the case* The prosecutor is a 

“lowlife," the hank robber said under 

oath in federal court. “She told me she 

did n't like them because years earlier, 

they had ridiculed her lor being skinny, 

when she used to walk through the neigh¬ 

borhood where they hung out." 

Second childhood? Forget we ever 

mentioned it. ^ 
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Dear Editors I ell the tasteless jerk 
SJ | responsible tor 

"Holiday Super Bowl: Christinas vs. 

Chanukah,” December] that neither my 

executive assistant nor I will tolerate your 

bumptious treatment of either oJ our reli¬ 

gions, Cancel the subscription. 

/. Stearns 

New Yotf 

Dear Editors I am a Jewish, 22- 

1 year-old female who 

is able to find humor in most things. 1 

laugh at 1 Joward Stern, Jewish jokes and 

many other forms of amusement that 

some people might deem offensive, I low- 

ever (you knew that was coming, didn’t 

you?), Jonathan DellheimV ”1 loliday Su¬ 

per Howl’ was a lame swipe* 1 imagine 

Mr. Dellheim is a very-nke-but- insecure 

Jewish fellow who feels he must apolo¬ 

gize lor his Jewishness with sell-deprecat 

ing "humor” 

Lisa Linzer 
Stamford, Connectscut 

Dear Editors H s one editor to an- 

other (or others, as 

the case may Ik), 1 want to tell you how 

offensive 1 found your "Holiday Super 

Bowl,” 

Very, 
I don't share the view that one must he 

wholly solemn m approaching religion. 

Hut neither need one rely on vulgar ste¬ 

reotypes in pursuing humor. Perhaps 

there is a fine line that separates irrever¬ 

ence from boorish ness; Mr. Dellheim has 

plainly crossed from one into the other. 

Ijeonard Vein 

Editor in chief Moment 

Cam bridge, Massachusetts 

S)KaR El >1 n irs Uf c were going to kill 

V V ourselves because 

there are so many ugly magazines, hut 

then we looked at SPY. Now we live 

month to month. 

To see SPY on the newsstand is to see a 

beauty mark on a buttock otherwise 

strewn with unsightly boils. Thank you, 

thank you, thank you. 

Chip Kidd and Hat bam de Wilde 

New Yort{ 

Dear Editors Y; o u r in a g a z i n e t s 

great! 1 love your 

snide attitude and was particularly im¬ 

pressed by Edward Zuckerman's article 

comparing the Eastern shuttle and cattle 

cars |"Like a Cattle Car” December]. 

This is vita! information. 

Martin Morse Wooster 

Washington editor. Harper's 

Si her Spring, Maryland 

I DEAR Editors I congratulate you on 

the high quality of 

your magazine. 1 have only one sugges¬ 

tion regarding possible improvement. 

This section contains far too many letters 

that are uncomplimentary, whining or 

corrective in nature. It would make tor 

far more enjoyable reading if those with 

nothing nice to say were denied a forum, 

Billy Kimball 

New Yotf 

Dear Editors I find spy coma- 

S inducing. 

Details? Well, only picking fawning 

letters for Letters to SPY* Meet the Press is 

unbelievably stupid (1 mean, do your 

young reporters think they're satirizing 

the journalists they interview? They just 

sound like idiots,and not even as funny as 

MAD). The Brats piece ("Brats are,,. 

Brats are*.. Brats arc ., * —big deal; at 

least tell us a couple of anecdotes to sub¬ 

stantiate the claims) tells us nothing ex- 

cept that Paul Rudnick presumes that he 

isn’t a brat and is, in fact, superior to them 

in some way* The story was a lot ot un¬ 

supported, snotty opinion* In fact, it 

sounded very much like it was written by 

a brat. In fact, your whole magazine reeks 

ol Bratdom, 

What was good? Separated at Birth?, 

"Four on the Floor, Cowering” ami Rosy 

Hall s cleavage. Period. 

Oh, yeah, and like, does Melik Kay Ian 

know how to string together thoughts? 

You couldn’t tell by his wee article. 

Peter Busch 

New Yorf{ 

Dear Editors 14 ravo, you certainly 

Uearned the name on 

your cover by printing the masthead of 

our magazine | January/February |, 

Yuii might Ik amused to note that its 

impact was twofold: first, most of us had 

to admit that we didn’t know exactly 

what our co-workers did lor a living, let 

atone what departments they worked m, 

and, two, in the face ol the first, our office 

manager was forced to draw up a new list 

of employees just to keep up with your 

in formation. 

Thank you for a hearty laugh. 

A New Yorker ‘reporter-at-large” 

New York, 

Dear Editors I offer three additions 
1 to your list of "Scary 

Things’ |January/February|; 

Seeing Phil Collins on the street 

Hearing Herr Zeckendorf has bought 

property in your neighburhtxxl 

Having your date ask to meet for a late 

drink at Dorrians Red Hand 

/, R Slavm 

Nett* Yorfy 

Dear Editors I have found over- 

I whelming evidence 

in a recent New Ymi{ Times review1 that 

the nV restaurant has been using spy's 

Nouvelle-O Malic |"Nouvelle-(>-Matic: 

The Last Food Ciuide You’ll Ever Need,” 

January/February | as its guide. Some se¬ 

lections from the QV menu: wild rite su 

shi; a terrine ol artichokes and cepes in 

aspic; a salat! ol mixed greens, corn ker¬ 

nels and homemade potato chips in a wal¬ 

nut dressing; wjId-rice pancakes with 

creme fra idle and caviar; medallions of 

venison on a sweet puree of celery root; 

Dover sole in a sauce ol calf's feet and oys¬ 

ters; and veal with avocado and cham¬ 

pagne sauce. 

Dan it a Kombol 

Neil1 Yorf 

MJY ttrhomes letters from its readers. Ad¬ 

dress correspondence to SRY, The Puif 

Building, 295 Lafayette Street. New 

N.Y 10012. Please include your daytime 

phone number. j§ 
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Our Regular Wall Street Scorecard 

t's always a shame 

when .1 few rotten ap¬ 

ples spoil the tun for cv 

e r y on c. Sad I y* 1 x:ca use of 

the Roesky revelations, 

the public believes that 

Wall Street is thoroughly 

rotten. It simply isn't so. 

We prepared the lists be¬ 

low to show that many 

ruthless capita lists do 

play lain And if by 

some mischance a lew 

more people should slip 

into the left-hand col¬ 

umn by being indicted 

or charged with securi¬ 

ties crimes, remem¬ 

ber— an indictment 

doesn’t necessarilv mean 
■r 

these jieople are guilty. 

It |usi means the gov¬ 

ernment and a grand 

jury firmly believe they 

are. That's all. 

Major Financiers 

and Tracers 

Charged Win t 

Securities Crimes 

Maior Financiers 

and Traders 

Not Oiakgkd Wn'H 
Securities Crimes 

PRINT 

by Jamte MaIanoWsl(i 

THIS CITV IS-A JUNGLE 

DEPARTMENT: MEET THE 
SINGO SQUAD 

Bingo may scern tike a 
straightforward game, but in 
reality it is a murky affair EuEL 

of traps for the unsuspecting 
gambler. The New York City 
Department of Consumer 
Alfjir; maintains a Division o| 
Ringo and Games of Chance, 
the purpose of which h to 
protect the high rollers who 
play these games. 

Complaint 40.4468, against the 

Church of St. Emefic, 
Manhattan 

The Liz Smith 

Tote Board 
Celebrities Mentioned 

Durmg February 

Robert Gottlieb .-..- 4 

Cary Grant...  4 

Audrey Hepburn ...... 4 

Barbra Streisand __4 

Claudette Colbert...., 3 

Marlene Dietrich 3 

Hedy Lamarr ..,3 

Diane Sawyer ,.3 

William Shawn .3 

Frank Sinatra *.,,3 

Barbara Walters..,.....! 

Ayatollah Khomeini .2 
Rupert Murdoch.2 

Adolf Hitler ............1 

Mookie Wilson.1 

Dennis 15. Levine 
Drexel Humkam 

laiitibert lm; 

Ivan K lioeskv 
lrun F tfoeslfy 

iS' Company I„P. 

Robert M. Wilkis 
iwizard Freres y- Com pun 1 

Ira B. Sukolow 
Shear inn Ischman Hrathcrs 

David S. Brown 
Goldman. Sat h.< t- Company 

Michael Davidofl 
Iran E Bttesfyy 

i- Company L ,P 

Richard B. Wigton 
Roister, Peabody t Company 

Robert Mr Freeman 
Goldman, Sachs < Company 

Timothy L. Tabor 
Kidder, Peabody 6 Company 

Martin A. Siegel 
Kidder, Peabody c Company 

Sid Bass 

Sam Belzberg 

Asher Ldelmun 

James (Goldsmith 

Cart Icahn 

Irwin Jacobs 

Boyd Jefferies 
Fred Joseph 

Carl Lindner 

Lowell Milken 

Michael Milken 

Ronald Ferclman 

T Boone Pickens 

Sanford Sigoloif 

Saul Steinberg 

On the mean nreels oj Alphabet 

City, St. Emetic U Uj accused iff 

ailourjng ttvo unauthorized 

workers to catt numbers and of 
Conducting improper verification 

of bingo rai ds. In response, the 

pastor wrote that when "the 

irregulaniies ” occurred, he was 

on a three - unf vacation, his 

first tit a year and a half, and 

that his replacement, a 75-yeat 

old jretired priest,, teas responsible 

for the problem because he 

allowed tuv lunchroom nor hers 

to volunteer to ' ’relieve the 

overworked tatter and assistantC 

St. Fmeric mts found guilty and 

fined 1/OflL 

Complaint 404(184, against the 
Dad s Club of Ouf Lady Star 
of the Sea, Staten hi anti 
.1 1 Bingo Squad' inspector 
visited the Dad's Club and found 

six violations: a bingo nor her 

wasn I wearing his badge; 

tanning cards Wtten 't verified 

in front of a disinterested party; 

the only license on the premises 

had expired; there was a shortage 

of J l64.50 in the nil for the sale 

of bingo boohs; there was an 

excess of $147.50 in jackpots: 

and there were seven 

unauthorized workers- The 

Dad's Club tvas fined $425. 

TTTTfff¥ffffTfTtTTTTf ftTTTT ffffftTtTTTTf ff¥»ffTfT 

__.___n 

Forgotten office furniture.---- 

/ 
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Separated ai Birth? You Probably Think This Story's About You 

Jaone Kirkpatrick 

George Shultz . , . 

Neil Scdaka , , . 

and Bobby Ray Inman? 

and the Cowardly Lion? 

and Ron Pcrelman? 

Ti ie Obiect 

Lalique Cactus Table. Available at fine department 

stores. Price: $40,000 * 

had read most of the trade maga¬ 

zines in the waiting room of Mr, 

Hollywood Power (Joy’s office he 

fore I was finally ushered into his 

presence. I can t tell you the name of 

this terrifying eminence; I can’t even 

tell you precisely what he does for a 

living. That's the whole point of the 

story, 

Mr. H3 (i had been recommended 

to me as an authority on the subject 

about which I was writing. I don’t 

think I can even mention the sub¬ 

ject—not if T ever want to work 

again, anyway. When I arrived in 

Mr, HPGs immense Century City 

office—l hope I'm not taking liber¬ 

ties here—I found a small man with 

thin hair and tight skin, a man who 

wore a silk shirt and no sport jacket. 

As I explained the reason for my 

presence his look, at first merely im¬ 

patient, changed to incredulous, and 

he cut me off 

“I never talk to journalists. Every¬ 

one knows that. The other day the 

Las Angeles Times called up, and 1 

didn’t talk to them." Why in the 

world, then, he asked, should he talk 

to me: 

I had explained to his secretary 

who l was and what I wished to dis¬ 

cuss, and she had scheduled an ap¬ 

pointment. I had wasted time in his 

anteroom, and now I had killed hall 

a morning. All this I explained to Mr. 

11 oily wood Power Guy, 

Apparently he had thought that I 

was a Wall Street analyst; he occa 

sionally condescended to speak to an 

a lysis, The mistake was his, but the 

lough luck was mine. “Why should 1 

talk to the press? Do you realize the 

position we occupy in the [can’t say 

which] industry? We put together 

on?-third of the deals in lean t say I?’ 

he said, sneering at the idea that he 

should jeopardize his private power 

for the sake of publicity. 

Of course, 1 understood. But here I 

was. Perhaps he could speak of non¬ 

business matters, off the record? 

“Why should 1 believe that you’ll 

keep my name out of the magazine?” 

1 pointed out that I was an honor¬ 

able person, one who didn't break 

promises. In retrospect, I see this was 

tike trying to sing lullabies to the 

deaf. 

Then he had an inspiration, "I 

guess l can just call up (my boss at the 

time, an HPG in his own right] ” ! 

tried to dissuade him from this 

course, but the prospect of blackmail¬ 

ing me had reassured him. 

We began our disjointed conversa¬ 

tion, most of which consisted of him 

ridiculing my lack of show business 

savvy. Periodically he interrupted 

himself to warn me against printing 

his name, l repeated my pledge. 

After providing one particularly in¬ 

nocuous hit of information, he stud¬ 

ied me menacingly for several 

minutes. Then he spoke. ”1 want to 

tell you that if you ever put my name 

in this article—" 

I held my breath, thinking. He 

can't be about to say what I thini{ he's 

about to say I was wrong. 

“If you put my name in this arti¬ 

cle,” he said, “you'll never interview 

anyone in this town again T 

It was a Hollywood Moment. T his 

small man in a big office had taken 

the archetypal E-movie threat and 

adapted it for use with a journalist. If 

it had been a B-movie. a shadow cast 

by the Venetian blind would have 

slanted across his face. 

Then again, Hollywood is a B- 

movie. Fantasies are close to the sur- 

lace, and naked displays ol ambition 

and aggression are hardly considered 

bad manners, Hollywood is said to 

have grown more "professional” 

over the last decade or so—and those 

who run it, more like corporate stew^ 

ardsand less like arbitrary plutocrats. 

Don't believe it. The only difference 

is that power has passed from the old 

moguls to people like Mr. Power 

Guy. But of course, 1 can't tell you 

what he does. —fames Traub 
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The Best Things in Life Are Not Necessarily Free the am: prist 

{continued) 

Complaint 404 against 

Our Lady of Solace Home 

School Association, Brooklyn 

The Home School Association 

um found guilty of having two 

uttauthorized workers at p&r 

March 15. im, "bingo 

occasion * and teas fined #25 per 

worker. 

Complaint 43 1072, against Si, 
Cyril Methodius ami St 
Raphael Church* Manhattan 
,1/3 audit (if the church'if lx nipt 

for the penod from January f, 

1984. to June 80, 1986, resulted 

in charges of fit* ihoJaitans of 

the bookkeeping and control 

provisions of the law, At a 

heanrtg on December 16. 1986, 

the church replied that the 

at count* had been in the care of 

a priest who. on a visit home to 

Yugoslavia, had been seized by 

communists. The church was 

found guilty and fined $25(1 

Complaint 412*67, against the 
Holy Name Society ot St. 
Rucoi, Brooklyn 

A Bingo Squad inspector found 

no evidence that, per an 

ammymtnts complaint, 

multicolored balls tuetc being 

used. 

Complaint 412483, against the 

Pelham Parkway Babe Ruth 

League, the Bronx 

A Bingo Sifuad inspector was 

approached by a timber at a 

"bingo occasion" and was as/^ed 

to purchase chances > n a 50/50 

raffle, four for a dollar—a 

violation of the lau< The 

inspector bought four. Someone 

then informed the seller of the 

identity of the inspector. The 

seller then retreated from sight. 

The person m charge of the 

etent denied knowing the 

worker. A hearing is 

forthcoming. 

Complaint 4 12487, against 

Magcn David Yeshivah, 
Brtjoklyn 
The Bingo Squad received an 

anonymous complaint that 

ladies' clothing was being Sold 

on the premises. An inspector 

found no evidence but advised 

the yeshirn of the complaint and 

the lam 

/people don’t mind paying a little hit extra to 

live in Manhattan—such as $1.05 for 66 cents’ 

worth of stamps at the convenient corner sta¬ 

tionery store. But New Yorkers also hand over 

cash just to secure simple pleasures—even basic 

rights—that most Americans take for granted. 

Water 
Try asking for water at Davids Cookies oil Madi¬ 

son and 85th Street. They will charge you 10 cents 

and insist that/A^ dime is for the cup—and yet, per¬ 

versely, they will refuse requests to pour the water 

into your hands, David Liederman, founder of the 

chain, offered the following absolutely plausible 

explanation; “Maybe it s because a large number of 

robberies in the stores are generated by people 

coming in and asking tor a glass of water and then 

sticking a gun at the manager’s head." 

The Stars 
They belong to everyone, according to the song; 

but skyscraper lights preclude free stargazing in 

Manhattan, II you can't go another day without 

seeing Betdgeuse* youll just have to pay $175 for 

the Hayden Planetarium “Sky Show’1 at the 

American Museum of Natural History. 

Air 
You can breathe a cheap sigh of relief; respiration 

is free in New York (disregarding the 169 everyone 

shells out for a humidifier). But some gas stations 

have decided that you don't give away something 

for nothing, even when that something is nothing, 

'I'he Amoco on Eighth at I K)th Street and the Shell 

on Amsterdam at 181st Street are two of the “ser¬ 

vice” stations that charge 25 cents to fill a tire. 

Running 
Who would pay to run in the park? At least 2,000 

people a year would. For $50, Bob Glover can reac¬ 

quaint you with a mysterious activity that in child¬ 

hood seemed as simple and natural as putting one 

foot in front of the other, Glover's ten-week 

course, sponsored by the New York Road Runners 

Club, includes such way-out practices as ’ stretch¬ 

ing and relaxation exercises, indoor warm-up and 

cool-down |and| outdoor running” according to 

the brochure. Advanced runners don't get off scot- 

free, cither. While many city marathons require a 

fee when runners apply for a number, the New 

York City Marathon charges you $3 just for re¬ 

questing an application. Sending it in for consider¬ 

ation—and probable rejection—costs an additional 

$15. But its never a total loss for the race’s annual 

60,000 applicants; the $18 investment buys a lot of 

conversation over at the Central Park Reservoir. 

In many parts of the city, industrious young New 

Yorkers obsessed with keeping the city dean will 

wash your car’s windshield for 50 cents while you 

watt for the light to change. 

Television 
Not the old "We all pay for television, because the 

advertisers pass the costs down to the consumer” 

argument. Unless you get cable ($23.76 for installa¬ 

tion, $12.95 a month for basic service), you won’t 

even be able to see the advertisements. 

Key Money 
Whenever you move into a new rental apartment, 

you will most likely be obliged to pay key money. 

In most cities it runs between $3 and $4 a copy. In 

New York, plan on between $2,000 and $10,000. 

Walking the Dog 
There are two approaches, and both cost you. One 

is to pay $50 a week and have a professional dog 

walker relieve you of the chore of relieving your 

dog. Or you can do it yourself, using {1)paper tow¬ 

els (cost, half a cent per sheet, or at least 2.5 

cents per walk); (2) Buggies (cost, about 5 cents 

per walk; usually coupled with the paper towel 

method); (3) newspapers (cost, 30 cents and up); 

(4) pouper scoopcrs (cost, $6,99). If you don't use any 

of these methods and you get caught, it costs $50. 

Waiting in Line 
Time is money, and no agencies in the developed 

world waste more of yours than the Rockefeller 

Center passport office and the Department of Mo¬ 

tor Vehicles—places open only during working 

hours on weekdays. New Yorkers may avoid the 

rigmarole by engaging a professional “waiter” for 

$12 to $20 per hour to do the waiting for them. 

Parking the Car 
Even if you can find a side street without meters, 

you can’t park for free. For $100 per month, your 

increasingly wealthy doorman will move your car 

daily to comply with alternate-side-of-the-street- 

parking regulations. 

Public Tennis Courts 
This sounds as if it should be free. After all, it has 

the word public in it. Yet a season s permit to the 

city’s courts costs $30. A single guest pass is $4. 

Admission to All 

of thf. Above for 

Outer-Borough Residents 
Generally runs $1 to $2, depending on bridge or 

tunnel used. 

—Nell Scavell 
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Thk Naked and the Deai> 

April may put you in 

mind of showers and 

fools and tax forms, but 

the widened skippers 

who pilot boots around 

the New York harbor 

make their own 

associations. Each year, 

the first warm week of 

the month is designated 

Floaters Week. The 

some vernal breezes 

that lure New Yorkers 

into Central Pork far 

premature, muddy 

picnics call forth the 

lazy stiffs that have 

been lying beneath the 

Hudson and East rivers 

all winter. It seems that 

mild temperatures 

activate bacteria in the 

frozen bodies, which 

then bloat with gas and 

bob to the surface to 

greet the new season. 

Buzz O'Keeffe, owner 

of the fashionable River 

Cafe in Brooklyn, says 

that "fresh bodies/' 

usually wearing blue 

jeans, turn up next to 

the restaurant every so 

often. Once a young 

female floater eluded 

the Coast Guard's 

retrieval efforts and 

drifted underneath the 

restaurant while lunch 

was being served. 

"Depending an what 

type of animal it is—be 

it a dog, cat or human — 

they just start coming 

up/' says a Coast 

Guard petty officer who 

fishes floaters out 

of the harbor 

professionally. "What 

do they look like? You 

ever see the Pillsbury 

Doughboy?" On a more 

serious note, he adds, 

"F footers is a slang 

term. We refer to them 

as 'dead bodies/ to try 

to give the individual as 

much respect and 

courtesy os possible/' 

—Dana Cow in 

Cumplaint 4l2*lt*I>1 against the 

Rabbinical t'ullege ui Queens 

An anonymous complaint 

suggested that the college was 

raffling off a TV set. A Bingo 

St fund inspector found no 

mbmntmtmn aj the charge hut 

advised the college of the 

complaint and the law. 

Complaint 500802. against the 

Mothers Club of Yeshiva 

Tifcreth Moshc, Queens 

The Afothers Club am accused 

of conducting a jackpot game 

that a Horded more than the 

$250 prize permitted. Bingo 

Squad inspectors conducted sues 
random visits, when jackpots of 

$ i 25 and $200 iivrc awarded. 
The complaint titu dismissed, 

rTTTTV TTT^T FTFTTTTt.t ft (trfftf TfrTTTTTTTTT.TTT'TTTTTTT TTTT T VTTTTTT TTTT TV T rTTTl r.TTTTTnfll tlfUTFTTin f VTV ,-f t If fit m Tl TTTTTTF fTTTTTTtTITl T 

Lost in Translation 

Empire Szechuan Garden, Empire Szechuan Gourmet, Empire Szechuan Paradise, Hunan Royal, Hunan 

Garden ... Chinese restaurant names merge in the mind after a while- To the untutored eye, the names may 

seem like variations On a limited theme. But if we read the Chinese characters an the restaurants' signs, 

we'd think otherwise—they don't necessarily correspond to the restaurants' names. A brief guide: 

RESTAURANT SIGN TRANSLATION 

Hunan Balcony (2596 Broadway) ^ ̂  | * ^ Luck-Approaching Door 

Hunan Rayal (2519 Broadway) GREAT-LUCK BUILDING 

Szechuan West (2656 Broadway) ^ j j^J HOUSE OF Wong 

Dragon East (892 Amsterdam) p| J Dragon Boat 

Hunan Taste (2270 Broadway) “[/ f ^ Gem Establishment East 

Dynasty (2636 Broadway) ^ ^ ̂ Golden City 

Wok On First 41217 First Avenue) jf£ H i] Bountiful Garden 

Uncle Tang (227 East 45th Street) | [ | ~j | ^ Mountain-Jewel Eating Place 

GRAND PRIZE: Duck Heaven {2536 Broadway), whose awning in HTJ [j^ ^ 

Chinese translates into CELEBRATION PARTY FOLLOWING SUCCESS IN 

THE LOCAL CIVIL SERVICE EXAMINATION. Duck Heaven recently went 

out of business—-a result, no doubt, of declining civil service scores. —David Go/ef 

Complaint 500809, against the 

Sr. Stanislaus He uric School 

Association, Queens 

Responding to an anonymous 

com plain i, a Bingo Squad 

inspector n amed a security 

guard not to arbitrarily prohibit 

a player from entering the 

games„ regardless oj the fact that 

the player had been disorderly 

and profane at a previous "hiago 

occasion'' 

THE WONDERFUL WORLD 
Of FINE DINING. PART I 

Each Sunday ill the Times, 

tucked befuw a story about 

water use cunct-ms somtwhere 

in rhe Northeast, tin week l 
restaurant health code 

violations appear. Here are 

relatively more complete 

explanations of violations that 

have appeared recently in the 

Times, (Note; the restaurant 

violations listed here represent 

conditions at the time oj the 

inspections, nut those that 

diners will necessarily find 

now.) 

CAFFE LUCCA 
22H Bleecker Street 

Mouse excreta were found on 

first inspection. Also, the 

previous inspection report, as 

well as a sign notifying patrons 

that they could hrak at she 

previous inspection report, were 

missing. On the second visit, the 

appropriate papers were 

available, but jo uvre the mouse 

excreta, {**.] 
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GREEK KITCHEN 

RESTAURANT 
1477 Firsl Avenue 

The first inspection unentered 

items encrusted with old food, 

light bulbs unshielded against 

breakage, stems stored in an 

unsanitary way, and flies. 

Inspectors also found d cat on the 

premises. The second inspection 

revealed that the cat had been 

removed from the environ 

ment , _ * but that mouse extrria 

had been added 

BLUE KILE ETHIOPIAN 
RESTAURANT 

103 West 77ih Sircci 
Grease-laden stove hoods and a 

littered kitchen floor were found 

on both inspections. Also, the 

food on the steam table umn 'i 

hot enough . At the first 

inspection the lamb was l ill 

degrees a nd the gravy 60 degrees 

The second time, the gravy was 

up to 10$ degrees, but the lamb 

ums down to degrees. The 

temperature of both items should 

have been 140 degrees, 

UNITED HOUSE OF PRAYER 
FOR ALL PEOPLE 

H81 Ful [(Hi Si reel. Brooklyn 

A permit to operate a restaurant 

on the premises was not 

available. A certification of 

extermination tuts not available. 

The piemens inspection report 

from the Health Department 

usjs not available, t.iiv and dead 

roaches were available, .Vo was a 

freshly hilled mouse. 

THE BEAUTIFUL PEOPLE'S 
COURT 

Case No. WOO 

fane Cummings v. Alice K 

Mason Lid., Phyliss 

Yaunghcutf, ILivhI Murdock 

Ft AL 

Real estate agent and 

UMisfrmstress Mason was hired by 

Murdoch to hts apartment, 

“Pursuant to this agreement'1 

the pla intiff says, ‘ Mason, her 

agents, servants, and for 
employees, including the 

defendant Younghtari, exhibited 

the apartment. The defendants 

Letters to the Editors of The New Yorker 

Note: here at the Pitrf Building, incoming inters ad- 

dressed I Hear Boh" and ‘Dear Mister Shawn appear 

to he running neef and neef suggesting that New 

Yorker readers fnoic exactly where they (cant to di¬ 

rect their comments, Therefore, ford short time, SPY is 

prepared to handle mail addressed to Robert Gottlieb 

or William Shan m. 

Dear Mr. Shawn, 

I read with great pleasure the two pari A Reporter 

at Large article by [former New Yorker writer! 

Jonathan Schell about the ‘’Gapolinskies" of" Mil 

waukee | January ^ ami 12, ll)H7| and their mother, 

father, brother, sister, brother-m-taw, sister-in- 

law, neighbors, their houses, their neighbors" 

houses, their furniture, their kitchen, iheir jobs, 

their co workers, the street they live on, the street 

their neighbors live on, the part of Milwaukee they 

live in, the weather in Wisconsin, the cars they 

drive, the cars they park in their front yard, the 

cars their neighbors drive, the food they eat, the 

food their neigh hors eat, the food their brother-in- 

la W eals, the (bud their sister-in-law eats, the food 

they don’t eat, the food their brother-in-law 

doesn’t eat, the food their sister in law doesn’t eat, 

the beer they drink, the beer they don’t drink, the 

politicians they like, the politicians they don’t tike, 

the politicians their broiher-iii-law likes, the politi¬ 

cians their sister in-law tikes, the politicians every 

body in Milwaukee likes, the politicians nobody in 

Milwaukee likes, the newspapers they read, the 

newspapers they don’t read, the newspapers their 

neighbors read, the newspapers their brother-in- 

law reads, the newspapers their sister-in-law reads, 

the newspapers everybody in Milwaukee reads, the 

newspajxrs nobody in Milwaukee reads, the tele¬ 

vision programs they watch, ihe television pro 

grams they don’t watch, I he television programs 

their neighbors watch, the television programs 

their brother-in law watches, the television pro¬ 

grams their sister-in-law watches, the television 

programs nobody in Milwaukee watches, the tele¬ 

vision programs their co-workers watch, 

I hope Robert Gottlieb will continue in your 

footsteps. To that end, another A Reporter at 

Large senes, cm a Polish family horn Secaucus and 

their mother, father, brother, sister, brother m 

law, sister in law, neighbors, their houses, their 

neighbors’ houses, their furniture* their kitchen, 

their jobs, their co workers, the street they live on* 

the street their neighbors live on, the part ol Secau 

ctis they live in, the weather in New Jersey, the cars 

they drive, the cars they park in their front yard, 

the cars their neighbors drive, the food they eat, the 

food their neighbors cat, the food their brother-in- 

law eats, the food iheir sister-in-law eats, the food 

they don’t eat, the food their brother-in-law 

doesn't eat, the foot! their sister-iii-kiw doesn’t eat, 

die beer they drink, the beer they don’t drink, the 

politicians they like, the politicians they don’t like, 

the politicians their brother-in-law tikes* the politi¬ 

cians their sister-in law likes, the politicians every 

body in Seeaucus likes, the politicians nobody in 

Secant us likes, the newspapers they read, the 

newspapers they don’t read* 11 it newspapers their 

neighbors read, the newspapers their hroihc r-in- 

law reads, the newspapers their sister-in-law reads, 

die newspapers everybody in Secaucus reads, rhe 

newspapers nobody in Secaucus reads, the televi¬ 

sion programs they watch, the television programs 

they don’t watch, the television programs their 

neighbors watch, the television programs their 

brother-in-law watches, the television programs 

their sister in law watches, the television pro¬ 

grams nobody in Secaucus watches, the television 

programs their co-workers watch, will be most 

interesting. 

Nicholas Osgan 

New York 

Dear lit ik. 

In December, 1 ordered a gilt subscription to The 

New Yorker, and 1 looker! forward to sending the 

magazines holiday card on to my friends. I was 

stunned when il arrived (see enclosed) with the 

words Seasons Greetings t lacking the necessary 

apostrophe. Clearly Mr. Shawn’s legendary atten¬ 

tion to detail was not all ti should he. 

Goldie Cohn 

Brooklyn, New York 

5EA50N5 GREET i 
A GIFT 5UB5CIIIPTION 

TO 

SPY welcomes letters to ihe editors of The New 

Yorker. Address correspondence to Dear I>oh or 

Dear Mister Shawn/' eh SPY, The Brief Budding, 

295 Lafayette Street, New Yorf, A Y 10012. v 

Copyrighted 
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What the Dinkins 

Is Art Doing Here? 

Thk Spy Trip Tip 

1 v'i 
'.! 

'I,," 

’’ ft " 
1 1 
fr It 

You're stuck way 

downtown, on trial for 

insider trading at a 

prestigious 100-year* 

old firm, the judge coils 

a long recess—and 

there's nothing to do. 

David Dinkins 

understands: the 

Manhattan borough 

president has set up an 

art gallery in the marble 

hallway of his suite of 

Municipal Building 

offices. 

Though visitors do 

not get cute little BPAG 

lapel pins and there Is 

no gift shop, this 

gangway Guggenheim 

offers some singular 

amenities that the 

knowing will recognize 

as conceptual art. For 

example, the borough 

president's copying 

machine sits right in the 

middle of the exhibition 

space. And other, 

smaller objets d'office 

are intermingled with 

the art: staplers, 

telephones, an 

institutional Coffee urn. 

The most recent 

exhibition was a show 

of photographs 

"exploring Manhattan 

as a subject matter, in 

ail its manifestations," 

according to o press 

release. The 5:00 p.m, 

opening reception drew 

about a dozen guests— 

the seven exhibiting 

artists and a few 

supportive friends. 

Everybody enjoyed 

municipally financed 

pastries and coffee 

until the borough 

president come out of a 

meeting and posed for 

photographs with, each 

artist. Dinkins said that 

he hoped the gallery 

would provide artists 

with important 

exposure: "One would 

be amazed at the kinds 

of people that come 

through this corridor— 

multimillionaires 

involved in some 

development project, or 

multimillionaires 

involved in some 

philanthropy.... 

Sometime same work of 

art might cotch the eye 

of somebody that might 

not have seen it." The 

gallery's theme changes 

every month or so. 

Shows in the works 

include "Manhattan 

Artists With 

Disabilities" and "The 

Art of Politics;' 

—Jack flarfb 

Manhattan Borough President's Art Gallery, Municipal Building, One Centre 

Street, Room 2050 (twentieth floor). Open Monday to Friday, 9:00 to 5:00. 

On the Street 

-i- Where You Give 

§r he city is crawling with would-be magnates, 

undiscovered stars and street corner divas. They 

don’t have a stage or a storefront—they deliver. 

Blocking your path with suspect goods on the 

sidewalk or jolting you into alertness on the sub¬ 

way, they're hustlers who won't go away. 

Watch New fork's stealth test in action and the 

hard iacts of the business emerge. 1 he work is er¬ 

ratic. Wages fluctuate daily. Prime markets, steady 

clients and lucrative gigs vanish without warning. 

Hut yo, there's good money to be made. 

What follows is a highly selective eyewitness ac¬ 

counting ot the hourly wages of some New 

Yorkers who work, outside the office. 

Per hour 

Clarence Hayes, 13* singer, Lexington 

Avenue—Third Avenue stop on L anti F 

trains .........Si2.(10 

Richard Rivera, 26, vendor (sunglasses, 

plastic flowers, religious statues, windup 

dolls), Hih Street, Cooper Union ..# 6.30 

Johnny Capers, 69, musician (trumpet). 

Columbus Circle_........__._Si5.00 

Kasecm Allah (tie janies Smith), 33, 

musician (bongo drums), No. 4 

Ix'xington Avenue train 2.50 

i he Float Committee11 (Douglas 

Walker, Darryle Nealy, Wayne 

Blizzard, Tyrone Williams, Ronald 

Williams, Bobby Davis), ages 14-19, 

breakdancers. Fifth Avenue and 56th 

Street ..*,.*...520.00 

TIT) TIIM TTT TTTTTTftTfTT1 T IT » frrrfT T* + f ft* TTTT rr T TTf f f TTTTT1T TTftt TTTTTt) TTTTTTTTTTT? r r> wt Tt t t fTT FTT'HT 

Chris Wallace, 25, squeegee man (car 

windshields), Fast Houston Street and 

Broadway .........5.75 

Sid Bmusky, 64, vendor (sections of 

Sunday's New Yor^ Times), outside 

Zahar's at Broadway and 80th Street.$ 2.00 

Bobby " Sweet Pea” Poummer, 35, take 

all-eomers timed-match chess player, 

42nd Street ......$ 8,00 

Larry Danzigcr, 42, singer ("gospel 

opera”), 57th Street near Carnegie Hall ...$ 0*95 

Louie (“Call me Louie”), 35, vendor 

(pharmaceuticals), Washington Square 

Park ......120*00 

H asan Abdullamuhammed, 19, vendor 

(oils, incense, “pamphlets of peace and 

salvation”), 14th Street/Penn Station ....... J 0.55 

“Fine, Mr. and Mrs... .ahem ... Dog. The bellboy will show you to your room." —Cynthia Hatties 
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Dc-Stalinization at the paper of record 

continues. As you might reasonably ex¬ 

pect, the several months following Abe 

Rosenthals departure have differed 

markedly from the several months pre¬ 

vious. Such were Punch Sulzbergers or¬ 

ders to Max Frankel: morale was to be 

raised and talent was to he rewarded. No 

longer would brownnosing loyalty to the 

regime be the overriding criterion for ad¬ 

vancement* as it hail been under Ro¬ 

senthal. Nowhere has this become more 

evident than in the 7/woinen that make 

up the new court. Where Rosenthal sur¬ 

rounded himself during his reign of ter¬ 

ror with the childishly capricious Arthur 

Gelb, James Greenfield, Bill l lonan and 

the universally despised Pd Klein, Fran 

kel has gathered around him his longtime 

number-two man, Jack Rosenthal, as edi¬ 

torial page editor; Washington editor 

Craig Whitney (who hud proved very 

popular as foreign editor and was, I might 

add, singled out by the Rockefeller Gen 

ter Cardio-Fitness center one month for 

his outstanding attendance record); for 

eign editor Joseph Lelyveld* surely the 

quickest, wisest management mind at the 

limes-, and deputy editorial page editor 

Leslie Gelb* 

Frankel has been working on all fronts 

to win over new friends. He had a long 

lunch with all the senior arts critics, some¬ 

thing Rosenthal had never done. And he 

continues to undo the changes w rought in 

the Metropolitan section by the former 

Metro editor, the unpopular John Vino- 

cur. Regrettably, though, the word is that 

Column One will soon be abandoned al¬ 

together—which is bad news for readers 

of the paper. It was quirky and full of sur¬ 

prises, and therefore delightfully un- 

Tdwrjvlike* Dull-witted, time-serving 

Metro reporters, it seems, had com¬ 

plained about Column One because it was 

time-consuming and because, as orthodox 

Times reporters fed com pellet! to pro¬ 

nounce journalism that might actually be 

diverting, it wasn't hard news. 

The realignment of loyalties at the pa¬ 

per has been volatile. Cultural editor Bill 

Honan made his intentions public in his 

embarrassing profile of Gelb m Times 

Tatthe papers newsletter. 

Not to he outdone is the legendary hum 

kisser Arthur f lelb, whose loyalty shift es 

the most abrupt. As the favorite of the Ro¬ 

senthal court, he enjoyed a position that 

gave him the power to punish {‘Did you 

sneeze, Arthur?’' “No—was I supposed 

to, Aber’T). Prized more for his high fidel¬ 

ity rather than for Ins talent, Gdb has a 

capacity for toadying that has amazed 

even hardened Times veterans. Although 

Abe tried in vain to have Gelb, his minis¬ 

ter of the interior, take his place as execu¬ 

tive editor (when that failed, Rosenthal 

pushed for Vinocur), Gelb lias now 

turned on his old friend and patron, He 

has apparently been celling people t hat he 

was never really that close to Abe, anti 

that Abe is loopy. A recurring story has 

Arthur actually snubbing Abe publicly 

outside the Times building. Gdb has also 

been explaining, to anyone willing to lis¬ 

ten, how dose he and Frankel have al¬ 

ways been (they haven i), and to prove the 

point he has even dug up an old photo¬ 

graph of the two of them taken years ago 

when both were working for the Times in 

Japan, 

As for the other principal Rosenthal 

lieutenant, Sunday Magazine editor Ed 

Klein. I have beard that he begged for and 

received six or seven months ro prove his 

stuff, Klein has also moved like a shot to 

distance himself from Rosenthal, and he, 

too, now says that Rosenthal was crazy. 

Although widely unpopular at the paper, 

Klein surely is the right man for the job of 

keeping the magazine stolid and unsur¬ 

prising. I Ic once announced to the office 

that a shamefully puffy Francesca Stanfill 

profile on the happy marriage of Oscar de 

la Renta and his wife was "one of the best 

goddamned pieces of journalism" he had 

ever read. Arid really, the shamefully 

puffy recent cover profile of Didion and 

Dunne, “The Rewards of a Literary Mar¬ 

riage,” was one of the best goddamned 

pieces of journalism wc ever read, too. 

Kudos, Ed. 

Rosenthal himself seems aloof from all 

the frenzied jockeying, il not somewhat 

removed from reality itself. His maun¬ 

dering, meandering On My Mind column 

on the op-ed page has been a twice- 

weekly source of high entertainment for 

many at the paper. (They have dubbed it 

Out of My Mind.) Within hours after that 

day’s paper hits the streets, current and 

former reporters anti editors are on the 

phone quoting lines to one another. The 

l ime’s Geoffrey Stokes, who has taken to 

calling the column I, Rosenthal, is not 

far off the mark. In one column, titled 

“The 39 th Witness,’' I counted 1 me, 2 

myself \ 1 mine, 4 my"s and 34 A. The A 

have it; this is bad writing of heroic pro¬ 

portions. And who is to tell him how ter¬ 

rible it is? His enemies are trx) pleased* 

and his friends arc too frightened. 

And speaking of friends, Abe is mak¬ 

ing a whole lot of new ones lately, which 

mav account for some of the distance be- 
# 

tween him and Arthur, Gelb still travels 

in the ltrerarv theatrical milieu that cur- 

ried his favor when he was cultural czar 

at the Times. Al>e is now moving in the 

faster, Mortimer s/Alice Mason circuit on 

the arm of his main squeeze, Shirley 

Lord, the bosomy dirty-book writer. She 

plotted Abe's entry into high-profile Park 

Avenue society carefully. In the months 

prior to his retirement, tailors (but not, 

apparently, hairstylists) were quietly 

ushered into his office to begin work on 

the new look, —Huntley Havcrstod{ 
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Girls! Girls! Girls! 
llbmrti'* Magazine Roundup 

TWi gt.\r. PRINT 

Pie.low Talk 
“Minimize 'sleep wrinkles/ These ugly temporary 

creases arc often the result of a heavy, deep sleep in 

which you were pressing your face into your pil¬ 

low. II you sleep on your stomach or your side, 

minimize wrinkles hv concentrating on shifting 

the weight of your head away from your cheek 

onto vour car. 
j 

—Glcimom\ December 1986, page 234 

""As you lie prone, body Hinds can redistribute 

and accumulate around the eves/ Dr. Elander says. 
I ~ J 

To prevent this, don't bury your head in the pil¬ 

lows.” 

—Ibid*, page 98 

“BA I > HABITS TO BREAK 

Going u* bed with your makeup on 

Getting too little sleep 

Furrowing your brow, squinting, scrunching your 

face against your pillow—all wrinkle-promoters” 

—Mademoiselle, January 1987, page 159 

"Elevate your head with extra pillows to prevent 

accumulation of Huid in tissue surrounding eyes 

during sleep/ 

—Ladies* Home journal y January 1987, page 93 

If You're Not Exhausted From 
Rearranging Your 11kaj> All Night 

"When you get up m the morning, say aloud, 2 am 

the most fascinating person I know/ Say it with 

conviction until you believe it," 

—Glamour, December 1986, page 71 

Would That by Any Chance 
Be Mostly Female, Americans? 

"A study conducted by the National Center lor 

1 leal til Statistics and released last year revealed 
J 

that .Americans over the age ol 20 are getting less 

and less sleep as the years go by." 

—MtidtmofstHe, January 1987, page 82 

A Woman's Day Is Never Done 
"(Jet longer use I mm pantyhose by wearing dam¬ 

aged ones under pants or boots. When only one leg 

runs, you might try cutting it off and matching it 

with another one-legged pair. In other words, 

wear two pairs of panties—one attached to (he 

right leg, the other attached to the left/’ 

—Womans Day, January 20* 1987, page 46 

"Throw out pantyhose as soon as you gel a run." 

Ibid., page 146 

— Kathleen Fury 

spy s unofficial highly selective account of incidents to 

which the New Yhr^ City Police Department's spe¬ 

cially trained rescue units responded during the five- 

weef{ period ending February / 5. Quotes are the police 

dispatchers’r 

FURNITURE AND APPLIANCES 

* The Bronx—"a chair in the middle of the 

Throgs Neck roadway"' 

* Queens—"a refrigerator in the road" 

* Brooklyn—“five-year-old caught in a cheese ma¬ 

chine, unconfirmed” 

THE WILD KINGDOM 

* Manhattan—"animal on a fence," 6th Street ho 

tween Avenues C and D 

* Manhattan—"a pit bull won t let anyone into the 

location" 

* Manhattan—"a vicious cat," Avenues A to B 

* The Bronx—"a large pit bull with another dog in 

its mouth on the scene " Ford ham Road 

KEYSTONE KOPS 

* Manhattan— at the scene of an armed robbery 

[at a jewelry store], the complainants are hand¬ 

cuffed" 

Statistics released to SPY by Captain Joseph Rag wo, 

commanding officer of the Central Fatfi Police Pre¬ 

cinct, indicate that in 19S6 crime in the park dropped 

from the previous year in most categories. Some of the 

figures: 

* Robberies, I )own from 416 to 259. Summer con¬ 

tinues to be the best time to get mugged, 

* Rapes. There were 19 in 1985, 12 last year. 

* Burglaries. Burglaries of what? Mostly of con¬ 

struction sites—the Zck), Bethesda Fountain, Wolb 

man Rink—and the attendant mobile trailers and 

temporary work buildings. Down from 31 to 22. 

* Felonious assaults. Crimes in this category went 

up, from 31 to 37. 

* Grand larceny. Down from 192 to 166. 

* Grand larceny!auto. Those NO RADIO signs aren ’t 

working: up from 3 to 1L 

* Murder I manslaughter. Seven in 1985, five last 

yea r. 

For more information on the best places to contribute 

to one of these statistics, see SPY-r map of Central Pa i f 

Crime on page 12. —Ann C Mathers 

(continued) 

cither jointly, severally or 

con currently fasted iu shut off 

the air conditioning unit m 

Murdocffr apartment. As a 

remit, leakage occurred, causing 

damage to plaintiffs apartment 

fwhich is below Murdochs j in 
the amount of $44, l W No 

trial date has been set. 

Case No. 02J20 

Chirks Mingus III k Dell 
Publishing 

The plaintiff if the son of the late 

jazz musician and is a musician 

and artist in his own right. He is 

suing Dell and uniter Dun 

Shetuey over references made 

about him in Shettry s booh 

Sam Shepard. In three pas sages. 

Shewry says that Shepard and 

Mingus used drugs rather freely. 

Mingus, claiming that these 

passages are wholly and totally 

false, libelous and damaging to 

hts career, is suing for 1/4 
million. Dell and Shewey reply 

that Mingus if a public figure 

and that the statements were 

made without malice or 

negligence and are true. No trial 

date has been set. 

FOOD FIGHT! FOOD FIGHT! 
FOOD FIGHT! {THE 

WONDERFUL WORLD OF 
FINE DINING, FART II) 

Suppers served to inmates of 

Hikers Island and father New 

York City municipal jails: 

Regular—Salisbury slash with 

broum gravy mashed potatoes, 

spinach, chilled purple plums, 

bread with margarine, iced Ira 

or hot cocoa 

Dijlterl lil—Vs cup fruit /nice, ¥2 

cup Spanish nee with 4 ounces 

beef, ‘/’tup string beam, lettuce - 

and tomato salad, ¥2 cup chilled 

diet applesauce, 2 slices bread. I 

cup mil^, teed tea with sugar 

substitute 

Kosher—braised beef 

jardiniere, bow-tie noodles with 

Ipiihu, war beans, mixed green 

salad, chilled purple plums, 

matzos. grape juice or hot tea 

Halal (Muslim)—steamed lamb 

with vegetables, mashed 

potatoes, com with green 

peppers„ cinnamon flavored 

applesauce, bread with 

margarine, iced tea or hot toeoa $ 
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The Big Myth 

Uniforms (Players) 

Uniforms (Owners) 

Unofficial Chant 

Perennial Problem 

Did You Know *.. ? 

Stadium 

Getting There by 

Subway 

Loyalty 

Hero Worship 

Giveaway Days 

Political Affiliation 

The Front Office 

Brawls 

Fights 

Transactions I 

Transactions II 

Nicknames 

19S6 Disabled List 

The Constant Promise 

Coverage 

The Future 

Like lo pretend they have something in common 

with the great Dodger and Giant teams of the past 

Garish orange and blue 

Classy pinstripes 

"Let’s Go Mets" 

Can't keep a third baseman 

At Shea Stadium* only one person has ever 

pitched a perfect game 

Ugly, Also* airplanes often roar overhead 

The ride through Queens on the elevated part of 

the IRT No* 7 allows you to study the Transit 

Authority's track repair program 

In years past, when the Mets played badly* their 

fans stopped coming to games 

Gary Carter answers all his fan mail Keith 

Hernandez throws his away 

Twenty last season, not counting games I Inward 

Johnson started at third 

Mainstream Democrat: last year they offered 

Felix Rohatyn a contract. Really. 

Run by a savvy baseball man, Frank Cashen 

Have traditionally hrawled with other teams 

In 1986 Darting* Teufel, Ojeda, Aguilera and 

Gooden got into fights with police 

Gave up the beloved loin Seaver in 1984, Kept 

young pitchers 

Acquired lungball hitting outfielder Kevin 

Me Reynolds to shore up the one weakness in 

their lineup 

Mex, Hojo, Kid, Nails, Doc, BI Sid and Mookie 

Gary Carter hurt his rhumb 

This year. Strawberry is going to put some big 

numbers on the board 

Fans enjoy Tim MtCarvcr's astute analysis of the 

game 

Have a stockpile of good young players 

Like to pretend they have something in common 

with the great Yankee teams of the past 

Classy pinstripes 

Garish orange and blue 

"Boston Sueks” 

('ant keep a manager 

At Yankee Stadium, only one person has ever 

been shot 

Once grand. Renovation eliminated character 

The ride through the Bronx on the elevated part 

of the IRT No* 4 allows you to sec what New Yor^ 

will label the hot neighborhood of the 1990s 

Last year, alter a game in which the Yanks played 

badly, a fan threw a kinfc at an opposing player 

No fan mail. Few fans know enough current 

Yankees to write them 

Faghteen last season, not counting games Bobby 

Mcacham started at short 

Conservative Republican: last year they selected 

George Will in the amateur draft. Really. 

Run by a boat builder and his gang of scapegoats 

Have traditionally brawled with Billy Martin 

During the |9S1 World Series, George 

StcmbremuT claims he got into a light with 

unnamed, undescribcd and possibly imaginary 

Dodger fans in an elevator 

Gave up the beloved Ron iiuidry in 1987* Kept 

42-year-old Joe Niekro 

Acquired longhal!-yielding pitcher Charles 

Hudson to help them remember the names of two 

rivers in the Northeast 

Dan, Don, Ron, Rod and Boh 

Butch Wynegar got depressed 

This year, Steinbrcnner is going to let the guys 

just play ball 

Fans enjoy Phil Rizzuto’s get well wishes to sick 

people of Italian heritage 

Have few young players, but have the rights to 

Tommy John until Dooley Womack is elected to 

the Hall of Fame 

Yankee Fans' Worst Nightmare: realized when the Mets and the Red Sox player! in the World Series. 

A let Fans Worst Nightmare: averted (perhaps) when airport security found the loaded derringer in Carknc Pearson's purse. 

jam ie Malanmt'sfyi 
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The Book Nook 
This Month: Joyce vs. Aiichener 

April Datebook 

Enchanting and Alarming Events Upcoming 

fou can read it, hold it in from of a mirror and read it again, but the new 

edition o 1 James Joyce’s Ulysses remains the same old indecipherable so- 

called classic that scholars have been foisting on the reading public lor 

more than 50 years* 

Let s just sec how this ' masterwork’’ stacks up against James Mkhcncr’s 

Takes place in just one day Spans centuries 

Three main characters A cast of thousands, not including 

cattle 

Takes place in just one city Ranges across o spectacular 

landscape af burgeoning frontier 

towns and awesome stretches of wild 

Texas plains 

Obsession with characters' bodily 

functions and interminable inner 

thoughts 

Characters who eat, think, talk and 

make love just like the rest of us 

No quotation marks surrounding 

dialogue 

Plenty af quotes—plus you know 

who's saying what 

Its easy to sec—you get more for your reading dollar with Texas. Yes, Ulysses 

is a big book. Blit the ihndtnburg was a big airship. Anti Idi Amin is a big 

man. —Mary Wallach 

Tf ’v 

iOintic 

2hrs, 

& min 

* 
Proposed Mows 
of the Monih 

9 Fttf © 

SUPEBC1TY-___1 

istfrSa!5--®S 

beg^ to 'jn;®vf comeback role) star a 

Hauer. 1.2 hrs.) 

3 Wayne Newton 

born, 1942* Mark the 

occasion by growing a 

pencil mustache or 

suing NBC News. 

5 “On Sex and Human 

Loving.1' A lecture at 

the 92 nd Street Y by 

William Masters and 

Virginia Johnson; 7:30 

p.m.; S10. 

7 Ringling Bros, and 

Barnum & Bailey 

(arcus. At Madison 

Square (harden; the 

first of 71 tired 

performances. New 

this (l 17th) year: 

something called King 

Tusk, hilled as “the 

world s largest 

mammal traveling the 

face of the earth,” 

Including Ed 

McMahon? 

7 The Mets open their 

season against the 

Pirates; Shea Stadium; 

1:30 p.m. 

13 The Yankees play 

their home opener 

against Cleveland; 

Yankee Stadium; LOO 

p.m. This is the Yanks* 

seventh game of the 

new season. Trivia 

question: if the team 

that suits up today isn't 

4-2 or belter, how soon 

will Lou Piniella be 

looking for a job? 

15 File for an 

extension, using 

federal form 4868 and 

state lorm IT-370, 

18 Hiiylcy Mills born, 

1946. 

22 Jack Nicholson 

turns 50. 

24 '"The Harmony of 

the Spheres,” Open 

('enter, 83 Spring 

Street. The ascent 

through the spheres is 

often accompanied by 

"secret harmonies”— 

that much is evident. 

But "what exactly is 

this ascent, ami what 

are these harmonies?*1 

Turns out—and this 

shouldn’t min the 

session for anyone—‘the 

answer has something 

to do with flthc 

ordering principles of 

the cosmos” and "the 

celestial affinities of the 

soul ” 

26 American Youth 

Hostels/Citibank Five 

“Boro" Bike Tour. 

With 20,000 

participants, this is the 

world's largest bicycle 

tour. The course is 36 

miles, beginning (at 

7:30 a.m.) and ending 

(about six minutes 

later—have you seen 

some of these racers?) 

at Battery Park. 

26 Daylight saving 

time begins. Thais 

ahead, right? Puzzled 

cyclists assemble in 

Battery Park loo early. 

Anxious, they begin to 

ride in ci rcl cs. 

30 Washington 

inaugurated as first 

president at Federal 

Hall on Wall Street 

(1789). ® 
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Bravo, Alfred 
It can’t sing, read a line or play a note. Yet, it's the new star of 
the Lincoln Center neighborhood. 

It’s The Alfred, a free-standing 38-srory condominium tower, 
rising directly across the street from Lincoln Center Just 
opened, it’s playing to rave reviews. 

1 didn’t believe such park and river views still existed.*’ ’The 
wood-and-leather lobby is a stunning scene stealer” ,sThe 
security measures deserve a standing ovation ” "The recrea¬ 
tional facilities—especially the 75' U,S, records length indoor 
pool—are a tour de force” 

Who are the people saying nice things about us? The astute 

buyers who bought apartments at pre-completion prices. But don't 
take their word for in See if we measure up to your high standards. 

Pm 'Comp I et i on pric es: One bedrooms from $229,000/Dup I exes 
from $318,000/Two bedrooms from 5331,000/Three bedrooms 
from ^452,000. *PncL'iiuhitirtlit>dkli|g£’ 
ufthcutnocrc. Special financing available. 
Call our sales office, 212-956-3999, 
to schedule an appointment to see 
our furnished model today. 
The Alfred, 161 West 61 THE NEW CON DOM IN ELM THAT'S 
Street across from Li ncoln Center STEPS AWAY FROMLLNCOLN CENTER street across from Lincoln center. yJLES AHEAD OF ANYTHING ELSL 

Dcveloped by the ouwrs and mtmdgers of the famous l land Hotels. Sfwiw CMC Company ll The cwnpfert' offerrng terms are in an offering plan from Sponsor, 



cheerful subway token clerks,all of them 

graduates of a rigorous courtesy-training pro¬ 

gram. will dispense accurate directions and other useful information along with tokens. 

Resplendent in their by then familiar maroon blazers, white shirts and blue-and-maroon 

rep tics (a uniform to be introduced in the fall, according to the New York City Transit 

Authority), they will be model workers—helpfulness their byword, their manners the stuff 

of public transit legend. © T hese improvements, which the TA says are being slowly 

implemented, will bolster the tough special requirement that the 3,800 token clerks 

stationed (at $8.76 an hour, or $18,220.80 a year) around town have to meet once 

they pass the standard civil servant s exam: token clerks must BE AT LEAST 18 YEARS OF AGE. 

© If that doesn’t fairly scream “ha ndpicked,” we don’t know what does. But SPY suspected 

that an even more demanding criterion lurked somewhere; it had to. We dispatcher! 

transit buffs NEIL EVAN HaNDWERKER and ANDREW TaELMER on an investigative 

quest for the secret written exam for prospective token clerks that we feel must surely 

exist. T hey failed to find any such exam. But through firsthand reporting (the pair claim 

to have visited every one of the transit system’s 750 booths in all 463 stations, many of 

them twice), thankless (but necessary) cross-checking and hours upon hours of painstak¬ 

ing research, they manager! to stitch together what we imagine is a close approximation of an 

Official 
New York City 
Su bway 
Token Clerk 
Exam 

Q 

Instructions: Take this exam as slowly 
as possible. (Take as many breaks as 
you like.) If you don’t feel like 
answering a question, don’t. Feel free 
to talk to anyone else taking the test 
with you. We encourage creative 
alternatives to actual work on the 
exam, such as chatting or arranging 
your pencils in neat little groups. 
This will help to simulate conditions 
in a real token booth. 

If you take more than the time 
allotted, you will he paid overtime. 

APRI L SPY 23 
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SECTION 1— 
SITUATIONAL APPERCEPTION APTITUDE 
ASCERTAINMENT 

This section is designed to test your ability to 
function in a real-life token-vending situation. 
You will he presented with a number of situations 
that you might encounter in your job as a token 
clerk. In each ease, select the mo&i appropriate 
action. 

1. It's 5:30 p.m.—rush 
hour. You are working 
in the token booth at 
59th Street on the up¬ 
town side Of the Lex¬ 
ington Avenue line. 
Swarms of riders are 
right in front of you 
waiting for the uptown 
train. You learn that all 
uptown service has 
been indefinitely dis¬ 
continued due to a 
track fire on 125th 
Street You should: 

o A Make an announce¬ 
ment, informing the 

riders of alternate 
routes available to 
them, 

o B Wait until the riders 
ask you what is going 
on, then tell them that 
you have no idea. Let 
them decide for them¬ 
selves whether to 
wait. After a w hile, 
write something inde¬ 
cipherable on the 
TVansit Authority-ap¬ 
proved message board. 

o C Call the downtown 
token clerk across the 
tracks and ask him to 

make an announce¬ 
ment on his speaker 
regarding uptown 
service. 

o D Ignore the informa¬ 
tion and continue talk¬ 
ing to your girlfriend 
on the "emergency 
only” phone. 

2. You are working in the 
booth during off-peak 
hours. A rider comes 
running up to you 
shouting that a wom¬ 
an's chain has been 
snatched on the plat¬ 
form downstairs. You 
should: 

o A Hang up on your 
girlfriend and call the 
police. 

O B Tap your finger on 
the speaker and shake 
your head as if you 
can't hear. 

o C Cup your hand to 
your ear and pretend 
not to hear the ques¬ 
tion due to the subway 
rumble—even if there 
is no train near your 
station. 

o D With a vacant look in 
your eyes, point 
straight ahead. 

3. A passenger ap¬ 
proaches your window 
and asks for directions 
to Chambers Street. 
You know that the line 
he needs does not ser¬ 
vice your station. You 
should; 

O A Give the person the 
proper directions and 
offer him a subway 
map. 

o B Scowl darkly for a 
few moments and then 
outline an epic four- 
hour journey that cul- 

8. It’s 3:00 p.m, and you 
are working at the 
Franklin Street station, 
IRT line. A man asks 
you for a subway map. 
You should; 

o A Explain politely that 
you are out of maps but 
can tell him where to 
write for one, 

o B Laugh slowly and 
bitterly, 

o C Cup your hand to 
your ear and pretend 
not to hear the ques¬ 
tion due to the subway 
rumble—even if there 
is no train near your 
station. 

o D With a vacant look in 
your eyes, point 
straight ahead. 

9. The only people al¬ 
lowed into the token 
booth, apart from you 
and your fellow token 
clerks, are: 

Q A Policemen, firemen 
and other emergency 
personnel. 

o B Chinese-food deliv¬ 
erymen, 

o C Fare-dodging juve¬ 
nile delinquents trying 
to set you on fire, 

STOP, Wait. Do not go 
on to the next part of 
the exam until you feel 
like it. 

SECTION 2— 
LOGICAL APTITUDE 
BATTERY 

. The best time to close 
your window and tally 
moneys received is: 

o A At an off-peak hour 
when no one is waiting 
in line* 

o B The evening rush 
hour. 

o C Whenever the union 
says. 

o D The morning rush 
hour. 

(Hint: this is a trick 
question. There may 
be more than one cor¬ 
rect answer.) 

2. A woman stops at your 
token booth at 68th 
Street and Broadway. 
She slips a crisp, un¬ 
folded $10 bill under 

the window. You are 
aware that the current 
cost of tokens is $1 
each. The woman re¬ 
quests a ten-pack of to¬ 
kens. You should: 
A Hand the woman a 
ten-pack and say, 
“Have a nice clay.” 
B Consult the official 
New York City Tran¬ 
sit Authority Token 
Price Reference Sheet, 
which lists, from $1 to 
$100, the correct nurm 
ber of tokens to give in 
return for the amount 
of money passed to 
you. Tkke your time, 
and eventually give her 
ten unwrapped tokens. 
(To aid you in answer¬ 
ing this question, we 
ha ve included n por¬ 
tion of the reference 
sheet. See next pageJ 
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minutes in a trip on the 
G train to the Suffolk 
County line. 

o C With a vacant look in 
your eyes, point 
straight ahead, 

o D Yelk “Pay your 
fare!” 

4. You are alone in the to* 
ken booth covering the 
Lexington Avenue line 
in Grand Central Ter¬ 
minal, which you know 
to be the busiest sta* 
tion in Manhattan. A 
long line of passengers 
are waiting to purchase 
tokens. You should: 

o A Work as fast as you 
can and alert those in 
line that tokens may 
also be purchased at 
the nearby automatic 
dispensers. 

o B Continue reading 
the Daily News while 
talking to your boy¬ 
friend on the “emer¬ 
gency only” phone, and 
pass out tokens as 
these other activities 
allow. 
C Begin stacking and 
tallying tokens, 

o D Close your window 
to encourage passen¬ 
gers to buy tokens in 
advance. 

5. A high school student 
shows you his subway 
pass and waits at the 
automatic gate to be 
buzzed in. You should: 

□ A Buzz him in, 
> B Call him over to your 

window and castigate 
him, let him go and 
then buzz just long 
enough so that the 

gate is locked again 
when he reaches it. 
C Confiscate the pass, 

o D Scream, “Pay your 
fare!” 

6. An elderly woman 
wants to purchase a to¬ 
ken and get a half-price 
transfer, as is her right. 
You should; 
A Hand her the token 
and the transfer anil 
tell her to enjoy her 
flay. 
B Mutter curses under 
your breath, give her 
the token and then for¬ 
get to give her the 
transfer. 
C Make her show you 
three pieces of ID to 
prove that she is in¬ 
deed a senior citizen. 

o D Refuse to acknowl¬ 
edge her presence 
altogether. 

7. It is 8:00 a.m.—the 
morning rush hour. 
You are working at the 
station at 81 st Street 
and Central Park West. 
A woman slides five 
crumpled, folded dollar 
bills under the window. 
She asks for five to¬ 
kens, You should: 
A Give her five tokens. 
B Become disgusted 
and act as if you are be¬ 
ing forced to handle 
toxic waste, but even¬ 
tually give her the 
tokens. 
C Uncrease and count 
the bills a dozen times 
over so that this disre¬ 
spectful passenger 
misses a train. 

SPECIAL SUPPLEMENTARY TESTS DESIGNED 
TO MEASURE APTITUDE FOR OTHER NEW 
YORK CITY TRANSIT AUTHORITY POSITIONS 

The position of token clerk can he a juni]ring-off 
point for a variety of rewarding careers within the 
Transit Authority, Please complete the following ^ 
special sections, meant to test your aptitude for 
other possible positions. 

AUDIO COMMUNICATIONS MANAGER 

Part I 2 
Connect each announcement with its meaning: 
There's (mother train right This train has a lot ui' people 

in it! 

U OF 
TOKENS 
REQUIRED 

amount 
YOU SHOULD 

COLLECT 

1 $1.00 

2 $2,00 

a $3.00 

4 $4.00 

5 $5.00 

H $8.00 

7 $7,00 

8 $8.00 

9 $9.00 

$10.00 

o C Wait until the wom¬ 
an holds up ten fin¬ 
gers, and then scream, 
“How many?” 

behind this one. 

Conductor, I*m not getting 
ri n if mgna h from t he fmnt. 

Conductor, I'm not getting 
ang signal# from the rear. 

There's congestion up ahead. 
There mil he a slight delay, 
Urc apologize for any 
tnamven ience< 

Attention alt passengers: 
Krxzx! Whrgzx! SWEEP! 

Let's discharge! 

How&about we discharge? 

This train won’t move for 
another hour. 

This train will now go to a lot 
of unfamiliar stations in 
Queens and the doors will 
not open. 

Part II—essay ques¬ 
tion for extra credit 
{25 minutes) 

Consider the following 
two statements: 

This train is a local 
moving local on the ex¬ 
press track and mak¬ 
ing all express stops. 

This train is an ex¬ 
press moving express 
on the local track and 
making all local stops. 

Employing the modali¬ 
ties considered in your 
training course—e.g., 
appearance and reali¬ 
ty, realism and nomi¬ 
nalism, ultimate truth 
and conventional 
trut h —dis t ingui sh 
between these two 
statements in both 
an absolute and a 
pragmatic way. 
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TIME SYSTEM COORDINATOR 

Design a schedule for an express and local train 
sharing the same platform in order to maximize 
passenger anguish. 

Example: 

10:01:00 Announce IRT express. 

10:05:00 IRT local pulls into station. 

10:05:05 IRT express pulls into station. 

L0:O5:Q6 IRT local opens doors* 

10:06:00 IRT local closes doors. 

10:06:00 IRT express opens doors. 

10:08:00 IRT express closes doors. 

10:08:30 IRT local pulls out of station. 

10:09:00 New IRT local pulls into station. 

10:09:10 New IRT local opens doors. 

10:09:11 IRT express pulls out of station. 

C A RTOGRAP H E R/G R A PH IC S 
COORDINATOR 

1. Circle the letter below that you feel corresponds to 
the most helpful graphic representation of the New 
York subway system. 

2. Design a representation of the Bleecker Street/ 
Broadway-Lafayette station that makes possible 
transfers there even less dear than the current and 
previous versions of the subway maps do. 

Example 

3. Match these visual des¬ 
ignations of an N train 
with their most appro¬ 
priate placement on 
the car. 

D 

AJf 

MANAGEMENT CONSULTANT/PLANNER 3, 

This position of planner is one of the most crucial 
in the Transit Authority. Creativity, good judg¬ 
ment and strong public relations skills are 
prerequisites. 

1, The best way to com¬ 
municate to the public 
the details of a signifi¬ 
cant change in service 
on a subway line is: 

o A Gnomic messages on 
Transit Authority- 
approved message 
boards* 

o B Handwritten signs 
sporadically placed 
throughout the system, 

o C Chalk arrows drawn 
in selected subway 
stations. 

o D Curtis and Lisa 
Sliwa on another talk 
show. 

o E Rumor. 

2. Matching* Connect each slogan with the accompa¬ 
nying change in service: 
The MTA is putting a new 
faee on l 

The No. 7 has been 
eliminated. 

The MTA is getting in tip¬ 
top shape: 

For the nest three years f 
all trains will detour through 
Newark. 

The MTA is working to help The fare has been raised. 
you help it work better! 

Devise a scheme for re¬ 
vamping the New York 
City Transit Authority 
in one of two 
categories. 

Category 1—TYiviai 
and Impossible to No¬ 
tice, e,g., ten-packs, 
bull's-eye tokens. 
Category 2—Unwieldy 
and Unhelpful, e.g,, 
red, green and yellow 
lights. 

Outline a way of effect¬ 
ing your plan that will 
leave the system un¬ 
changed in every 
respect. ■ 
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WHAT IS A 
REPUBLICAN PARTY REPTILE? 

• . «'t L*, 

$6.95 paperback 

THE RPR AGENDA: 

Opposed to: 
■ aerobics 

■ taxation without tax loopholes 

I jewelry on men 

■ government interference in 
private affairs (unless the 
government brings over extra 
girls and some ice) 

IN FAVOR OF 
■ guns, drugs, fast cars 

■ free love (if our girlfriends 
don't find out) 

■ a firm stand on the Middle East 
(raze buildings, burn crops, 
plow the earth with salt, and 
sell the population into 
bondage) 

"REPUBLICAN PARTY REPTILE is hilarious. I laughed so hard reading 
this book that my armchair needs reupholstering. P.J. O'Rourke has 
to be the funniest writer going, and boy does he go. This is high- 
octane wit, S.J. Perelman on acid." 

— Christopher Buckley 
author of The White House Mess 

The Atlantic monthly press 
DISTRIBUTED BY LITTLE BROWN AND CO. 



EDWIN SCHLOSSBERG writes very silly poetry, dreams up high-concept interactively interfacing 

video projects and, as Camelot’s egg head-in-residence, designs centerpieces for Kennedy-dan 

luncheons. This is a genius? Tad FRIEND looked a little closer and found New York's ultimate 

pseudointellectual, a superdilletante for the eighties: Mr. Caroline Kennedy, 

RENAISSANCE MAN 
ast October, New York’s FORM one design confer¬ 
ence chose Edwin Schlossberg as its featured speak¬ 
er. Schlossberg was to explain the philosophy behind 
his work to an audience that knew little more than 
his name, which, since his marriage to Caroline Ken¬ 

nedy, had become inflated with the borrowed gas ot the Kennedy 
myth. He proclaimed his creed: “What we really need to pay atten¬ 
tion to a lot is the construction of activities environments that en¬ 
hance the way people interact with one another.” And he told an 
anecdote to enlarge upon that belief: “I met someone who had just 
been in China, and they told me two things, One 

was that in China if you wanted to say something 

was really good, you called it a concept, and if you 

wanted to say something was really awful, you 

called it a hairdo." 

The audience greeted this remark with a puz¬ 

zled, almost concerned silence. The silence deep¬ 

ened as Schlossberg continued. One noted design 

critic wondered halt seriously whether Schlossberg 

had been dabbling with LSD: "He seemed so 

dense, I considered a pharmacological explanation. 

You could see why he's a complete unknown in the 

design world." 

Three months be tore, in July, when Schlossberg 

married Caroline, his reputation had been in full 

career. People magazine noted approvingly that 

"friends routinely append the word "brilliant 

ft* * 
CRYSTAL 

to Schlossberg, as though 

it were part of his name." 

In the same article on the 

couple, George Plimpton 

characterized him as 

"terribly bright —a loom¬ 

ing figure, very high 

intensity" 

Yet when Plimpton 

was preparing his famous 

individualized fireworks for the wedding dinner, 

be had trouble with the groom s tribute. It was the 

work of a moment to create fireworks in the shape 

of a tall column for lanky John Kenneth Galbraith, 

a bow tie for sartorial Arthur Schlesingcr Jr., a sail¬ 

boat for Ted Kennedy and a Chinese rose for Ted’s 
mother, Rose. 

Edwin Schlossberg 

Beyond the Crystal, from 'Deep Sec Poems" 1985. 
silk screen on aluminum 
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VlNNIE NASTA 

The Annunciation of Edwin. 1987, 

oil on Masonite 
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But how to suggest Sch loss berg—a man who 

works as a child of the sixties would, creating in ail 

directions simply because it pleases him? Many of 

Schlossbergs ideas have died aborning, and even 

those that have been realized often have all the im- 

a. 1 ist, 

!■' u u n 

T11i: 

IPdMDJL 

MhMf 

A' 

CONSIDERING 
COSMIC STILLNESS 

Sch LOSS BERG 

From the Pool, from "Deep See Poems " 1985. 

silk screen on aluminum 

pact of Popsicle stick sculptures. But he has turned 

his notional hand to so many interests that he has 

earned such varying descriptions as "language art- 

cultural historian,1' "intellectual and artist,” 

"design consultant,” 

"self-employed writer,” 

"freelance thinker,11 

"postmodern man" and, 

of course, "Renaissance 

man" (The Washington 

Post finally abandoned 

the hunt for a pithy tag 

and listed Schlossberg as 

‘an artist, designer, poet, 

philosopher, gamesman, 

painter, scientist and in¬ 

ventor”) Schlossberg 

himself says mysterious¬ 

ly, "When people ask me 

„ what I do, I say, Tm a 

nuclear accountant.’ It 

doesn't mean anything." 

Plimpton, himself a 

writer, pitchman and 

sometime athlete (but 

one whose merry smat¬ 

tering has never sparked 

" comparisons to Leo¬ 

nardo da Vinci), rose to 

the occasion with a dis¬ 

play entitled "What Ed 

■ ,r*^Lr>. ■ V-. . >*-: ,_'j t ■. . - 

*'■ s ^ ■ A '-’■V V~ f 

Schlossberg Does”—a hurly-burly of flares and 

tourbiflions, of noise and light, that rose into an 

obscuring fog. Plimpton says, "It was a helter-skel¬ 

ter thing that was supposed to show that there's an 

awful lot of sound and fury lo what Ed does, but no 

one knows what it means." 

For those members of the press watching from 

behind ropes, the fireworks were a nimhus giving 

Schlossbergs genius its final clarity and sanction. 

True, there had been no analysis of his accomplish¬ 

ments, but interpretation had proved difficult. 

Here was no Arnold Schwarzenegger flaunting 

his achievement; Schlossberg and his circle of close 

friends had adopted the Kennedy habit of polite, 

firm resistance to press inquiries. Such was the se¬ 

crecy that The Washington Post and People believed 

the groom was 42, while The Netv Timer, 

Time and the New Post asserted, correctly, 

that Schlossberg was married on his 41st birthday. 

Photographs of the couple during their five-year 

courtship offered no insight, Schlossberg almost 

invariably looked taciturn and elegantly distract¬ 

ed—like a genius caught out. He posed only rarely. 

and then at Caroline's insistence, (On their honey¬ 

moon he would—pore Charles Atlas—throw sand 

at a freelance photographer who tried to snap them 

on a Hawaiian beach.) So the press floated the ro¬ 

mantic notion that if someone doesn't speak, it's 

because he has something important to say. 

Th is dull-waters-run-deep idea was bolstered 

with curious data (Schlossbergs eight-page re¬ 

sume, his practice of renting out his mind for $500 

a day) and the comments of acquaintances whom 

the press treated as friends and friends whom the 

press treated as experts, John Brockman, Schloss- 

berg’s agent and the coauthor of many of his nine 

books, said, “He’s incredibly imaginative," and 

Schlossberg's art dealer, Ronald Feldman, said, 

"He violates all rules." And there were "looming 

figure” compliments from well-wishers like 

Plimpton, who now says he and Schlossberg had 

met only three or four times and chatted about 

"the weather, Caroline, that sort of thing. .. * So¬ 

cially, you get a sense of his depth." 

Gradually, the notion of a Renaissance man was 

born. Here was a man who probably could, with a 

straight face, presume to both pose and solve the 

question "Whither culture as culture withers?” 

Only a crank would speak ill of a man about to join 

our Top-Sider nobility by wedding the nation's lit¬ 

tle girl—for even at 30, Caroline Kennedy was still 

our moppet riding her pony, Macaroni, on the 

White House lawn and telling reporters that Dad¬ 

dy was "upstairs with his shoes and socks off, do¬ 

ing nothing." If Schlossberg was not going to be a 

touch-foothail-playing knight for Camdot, he 

could at least be the febrile genius that Caroline, 

according to the improvised script, deserved. 

The Kennedys, who have always lacked for in¬ 

tellectuals, certainly hoped so, Schlossbergs first 

public act qua Kennedy was to design the center¬ 

pieces for a Special Olympics Awards luncheon at 

the UN last October (Eunice Kennedy Shriver 

founded the Special Olympics), and Bobby Sh river 

led the chant of uEd- 

dee\ Ed^ee!” as Ed¬ 

win was asked to take 

a bow+ The center- 

pieces were a pastiche 

of treacly, junior high 

school notions— 

globes placed on a 

_L, ''' pedestal and sur¬ 

rounded by tiny flags and tiny sports figures in ac¬ 

tion—but everyone let that pass. 

Though Schlossberg could seem, at his worst, 

like a si tar-strumming hepcat muttering “Hip is 

hip and groove is groovy/Life's a wild Fellini mov¬ 

ie"—indeed, though a number of his acquaintances 

consider Schlossberg just an arrogant and 

so ph omoric dilettante — well, everyone let 

that pass too. 
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Renaissance Men 

"He wasted many days in 
Curious tricks of design, 
seeming to lose himself 
in the spinning of intri¬ 
cate devices of lines and 
colors* He was smitten 
with a love of the impos¬ 
sible/—Walter Pater, 
The Renaissance 

"You can't get a fix on 
him, because as soon as 
you do, he moves on to 
something else* He's in* 
credibly imaginative." 
—John Cage, composer 

Leonardo's helicopter 

Tiff 

Centerpiece by Ed 

Illegitimate san of a Flor¬ 
entine nobleman 

Legitimate son of a New 
York textile millionaire 

Thirteen volumes of 
manuscripts 

Nine books 

Credited with inventing 
the scientific diagram 

Credited with writing the 
first handbook on CB 
radios 

Almost discovered the 
circulation of blood 

Designed a gigantic 
crawl-through model of 
an atom 

Worked for Andrea 
"Buck," del Verrocchio 

Worked for Buckminster 
"Bucky" Fuller 

In 1483 he became inter¬ 
ested in town planning 
and sketched scores of 
domed churches 

In the late 1960s he 
worked far Buckminster 
Fuller, inventor of the 
geodesk dome 

Played an odd silver harp 
of his own construction 

Collaborated an Revolu¬ 
tions Per Minutef an 
odd record album (the 
Times said that Ed's con¬ 
tributions "wallow in 
inanity") 

Made a thorough investi¬ 
gation of horse anatomy 

Designed a listening 
maxe that simulates how 
chickens hear 

When Leonardo was 23, 
Michelangelo was born 

When Ed was 23, several 
members of Menudo 
were bom 

Experimented with wax 
os a painting medium 
and was the first to use 
oils in fresco painting. 
The Lost Supper, one of 
his experiments in oils, 
has aged disastrously 

Experimented with paint¬ 
ing on aluminum and 
used liquid crystal— 
mood ring goo—as 
paint* WilliWcar T- 
shirts, one of the liquid 
crystal experiments, 
have aged disastrously 

His pointing Paradise, 
now lost, wos to have 
been woven into a Flem¬ 
ish tapestry 

Designed T-shirts for 
fashion designer Willi 
Smith 

At 40 he began Last 
Supper 

At 40 he designed 
"do*seum“ for Hanna- 
Borbero Land 

At 55 he fained the court 
of Francis 1 of France 
and was given his own 
chateau with adjacent 
vineyards 

At 41 he joined Camelot 
and was given a house in 
Hyannis Port with adja* 
cent fame 

Though E o w i n 

Sell Loss ERG never 

asked for the publicity 

that attended his wed¬ 

ding, he had always 

hoped to be known for 

his work. When politely 

declining to sit for a full 

interview for this article, 

he gave the serious ce¬ 

lebrity's disclaimer— it 

makes me uncomfort¬ 

able, talking about that 

kind of thing*,. , The 

work is what's interest¬ 

ing.1’ Scblosshcrg has 

tried to live through his 

work, a prediction 

friends recounted in a I 977 New limes 

prohle—about how m ]%H Schlossberg had said 

that he was going to roll the earth flat one day ami 

would he selling tickets to watch the show. 

Schlossberg s career promised to be about possibil¬ 

ity (today I will be .. ,an aerospace engineer!), but he 

seems to have hogget3 down on the philosophical 

level at which the fact that dog spelled backward is 

god comes as a revelation. 

Schlossberg grew up in New York and went to 

the Birch Wathen School and Columbia University. 

After graduating be laced no financial imperatives 

(thanks to his father, a textile manufacturer, Schloss- 

Iserg is re[Hirtedly a millionaire), so be chose to teach 

design at Southern Illinois University at Carbon- 

dale for six months. Alter dial be could often be 

found at the Universal Limited Art Editions print 

shop where he would later publish Ins graphics 

hanging out with the sixties art crowd, people such 

as Jasper Johns, Robert Rauschen1*erg and James 

Roscnquist. Bill (ioldston, now Universal's presi 

dent, believed Schlossberg had a bright future: “I 

found him an extraordinary intellect, an extraordi¬ 

nary friend and art extraordinary human being." 

I lis self-confidence was extraordinary, too* 

Schlossberg was adept at meeting interesting peo¬ 

ple—one friend recalls that routinely "he just 

barged in and introduced himself: Tin Pal Schloss¬ 

berg. Can we talk?' ” 1 le was brimful of high-con 

eept ideas such as a modern-dance adaptation of 

Genius: 
In an exhibit 

Schlossberg 

designed for 

Hanna-Barbera 

Land\ Snagglepuss 

explains 

videotaping to 

children 

Virginia Woolf s the Waves, which he discussed 

with Twyla Tharp before shifting his glimmering 

attention elsewhere. He also attracted attention as 

one of designer Buckminster Fuller's bright 

young men." In 1969, back at Columbia pursuing 

graduate work, Schlossberg became director of 

Fuller s World Came Workshop. Fuller, the pow¬ 

erfully bright genius/charlatan who invented the 

"TIT' house, the Dymaxion automobile ami the 

geodesic dome, had a 'dare to be naive’ philos¬ 

ophy that Schlossberg seems Uontintud on page >WJ 
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(continued from page 31) to have taken for his own. 

In 1971 Schiossbcrg graduated from Columbia 

with doctorates in science and literature, His mas¬ 

ter's thesis was an imaginary dialogue between the 

physicist Niels Bohr and the poet Wallace Stevens, 

and his Phd). thesis, later published by Links, was 

an imaginary dialogue between Albert Einstein 

and Samuel Beckett, He throve on such yoking* of 

the arts and sciences: one triend recalls that 

Schiossbcrg would 

sometimes go to Cen¬ 

tral Park to pick dan¬ 

delions for a salad. 

Such was his thirst for 

life. Schlossbergs 

doctoral thesis advis¬ 

er, professor John 

Untrecker, says 

Schiossbcrg " set that 

as a goal when he 

came in—to Lx* a Re¬ 

naissance man” anti 

that in the doctoral 

thesis ' lie was really 

interested in enlarg¬ 

ing Einstein's propo¬ 

sition that as you find 

the basic idea you 

reach an ultimate simplicity” 

But, alas, the thesis was far Irom simple, k was a 

blueprint for Schiossbcrg'* career: an earnest at¬ 

tempt to find or conjure common ground between 

science and the arts that somehow went awry. ! he 

resulting work—prolix and self-conscious—is al¬ 

most unreadable. Schiossbcrg* habit of inserting 

himself into the dialogue to assert postmodern 

concerns further muddied matters: “Can you re¬ 

member who was who? Can you remember what 

happened to him? Perhaps these questions will 

stop. Are you reading? Maybe. Can you see this 

word? Perhaps. Are we communicating through 

these words and not to them? You know." 

Schiossbcrg k later books were also wide-rang¬ 

ing, hut they were much less ostentatiously arcane. 

His interest in technology led him to write hand¬ 

books about calculators, citizens band radios and 

computers when each emerged as a consumer 

product in the I97l)s, Schiossbcrg s concern was us¬ 

ing them to play games, which are his fascination. 

Leslie Pockell, the editor who worked with 

Schiossbcrg on The Philosophers Game: Match 

Your Wits Against the 100 Greatest Thinkers of All 

Time, says, “I think Schl ossbrrgk been bored by 

the rules of others.... If you deal with a game, you 

can make up your own rules and sec how they 

work in life." Brent Saville, a designer who 

worked with Schiossbcrg on the Brooklyn 

Childrens Museum, says, less charitably, “11 

he gets you to play a game, then hes in 

The Kennedy 

centerpieces were a 

pastiche of junior 

high school notionst 

and Bobby Shriver 

led the chant of 

"Ed'ded Ed-dec!” 

ARTIST: 

charge. Its a control 

thing.’1 Schiossbcrg 

has a graduate stu¬ 

dent’s trick of playing 

the docent: an ac¬ 

quaintance told The 

Washington Post that 

“his idea of a game 

is to toss out quotes from famous philosophers 

and let people guess who said what ” 

Schlosshcrg’s best-known book emerged Irom 

this habit. The Philosophers Game, co-written with 

John Brockman, was published in 1977 anti re¬ 

mains in print. The book, aimed at the college 

market, places 100 philosophers in brief, un¬ 

finished scenarios. The reader must then choose 

which of three quotes given as a possible conclu¬ 

sion to the scenario is an actual extract from the 

philosophers work. As The New Tbif Times Rook 

Review noted, “ "The Philosopher's Game’ is a ter¬ 

rific idea... . The bad news lies in the execution." 

For instance, in the book s quizzes, only one of 

Dante’s supposed remarks is in verse, and only one 

of the three passages concluding Mark Twain's 

tale of Hack Finn mentions Muck’s raftmatc, [im. 

The scenarios are often only distantly related to the 

answers that follow, and the answers are often only 

distantly related to the philosophers' main con¬ 

cerns. The game here is a shallowexercise in quote 

recognition: you aren’t expected to think, only to 

remember. 

Worst of all is an irritating salaciousness. Some 

of the soft-core pornography, such as the depic¬ 

tions of Schopenhauer masturbating and of Freud 

becoming uncontrollably excited when he puts a 

cigar in his mouth, may have been meant as wry 

commentary. But some is merely callow: " Turn 

over, Shakespeare,' Botches whispers. Soon the 

young lad and William are involved in the fren¬ 

zied motions of passion and pleasure” This roll¬ 

over-Beethoven irreverence festers throughout. 

The Buddha scenar¬ 

io begins: “Soft. 

Hot. Moist. Her pas¬ 

sionate kisses fall 

onto his eyes, his 

checks, his Ups..,. 

With one hand, she 

removes her garment, revealing the wonders of 

her body. With the other hand, she feels him grow 

hard and large, Mara now expertly straddles him 

and slowly, deliciously lowers herself upon him 

until he is deep inside her” And this is not forgiv¬ 

able juvenilia: Schiossbcrg was 32 when The Phi¬ 

losophers Game was published. 

Schlossbcrg’s authorial persona shifts from 

Larry Flynt to Jonathan Livingston Seagull in his 

poem-paintings, which are words lettered on 

Plexiglas, black cloth and unprimed aluminum. 
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The paintings arc meditations on language and the 

use of words as objects that rely on wordplay of 

sub-Mabokovian agility; Thus, Schiossberg paints 

aphorisms such as INDIFFERENCE IS ISOLATION. 

IN DIFFERENCE IS TEXTURE AND WONDER. He 

titled one of his four exhibits in Ronald Feldman s 

SoHo gallery "Deep See Poems/' 

As a result of his recent notoriety; Schiossberg s 

works now sell for up to $7,500. Some of lus images 

even change color when touched (remember mood 

rings? Remember the 1970s?), an idea he carried 

over to a design commissioned by Willi Smith. In 

1983 Smith asked 20 artists, including Sehlossbcrg, 

Christo and Keith Haring, to pin their work on 

silk -screened T-shirts that would sell for $37, 

(Smith later returned the favor by designing 

Sc hi oss bergs goofy, elephantine blue linen wed 

ding suit.) Sc hi os she rg printed the words YOUR 

EYES, CHANGES and INSIGHT on a shirt treated 

with liquid crystal that glowed red when rhe wear¬ 

er was warm,green when he was cold. Sehlossbcrg 

said simply, "The shirt will tell you something 

about the way the person wearing it is feeling at the 

moment/' Wow, 

Always experimenting, in 1982 Schiossberg 

joined other Ronald Feldman artists to make Rev 

a lotions Per Minute, an album of "sound works" by 

visual artists experimenting in the aural. Schloss- 

berg contributed his thoughts on differentiating 

between “metaphors” and "vibrations,” This was 

in 1982, remember, not 1972, The Times critic said 

Schiossbergs effort was H+an exceedingly boring 

meditation" that "wallowfcd] in inanity/' 

His daringly naive ambition reaches its zenith in 

design, which promised to be his true avocation. 

Through design, a seductively catchall held of en¬ 

deavor, he can meld his scientific interest in tech¬ 

nology with his humanist concern that people be 

persuaded to interact. Schlossberg's first museum 

design is his most renowned; the Learning Envi¬ 

ronment in the new Brooklyn Children s Museum, 

which was opened to the public in 1977. In 1974 he 

produced an exhaustive, grandiloquent 194-page 

plan for the museums exhibits. He envisioned the 

museum teaching children the nature of physical 

reality, and "realizing| as many of the aspirations 

we have about the next generation as can be con 

caved at this time/' 

Today the museum, located in a modest Crown 

Heights neighborhood and Lacquered with graffiti, 

is a modest failure. Some of Schlossberg’s ideas 

work well, especially the “people tube,” a descend¬ 

ing entrance way of corrugated steel encircled by a 

rainbow spiral of neon and riven by a mechanical 

stream that sports Locks, dams and waterwheels. 

Though the stream s purl is concealed beneath the 

whine of the operating machinery, it fascinates 

young children who watch, listen, trail their hands 

in it and, on occasion, fall in, Also noteworthy is a 

Those Confusing Spouses 
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FIRST IMPRESSION 
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EDWIN 

Sch- 
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Pushy narcissist 

Kurt "Bucky" Waldheim 
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Understands the universe Mr Universe 

Points aluminum 

Egghead 

To raft the earth flat 

Vulcan mind mold 

Pumps iron 

Beefcake 

To pound his enemies flat 

Strong hand shake 

A formed spectator Front line— 
the whole front line 

sprawling three-dimensional carbon atom model 

42 million times its natural size. Schiossberg be 

lie veil that when children crawled through this 

transparent Minimal Surface Structure, they could 

be "in the space, of the space, and through the 

space of the structure/’ 

Rut the children in the museum 

today seem more interested in go¬ 

ing to the mask-making workshop 

than in becoming lost in space. The 

learning environment is strangely 

forlorn, like a building under quar¬ 

antine. Brent Saville,one of two de¬ 

signers hired to help Schiossberg 

implement bis plan, says that two- 

thirds ol it was unworkable and 

that the ethereal remainder had to 

be made more concrete, Saville says 

that Schiossberg completely mis¬ 

judged his target. “1 his was an au¬ 

dience that liked to pick up bunny rabbits and go _ 

on hikes—they didn’t want to learn about the na- Sia nussm-Kti 

ture of physical forces." Thomas Schwartz, the "Deep See Poems/’ 1985. 

other designer who worked with Schiossberg, 

agrees, noting that Schiossberg wanted to gel rid of 

all the museum's collections. “It was a poor black 

community, [and here was] a very bright white guy 

who totally ignored the cultural aspects of the 

neighborhood.... Ed wasn’t interested in die com¬ 

munity: he was interested in the world/' 

1’hough lie admired Schiossberg s imagination, 

Schwartz was so uneasy about the design plan that 

he and the museum's assistant director, Gabriel te 

Pohle, went on a secret mission to Boston to run 

Schiossberg s ideas past Philip Morrison, a re- 

Al’KII. WIPY 
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nowned professor of physics at MIT. “Philip 

comes in, sits down, looks at this thing. And he said 

something very, very detrimental, which 1 

shouldn't repeat to you" What Morrison said, 

Schwartz finally admits, was “You got a good law¬ 

yer?" 41 What do you mean?” Schwartz asked. 

" 'Schlossberg doesn't understand what he s doing. 

The physics isn't right.1” 

Schwartz and Schlossberg, who had been 

friends, had a row over this revelation. Schwartz 

discovered a side of Schlossberg that others have 

also remarked upon; a bludgeoning arrogance. “I 

liked Ed a lot, and ! was ac¬ 

tually afraid of him “ he 

says, Schwartz was shifted 

from the project, and Savillc 

took over. Saville recalls 

that Gabnelle Pohle eventu¬ 

ally dismissed Schlossberg 

too, because he “wasn’t do- 

___ ing anything." Perhaps too sweepingly, Saville 

SCHLOSStu-’Rtj concludes that “to this day |the museum] is a disas- 

On Into, 1985, ter" In the early 1980s Schlossberg began his own 

liquid crystal on paper design firm so that he could execute his own ideas. 

Today Edwin Schlossberg Inc, employs i5 archi¬ 

tects, graphic designers and computer technicians. 

One person familiar with Edwin Schlossberg Inc, 

says, “It's the kind of thing where if you worked 

for him, you'd never be able to tell your mother 

what you did.,,. [It's[ a rich man’s fancy.” 

If so, it is a fanciful fancy. Schlossberg's firm 

often creates with children in mind—it has de¬ 

signed the interior play elements for Sesame Place, 

near Dallas; a “do-scum” for Hanna-Etarbera 

Land, outside Houston; and the Massachusetts 

SPCAs Macomber Farm. Some ideas do engage, 

especially at Macomber Farm (now closed for con¬ 

dominium conversion), where he developed com¬ 

puter games and exhibits to encourage both 

children and adults to experience the world as ani¬ 

mals do. Particularly delightful were a listening 

maze—through which, like a chicken, you found 

your way by sense of hearing—and a scent maze, 

which taught you to navigate like a pig. And his 

latest designs aren't marred by the Promethean 

overreaching of the Brooklyn Childrens Museum. 

But there is still a good deal of muddled 

thought. Describing a picture of Sesame Place at 

the form one design conference, Schlossberg said, 

“1 like to take the mystery out of how things hap¬ 

pen, so that little girls rocking back and forth, 

pumping air into that central cylinder, which is then 

used to run the exhibits ... making Oscar pop out of 

the can and a variety of other things happen.'1 

And Schlossberg is still often guilty of under¬ 

reaching. His fascination with TV emerges in 

many of his designs, not least in You Are a Star for 

Hanna-ftarbera Land, where, on a simulated TV 

set, Snagglcpuss the lion instructs visitors on how 

to be videotaped into a Hanna-Barbera cartoon, At 

Sesame Place you can operate a TV camera, then 

appear on the "show” itself For children, fascinat¬ 

ing. But Schlossberg s thoughts on the exhibit are 

worth pondering, because they suggest an implod¬ 

ing ambition: “Instead of McDonald's being the 

only place that you can project yourself into TV 

reality, this becomes another opportunity”; enlarg¬ 

ing children’s thralldom to TV may now be 

Schlossbergs only realized aspiration for the next 

generation. 

There are still new ideas, of course—Schlossberg 

has always been a fount of new ideas. His firm is 

working on designs for Atlanta’s Fernbank Muse¬ 

um of Natural History and a mall in Lancaster, 

Pennsylvania, and he is planning a history of mea¬ 

surement, a hook about cities, a “magazine“on vid¬ 

eocassette and an exhibit for Battery Park City on 

"the excitement of international banking.” 

The firm s most ambitious (although character¬ 

istically amorphous) idea is an entertainment proj¬ 

ect for adults being developed jointly with MTM 

and the Canadian developers Olympia & York. 

This happening will happen in a center on Sixth 

Avenue, but other details about the on-again, off- 

again endeavor are sketchy. One report says it will 

be a kind of interactive after-dinner theater. Those 

who learn about the project have to sign a nondis¬ 

closure agreement. 

Leslie Pockell, editor of The Philosopher’s Game, 

concludes praise of Schlossberg with an appropri¬ 

ate balancing thought; "He didn’t seem to be any¬ 

thing extraordinary. He wras just a smart guy with 

a lot of ideas,” Brctu Saville says firmly, "The thing 

about Ed that's sad to me is that its all well-mean¬ 

ing—he isn’t a phony in that sense. He's just some¬ 

how managed to build this reputation that's 

undeserved.,.. lie's not really an author, he’s not 

really a painter, and sure, he worked for Bucky 

Fuller—/ worked for Bucky Fuller, everybody 

worked for Bucky Fuller” 

So just who is Ed Schlossberg ’ He is the perfect 

baby-boomer: a well-to-do hippie-yuppie who is 

indulged, who is self-consciously “interesting” and 

who is married to his generations childhood 
sweetheart He is, moreover, a bright boy who has 

made a career of being a bright boy, and extended 

it well into middle age* Professionally, what 

Schlossberg has done is to careen between lolty and 

crass notions of how best to reach people, and the 

result has been not a sharp hybrid of pop and intel¬ 
lectual i&m, like David Byrne's music, but a split¬ 

ting of the difference—pure middlebrow. 

Entangled in his own talent, he has only rarely 

found ways to realize his vision. He is thus that cu¬ 

rious phenomenon, the Renaissance man without a 

renaissance* Much more than Oscar Wilde at the 

Custom House in New York, Edwin Schlossberg 

has nothing to declare but his genius. 3 
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We knew local newspeople were painfully inept. We just didn’t know 

how painfully inept until we unleashed crack fact-checker AUGUST WEST 

on the worst offenders: the news boobs at WABC, Channel 7. He held 

one of their broadcasts up to careful scrutiny and came away appalled. f 

P® 

3 

l 
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ERNIE ANASTOS: Eyewitness News at eleven is next. Tonight, more 

CHANNEL 7 

Thursday, January 29, 1987, 11:00 p.m* 

snow on the way. It should start sometime after midnight* \ imorrow 

morning s rush hour is going to be a headache. Storm Field will tell us 

If wasn't* 

how much snow to expect and we ll have a live report on the 

preparations. And tonight, Capitol Htll is busy reading the just-released 

Senate Intelligence Committee’s report on the Iran arms scandal* 

It paints a picture nl the preside tit's advisers as deceiving one .mother. 

This aspect of the report is never mentioned again in the broadcast. 

V|'-;ys k 
s/sss r 



KAITY TONG: Also tonight, the celebra¬ 

tion continues in lower Manhattan as the 

Chinese New Year is ushered in. Well 

have the festivities. And what happens They didn't, 

when you put together two of the funniest 

women in show biz? Joel Siegel reviews 

Bette Midler and Shelley Long in Outra¬ 

geous Fortune. 

ERNIE: We’ll have these stories plus Dar¬ 

ryl Strawberry in big trouble. Next on 

Eyewitness News. 

[BREAK] 

VOICE-OVER: This is Eyewitness News, 

Ne w York s mini her one source for news 

at eleven o'clock, with Ernie Anastos, 

Kaity Tong, Storm Field, FTi Znret and 

the Eyewitness News team. 

ERNIE: ( Jood evening. 1 fere’s what s hap¬ 

pening. More snow on the way. The third 

storm in a little more than a week. To¬ 

night, salt spreaders are being loaded up, 

snow plows are being readied, for a 

morning rush hour that's hound to be a 

very slow one.1 And to make matters 

worse, much of the snow that we have 

gotten still (in the ground | is | causing traf¬ 

fic hazards. Storm Field here right now to 

tell us just how much snow we can expect. 

Storm? 

STORM FIELD: All right, Ernie, the way 

things are looking right now, of course, 

we’re just a little bit gun-shy at this point, 

wo ve had, uh, a couple of good-sized 

storms in the last week. What is this going 

to ha—uh, bring to us. Well, what you've 

got in litre is a large wedge of activity, but 

that wedge nght here on the national map 

is actually mostly rain. Some of it freezing 

ram, some of it sleet, but not all snow. Ids 

not all that strong. To move back in this 

direction a little bit more in the way of 

snow. As it looks right now, with the tem¬ 

perature still fairly mild, at this time 

weVe going io start off with some snow 

around the daylight hours and then shift 

ing over on coastal regions—as you move 

inland staying more to the snow. At this 

point it doesn’t look like the amounts are 

going to be that bad, more like what the 

early storms were like at the beginning of 

this winter season. More details just a lit¬ 

tle bit later, Kaity? 

KAITY; Okay, thank you, Storm! But no 

matter how much, more snow usually 

means more headaches for many people 

who have just finished shoveling out from 

under the last storm. Are they ready to do 

In Hie most recent Nielsen 

votings- available Of that 
time, Eyewitness News was 
in fact tied with WNBC. 

The lead Story. NOT AGAIN! 

said the story card on¬ 
screen, As it turned out, 
this was an accurate pre¬ 
diction. The storm fizzled; 
the Mew York City Sanita¬ 
tion Department recorded 
(css than a quarter of an 
inch of snow the next day in 
the five boroughs. 

1 

The morning rush-hour 
traffic was normal. 

He doesn't tell us just how 
much snow to expect. 

Bark p^-d tiling on the big 
story commences. 

" is "Shifting over to rain 
what he means, although 
he can't being himself to 
say this until later an. 

it again? Well, John Johnson is standing 

by live right now in Westchester County 

to tell us. Are they ready or not? John? 

JOHN JOHNSON: Well, Kaity, we could 

say tins, keeping it in perspective,, this is 

not the new coming of a new Ice Age, but 

with a new prediction of more snow here 

m Westchester County, lonighl the wort I 

is he prepared. On residential streets like 

this one in Brunxville, New York, there is 

still tee and snow, and a new layer of snow 

can only make ihis worse. |Ennui: night 

shots from a moving vehicle of cleared as¬ 

phalt and piles of snow. JOHN's report 

continues,| Here in Westchester ( uumv, 

along tlie Bronx River Parkway work 

crews are already preparing their snow 

removal equipment just in case this snow¬ 

fall is a big one, 

JIMMY CORRENTE | Westchester County 

worker|: It's getting the trucks refueled. 

JOHN: Uh-huh. 

CO RRE NTE; Check ’em out. Make sureevery¬ 

th ing works. So we have no problems, 

(JOHN discourses on average snowfall 

for January and remarks that “if Storm is 

right in his predictions, sometime in the 

next 24 hours, where I’m standing here in 

Westchester County in Bronxville should 

have about four more inches of new snow 

on top of the old.” Back in the studio, 

KAITY shows how to report on the 

LIRR strike without using the verb to be\ 

"In other news tonight, the strike over. 

Long Island Rail Road employees work¬ 

ing round the clock now trying to get the 

trains back on track_Ernie?”! 

ERNIE: A Senate report on the Iran arms 

scandal revealed tonight shows that Presi¬ 

dent Reagan did not knew profits were 

bring sent to the rebels in N icaragua^The 

Intelligence Committee found concern 

for hostages in Lebanon kept arms going 

to Iran, but the idea left a lot to be desired 

in terms of foreign-policy making in the 

White House. |Interview clip of Intelli¬ 

gence Committee chairman SENATOR 

DAVID BOREN.] 

ERNIE: Now, at the same time, the White 

House confirmed President Reagan did 

send an autographed Bible to Iran while it 

was trying to negotiate a deal for hostages. 

A spokesman said it was Oliver North's 

idea. From Lebanon, a chilling picture of 

Robert Pol hi It, held hostage by the pro 

Iranian Islamic Jihadf Polhill is “56 and a 

native of Queens?Islamic Jihad is threat- 

TTTT 

Apparently, the ward in 
Westchester County isn't 
be or prepared, but new. 

Dog bil«t man. 

3 
The report reached no such 
conclusion, and the issue of 
the president's knowledge 
of the diversion of fundi to 
the contras remained on 
open questi an. Same of the 
committee's evidence 
strongly suggested! the 

president was aware of it, 
but the report itself was 
simply o summary of testi¬ 
mony and as such proved 
nothing. When the report 
came out, Senator Boren 
told one reporter that if 
Reagan knew about the di¬ 
version of funds, "since 
that would be a violation of 
the laws, it's the only as¬ 
pect of this that would be a 
potentially impeachable 
offense/' The White House 
Staff, h# Said, J grab[s J any 
evidence that they think 
would show that the presi¬ 
dent didn't know." So, if 
seems, does ERNIE. 
3 
ERNIE's tone here suggests 
that the report exonerated 
the participants an the 
grounds of their having had 
compassion as a motive. 
The front-page headline in 
The Washington Post the 
next morning was HOS¬ 

TAGES SAID AMONG REA¬ 

SONS FOR IRAN DEAL, but of 
course the point was that 
this directly contradicted 
the administration's earlier 

assertions about appealing 
to Iranian moderates, and 
also violated the Reagan 
doctrine of not negotiating 
with terrorists, 
4 
ffelhifl is being held hos¬ 
tage not by Islamic Jihad 
hut by a previously un¬ 
known group Calling itself 

"Islamic Jihad for the Lib¬ 
eration of Palestine"; it n 
pro-Palestinian, not pro- 
Iranian. 
5 
Pgfhill is 53 and a native of 
Beacon, a town upstate. 
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ening to kill Kim and iiu< ri ilu s \inen 

ilIiis if the United States takes any 

military action in Lebanon, 1 hive I S. 

aircrait carriers have been mover! to Leh 

aiiL-se w;i|c'r in response to a recent rash 

of kidnappings in Beirut. Kaity? 

KAITY: Former Philippines president 

Ferdinand Marcos says he feels like a pris¬ 

oner in ns home on I lau aii^Marcos says 

the State Department would not allow 

him to leave. Tin Tt was ^peculation lie 

was ready to rake off in this ]d |head shot 

ot Marcus| ami hear! for Singapore jshoi 

of jet on runway |, a plan reportedly 

stopped by FBI ami Immigration agents7 

Marcos also says he has no connection 

with the rebels who gave up their hold on 

a I V station near Manila to lav,® a peace¬ 

ful end to the most serious threat to Cora- 

zon Aquino since she replaced Marcos 

almost a year ago. 

ERNIE: And we have much more still 

ahead tonight here on Eyewitness News. It 

is a night ol joy for Steven McDonald and 

his wife, I Ic is the police officer who was 

shot and paralyzed in Central Park last 

summer. 

KAITY: And Joel Siegel reviews Outra¬ 

geous Fortune, starring Shelley Long and 

lieUe Midler, 

[BREAK] 

KAITYr Shavod (ones, the 15-year-old 

convicted of shooting police officer Ste¬ 

ven McDonald in Central Park last sum¬ 

mer, was sentenced today to three to ten 

years in jail. This is the maximum sen¬ 

tence possible for a juvenile, He also faces 

three to ten years lor a previous convic¬ 

tion on armed robbery, the sentences to he 

served consecutively. It was last |uly 

twelfth that Officer McDonald stopped 

Jones and two other teens in Central Park 

to question them about stolen bicycles 

Jones pulled a gun and shot McDonald in 

the neck, leaving him paralyzed and bare¬ 

ly able to speak. Ironically, as Jones was 

being sentenced today Patti McDonald, 

wife of the wounded officer, was in labor 

at a Long Island hospital. The McDon¬ 

alds tonight are the proud parents of a 

healthy baby boy, and as Tappy Phillips 

tells us, it's an especially joyous event for 

the courageous couple whose lives were 

shattered last summer. 

TAPPY PHILLIPS: It was a little before 

eight this morning when Patti McDonald 

checked into Mercy Hospital in the early 

stages of Labor. Then, at J:43 this after 

One of the four hostages ii 
from ImlfQ. 

Only two US. aircraft car¬ 

riers were in the Medhwtt- 
naan at the time, The USS 
Nimitz remained in the 
eastern Mediterranean 

well outside Lebanese terri¬ 
torial waters, and the USS 
John F. Kennedy was at a 
Spanish port. 
6 
KAITY offers no context 
for this petulant com- 
plaint, Mateos agreed not 
to attempt to return to the 
Philippines when he came 
to the U.S. He is free to 
travel in this country. 
7 
This story did not unfold in 
a hast of speculation. The 
Times fcwd wo* definite; 
'The United States, tipped 
off by the Manila Govern* 
ment, foiled a plan Wed* 
nesdny by Ferdinand E. 
Marcos to return to the 
Philippines from Hawaii to 
rally his supporters in the 
wake ot an apparent coup 
attempt." Marco i ad¬ 
mitted he planned to go, 
KAITT's mention of Singa¬ 
pore is misleading and ir¬ 
relevant; the Times, The 
Washington iPostt The Bos- 
fon Globe, the Daily News, 
the New York AjsL Time, 
Newsweek and U.S. Newt 
ft World Report all did not 
mention Singapore. A 
State Department official 
stopped Marcos. 

8 
A pro-Marcos loyalist told 
the Timet correspondent in 
Manila that the mutineers 
bad delayed their surrender 
while Marcos's return was 
awaited. 

McDonald suspected the 
youths hod planned to rob 
a bicyclist; no bike thefts 
were involved. 

noon, her 7-pouruJ-l2-ounce son was de¬ 

livered bv cesarean section. We * 
understand the boy will be named Conor 

McDonald, named utter John Cardinal 

t VConnor, who gave comfort to Steven 

and l^atti at Bellevue Hospital, where Ste¬ 

ven remains paralyzed from the neck 

down. Fatli was |UsL a few weeks preg- 

n.mi with the couple's first child when 

Steven was struck in the neck by a bullet 

fired by a suspected bicycle thief '®iuCen¬ 

tra! Park last July ami everyone who has 

come in contact with Patti since that time 

has grown to admire her for her courage 

and even cheerfulness in the face of a cru¬ 

el stroke of late,.... At Mercy Hospital in 

Rockville Centre, l m Tappy Phillips, 

Channel 7 Eyewitness News, 

KAITY: And tonight we're told that Patti 

McDonald will consult with her doctors, 

and it she feels up to it, she is going to hold 

a news conference at the hospital tomor¬ 

row, Ernie? 

ERNIE: WdL d espilt the efforts ot some 

brave fire fighters, three children and 

their babv sitter w* re killed in a fierce lire 

hist night in Queens. A 12-year-old girl 

was critically burned. Her mother and a 
# 

two-year-old brother managed to escape 

by jumping from a second-floor window. 

Fire lighters raced into the home and they 

brought out four other people- They were 

si ill alive ai the time, hut the three chil¬ 

dren and a woman they drought that they 

had rescued died a short time later The 

fire fighters say they1 re not heroes, just 

doin' their job, 

LIEUTENANT JOHN LANE [Queens fire 

fighter|: You just have one thing on your 

mind, to try to get in to get them out, then 

you think of the—of the danger later. 

UNIDENTIFIED FIREMAN: Have to do 

your job, everybody knows what their job 

is— 

ERNIE: Officials believe the fire started in 

the kitchen as a grease firct spread very 

quickly, trapping the victims. 

A third man has been arrested in con¬ 

nection with the New Years Eve fire in 

San Juans Dupont Plaza Hotel. That fire 

killed 96 people and injured more than 

100. The latest suspect, l°M> l/jpez, a 

union worker at the hotel for the last two 

years. Fie and two others charged with ar¬ 

son and murder face a hearing on Febru- 

ary the seventeenth. Kaity? 

KAITY: C timing up next, Joel Siegel is 

ahead with a review ol a new comedy 

film. 

Before her ion was bom, 
Fatti McDonald said in an 
interview that "Steven and 

i have always wanted to 
name a boy Conor if we had 
one," after she was ashed if 
the name was intended to 
honor the cardinal, Steven 
McDonald later said that 
Conor was named after a 
character in the Leon Uris 
novel Trinity. 
9 
She was more than three 
month i pregnant. 
10 
Jones and his companions 
were suspected at planning 
to rah a bicyclist in the 
pori. Jones was a convict¬ 
ed, not merely suspected, 
motorbike thief; his armed* 
robbery conviction was far 
that crime. 

This story is a diet of horror 
without a context, it wos 
more than 24 hours old of 
the time of the broadcast; 
nothing new is revealed. 
The footage is unexcep¬ 
tional: no shots of the fire 
itself, just ambulance gur¬ 
neys being moved, a 
charred crib being token 
out of Hie house, and soon. 

The fire fighters never 
thought they hod rescued 
the four victims. The adult 
baby-sitter was found dead 
inside the house, and at 
least two of the children 
were not breathing and 
never recovered offer being 
brought out ot the house. 

Fireman Denny Abrams 
was not identified,, unlike 
Lieutenant Lane. 

Here was their chance to 
show "sexy" fire footage 
after all^even if it was a 
month old, 

The correct Anglicized ver¬ 
sion of the name Jose Ri¬ 
vero Lbpei is Josd Rivera. 

Third teaser for the movie 
review—more than any oth¬ 
er story in the newscast. 
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ERNIE: It's called Outrageous Fortune, and 

it stars two very tunny women, Bette 

Midler and Shelley Long. 

(BREAK] 

ERNIE: If no one has wished you "Kang 

hay fat choy"— how was that?1 

KAITY |off camera): All right. 

ERNIE: I .et me be the first on this, the very 

first day of the Chinese New Year 4685* It 

is the Year of the Rabbit in the Chinese 

calendar, and the celebrations continue in 

Manhattan’s Chinatown. Traditionally 

there are parades, dancing and dragon 

costumes, and of course lots ol fireworks. 

Kaiiy? 

KAITY: Kung hay fat choy to you, Ernie 

and |to audience) you, Bette Midler, she 

already has two straight comedy hits to 

her credit, Ruthless People and Down and 

Out in Beverly Hills. Can she make it three 

in a mwr Well, she's teamed with Shcllcv 

Long of Cheers fame in a new movie 

opening tomorrow. Jodi Siegel has an an¬ 

swer for us. 

JOEL: Shelley Long is |xrrfeetion personi¬ 

fied all prim and proper studying hard to 

be an actress. She’s having a run of bad 

luck. So far she’s spent f32,0011 on at ling 

lessons and not one job. She hasn’t had a 

dan- in six months. Finally a guy in her 

dance class asks her out. ‘"Funny” she 

says, ”1 always thought you were gay” “I 

am,” he says, ”1 thought Ed do a little re¬ 

search in case 1 ever get cast as a hetero¬ 

sexual/1 But Shelley Long doesn't know 

what had luck is until she meets Bette 

Midler. Bette is hig, Bette is boisterous, 

with a mouth as wide as the Hudson Riv¬ 

er and not much cleaner It's called a bud¬ 

dy movie. Absolute opposites drawn 

together, a formula for big laughs. The 

formula works. This movie gets 'em. 

AIRLINE TICKET CLERK IN FILM CLIP: 
that tms the single biggest erotf. 

JOEL: Same to you! The thing that draws 

them together: they are both having an 

a I fair with the same man. |Clip.1 The guy, 

it turns out, is a renegade spy black mail¬ 

ing America lor J2U million, so the Cl A is 

after him, the KGB is after him, and so 

are Bette and Shelley. They track him to 

New Mexico, where their best hope is a 

wasted ncnluppic named f icurgc Carlin, 

[Clip.) Bette is dynamite! This is her third 

smash-hit comedy in a row. Cheers to 

Shelley Long. This is the part that will 

make her a movie star. Outrageous For- 

tune— exactly right. They’re outrageous. 

The poor man's Gene $hal- 

it. Relics heavily an alliter¬ 

ation. 

The $32,000 i* the amount 

she awes her parents. No¬ 

where in the film is it ink! 

that Lang'S character has 

never hod an acting jab. She 

says that she hasn't hod a 

date in a year. 

Mare dumb nllitaxation. 

Nat nco at all; ihe Carlin 

cha racter has been a hippie 

Since the sixties. 

It!) make a fortune. Its one funny movie. 

I'm Joel Siegel, Channel 7 Eyewitness 

News. 

KAITY: Eli Zarct up next with sports. 

ERNIE: Well, there's trouble tonight for 

New York Mets star outfielder Darryl 

Strawberry, The story coming up. 

[BREAK] 

KAITY: |Hits desk with pen.) Ell, 

ERNIE; Yep. 

KAITY: Here.,. with... sports. 

ELI ZARET: All the sports. 

KAITY: All the sports. 

ELI: No local teams in action, but I'll tell 

you what, but Hartford—that's close 

enough, isn't it? Hartford's the best we 

can do. Bui it was a very hig game hap¬ 

pened in Boston tonight. Battle for su¬ 

premacy in the Adams Division, and the 

Whalers have clawed to the top spot, 

jumping to a ihree-nothing lead, Pretty 

goal here.,, |Hockey commentary con¬ 

tinues.! However, final minutes, Stew 

Gavin races Ray Bourque into the corner, 

Eva son’s shot caroms off Kan ford, Tur- 

geon pokes it home for the win and the 

Railers move over Montreal into first 

place by a point. That’s Whalers, not Rad¬ 

ers, IELI talks about two more NHL 

games and three NBA games before turn¬ 

ing to boxing news,] Well, James “Bud¬ 

dy” Mc( iirt of Brentwood, Long Island, is 

an aspiring junior welterweight—title as¬ 

pirant, I should say—who tonight at the 

Fell Forum had a miserable time with 

Erie Martin, landed a couple of solid 

blows in Round Six, but this is a poor ef¬ 

fort, and his corner let him know it. 

VOICES OF TRAINERS: Look like a 

champ, will ya, for God's sake... let’s do 

it, Buddy, let’s do it,.. c’mon, boy ... you 

can sleep all day tomorrow, Buddy... 

your punches are coming like slow 

motion. 

ELI; Yeah, but Met im new-r did gel 

cranked up on an easy ten round decision 

and, at 31, 1 and I, may have to M" a 

couple ol IIIOIC before be J.;elS Ills lille If* not completely clear 
r| , that McGirt wan. 
L *1 14.1 [ILL* 

Well, the Yanks signed oil-season ae 

qu muons Cecilio Guanie and Charles 

Hudson to one-year contracts today, but 

there is also some sobering news in sports 

shorts tonight. Darryl Strawberry's wife, 

LLu, has filed for legal separation, claim¬ 

ing lie has struck her on several occasions. 

She has already won a restraining order 

barring Strawberry from even contacting 
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her where she is staying with Darryl ju¬ 

nior, at her mother1* house in California, 

Wade Boggs, who hied toi fl.HS mil¬ 

lion in arbitration Iasi year and again this 

year, tonight signed a three-year contract 

for that yearly figure, totaling some $5.5 

million. He has won three o\ the last six 

American League Batting Tides, |ELI tells 

us that another NBA player has checked 

into a drug rehabilitation center, ami that 

Micheal Ray Richardson, banned from 

the NBA, Will play next year in Israel and 

then apply to the league for reinstate¬ 

ment.] Ami those arc some things going 

on on a slow night for the local teams. 

ERNIE: All right, that’s Fli. Still ahead to¬ 

night, Storm Field has been checking the 

weather computer, and he'll lx- back with 

the very latest on the snow that we re 

expecting. 

KAITY: And we’ll have the story ot a pig 

assigned to a rather special duty coining 

up, 

[BREAK] 

ERNIE: Okay, Storm Field now with the 

very latest on the weather, and Storm, you 

say it should start snowing sometime after 

midnight? 

STORM: I—I thin k its going to he well 

after midnight, probably in die early, uli, 

morning hours, around daybreak time we 

start to get a little bit and it’s going to be 

enough to gist kind oJ slow traffic down, 

cut down visibility a little bu. But its go¬ 

ing to be a lot like the storms we had at the 

beginning of the winter where it began 

as—as looking like it was going to be 

some snow, changing over to rain along 

coastal areas anti then—then back to a Hi¬ 

de bit of Hurry activity before finally pe¬ 

tering out. Alter ihr last couple, uh, I 

think we’re a little scared, kttng tut\ fat 

ckoy 

KAITY: Why, lbank you. Storm. Kttug 

hay fat l ho\ to you Loo. 

STORM: Stuck thick 

KAITY: Well, ffe-ch'i, Keep ibis on 

forever. 

STORM: My family was brought up in 

Beijing, so I— Raity, of course, was 

brought up m Brooklyn, so veah, right. 

iLaughiti olfsu(en,| Temperature right 

now, 32 degrees. Humidity, 5H percent. 

Barometric pressure is falling. Winds 

right now from the southwest eight miles 

an hour.[STORM talks fora while about 

low pressure centers.] For illte most part 

it’s not going to be the major problem that 

Boggs lost in arbitration 

lost ywr and earned $1,35 
million. This years pact 
calls for q salary of $1.6 

million in 1987? $1.7 mil- 
No« in 1988,- and $1,8 mil* 
lion in 1989, far a total of 
$5,1 million. 

The story turns out to in* 
volv* two pigs. 

The backpeda ling con. 
Hnutt. 

Incidentally, two distinctly 

different pronunciations. 

Storm has switched tram 
Cantonese to Mandarin 

without warning. 

Especially cloying happy 

talk, 

we had if> deal with in the Iasi couple of 

storms. As tar as the satellite picture, 

again we're pretty much in the clear. Still, 

notice as you move out to the west ol us 

this band in here is still mostly rain activ¬ 

ity, not heavy snow but rain. So as a result, 

because it is much warmer down here 

than it has been for the last couple of 

storms, the likelihood ss that switchover is 

definitely going to occur. Again the close- 

up again showing us that we've got no 

problems right now and it is unlikely that 

any activity is going to happen with an 

overrunning situation that wc have right 

now, warm air coming up over the top. 

LJntiI early tomorrow morning, let s say 

in the early morning hours. So here's how 

the forecast is going to look. For jclears 

throat! die morning outlook l would say 

light ii" "WT temperatures, uh, rather on 

the mild side compared to what it’s been 

like lately. Twenty-seven degrees, 1 

mean, we've been down much colder 

than that. Then the rest of the day on Fri¬ 

day looks like snow 10 north and wesi, 

I. |. was vivmg ; irli< r in the show, l think 

wc can Talk about anywhere from fx 

tween two to lour inches north anti west 

ci|v, but along ihe coastline its go¬ 

ing to lx a mixed bag, temperatures as 

you can see here in Manhattan, it s warm¬ 

ing up to 37. So you get that switchover, 

then clearing up after some flurry activity 

on Saturday morning, and then warm 

through the period. Sunshine coming 

back on Sunday and a possibility of may¬ 

be some more ram coining m on Monday, 

The only dung Fm concerned about is, 

we get some good rains with that snow 

could get some Hooding problems. 

ERNIE: Urn. 
KAITY: Yeah, you're right. Okay, thank 

you,Storm, And finally tonight, how iwo 

pigs saved their own bacon. Welsh farmer 

Clive Watters here bought two black pigs 

to turn into pork cutlets, but when he put 

them in a field with the sheepdogs, they 

started imitating the sheepdogs. Stupid 

these pigs are not. They displayed an un¬ 

expected talent for rounding up sheep. 

Now, it may look to you like they’re just 

faking it, but what do you or 1 know 

about sheepherdingr Ii you ask me, those 

pigs have pulled the wool over Farmer 

Walters's eyes, 

ERNIE: Mm-hmm. 

KAITY: That's it lor now. Thanks for 

joining us. ( root) night, 

ERNIE: Nightline is next. Good night. 

The confession at last: this 
snow it no big deal at all. 

The final capitulation. 

The low temperature the 
next day was 31 degrees. 

J. J. didn't say this earlier. 

The big story; snow 

upstate. 

A final stab at intimations 
■of disaster. No flooding 

occurred, 

Meaningless pseudo* 
colloquialism. 

A sh of of two men standing 
in a field, with nothing to 
indicate which is Watters, 

11 
A shot at a light-b*vwn pi5. 

Public faith in broadcast 

journalism restored. Night- 

fine indeed was next. 9 
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Fashion models are supposed to be 

stupid. And most are. But not all. 

After searching three continents* 

Lawrence O'Donnell Jr. found 

(including the only person on earth 

named Cricket whose favorite book 

is The Brothers Karamazov) 

Models 

AS AN IRISHMAN WHO HAS NEVER BEEN 

I>RUNK—never taken a drink* really* just 

a taste here and there—Tve never both¬ 

ered to consider seriously the validity of 

stereotypes. They have none, pure and 

simple. But then, as luck and Nells 

would have it, I began to meet fashion 

models. Individual evaluation soon 

seemed unnecessary. They were all beau¬ 

tiful and dim-witted beyond my wildest 

dreams. I could feel the stereotype—istu¬ 

pid, nupid, stupid, ihty'rt all ftupid—hard¬ 

ening in my brain with each new 

discussion of the zodiac. But if I could 

accept even one relatively harmless and 

as-valid-as-you-can-gct stereotype, I 

wondered, where would it end? 

To rescue my stance against stereo¬ 

types—and these days, anything with the 

slightest moral airs is worth preserving—! 
set off in search of smart models. 

I looked only for women, because men, 

like alcoholic beverages, don't interest me, 

(Besides, I think we all agree that male 

models truly are unpardonable buffoons.) 

I did not consider models whose only 

claim to intelligence was the savvy man¬ 

agement of their money, although the 

fashion world does not allow for nonfi- 

nancial definitions of smart. 1 had been in¬ 

structed by SPY to find models who 

thought, read books, had degrees or 

might eventually have them* 

found six* and I heard rumors of 

existence of a few others. 

H Thcl trouble is, in the fashio^ busmis 

the determination of who is hcaunful tails 

t^uch peculiar men as Calvin Klein* wh* 

ha ve®> appreciation a immature beauty— 

that of, oh, a 24-year-oid. SoT unfortu¬ 

nately, 3 model s prime spans the years 

that in the real world would be spent fin¬ 

ishing high school and college. Most mod- 

els, however bend those years studying 

only asuplogy. me is the industry's rec- 

ogni^ad authority.) 

Here, thien, arc The Six Smart Models, 

Jomt:n for whom education—or, any- 

ay, something other than mastering the 

perfect rvmWay feifriit—has dome first. 

(Not among them is our cover person* 

Paulina Morizkova, because while she is 

bright—she s peaks six langurges and 

reads the great books—she is a fi igh school 

dropout. But SPY hS riftfrccd that she is 

the most famous model in the world at 

the moment, and there is considerable 

evidence that having her on a cover sells a 

lot ol magazines.) 
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SMART MODEL N? 
“The stereotype is 

true, basically' says 

Sheila Berber, an 

NYU undergrad¬ 

uate with a 3,8 grade 

point average. Ber¬ 

ger, an Aquarius, started with Ford—one 

of the chosen who actually lived in Eileen 

Ford’s East Side townhousc—then 

jumped to Zoli and is now w ith American 

Model. “You become less interesting " she 

says of her work. “When 1 was jusi mod- 

cling, f didn't find myself interesting. 

When other models hear that f am in 

school,theyYcsurprised and ask how I can 

do both, but I find it difficult not to do 

something else, because the work is so un- 

gratifying.” And not only is modeling 

“not intellectually stimulating at all" she 

says, but “being bright turns [industry] 

people off more than it turns them on." 

Hie turned-oil, according to Berger, are 

"the sleazebags,” mostly men, in and 

around the business, some of whom actu¬ 

ally have the power to advance careers. 

Still, she is grateful lor the money- she 

doesn't try to justify her day rate by point¬ 

ing out how hot a mink coat can he on a 

shoot in August. She remains mindtul of 

"making more in a clay than most people 

make in a week or a month,"’ and she has 

the decency to worry aloud about wheth¬ 

er "its spoiling me" 

Asking models what they would refuse 

to do usually leaves them contemplating 

the limits of their modesty, as in "I doift 

know if I’d do lingerie" But with Berger, 

ids a matter of morality, as in "I refused 

cigarette ads for years.'’ Then one day 

Philip Morris made her an offer she 

couldnY immediately refuse. After some 

days of ethical anguish that few models 

would bother with* she decided that "it 

the ad ran, l would donate half the money 

to the American Cancer Society" The ad 

didn’t run, but she still manages to feel 

guilty just for having done the shoot. 

(And she also refuses to do lingerie.) 

Smart model that she is, Berger almost 

always has a hook in her bands. To toy 

delight, though, she couldn’t settle on a 

favorite book, which spared me the possi¬ 

ble shame of having to admit I hadn’t 

read it. 

SMART MODEL N? 
Elizabeth Brown 

was a member of the 

Harvard College 

class of 1983. She 

studied history and 

literature, a smart- 

cst-of-the-smart-kids major to which un¬ 

dergraduates must apply for acceptance. 

After graduating. Brown, a Sagittarius, 

worked for her grandfather, an auto parts 

manufacturer in Michigan. (She remains 

very proud ut her big sales, of gaskets and 

sun visors to Chrysler,) Then she moved 

to New York to work in publishing for a 

year, and after that she went to China to 

teach English. From China, she moved to 

Japan, where she continued to teach En¬ 

glish but began modeling on the side, in 

Kyoto and ()saka. Today she models full 

time anti teaches on th e side. “Japanese 

agencies love foreign faces," Brown says. 

She finds nothing difficult about model¬ 

ing. "foaling hay is difficult" 

Brown thinks Sherwood Anderson’s 

Wines burg. Ohm is 'The best book in 

American literature." 1 could only ask her 

why, given my ignorance of the work* 

"Because it’s so short.” 

SMART MODEL N? 
Kristine Boostrom 

comes from a family 

brimming with edu¬ 

cation. Her mol her 

is a college professor, 

her father is a school 

administrator and both of her brothers 

went to Harvard. Bonstrom went to 

Smith to study comparative literature. 

Her favorite book is The Brothers Kara- 

mazov (which I promised her I would 

read someday). On a weekend away from 

Smith in her second year, she was discov¬ 

ered by a modeling agent named Sabato 

I^usso at the corner of Varitk and Watts. 

These guys really do approach people in the 

street, “l thought he was a crazy man," says 

lionstroin, whose professional name is 

Cricket. (Pseudonyms are almost as com¬ 

mon in modeling as they are in stripping.) 

A month after meeting Russo she was 

on her way to Toyko, then Milan and fi¬ 

nally Paris, where she has worked for the 

last year. “I wanted to travel “ she says of 

her decision to take a leave of absence 

from Smith, "and modeling was the easi¬ 

est way to do it.” How docs she like the 

work? “It sucks," she says, “but some¬ 

one’s gotta do uT Needless to say, she is a 

Taurus. 

She wilt make her New York debut 

this spring with Ice, a new agency that 

recruits "European exotics”—what 

Cricket, a Minneapolis native, is now 

considered. 

SMART MODE 
Jan Strimple has a 

business degree 

from the University 

ol Akron. The 

Strim pies—her hus¬ 

band, Dan, is a pro¬ 

fessional golfer—settled in San Antonio* 

where she found a job as an assistant buy¬ 

er for Frost Bros, department store. 

Strituple says that as she worked with de¬ 

signers arranging fashion shows in the 

store, “they kept looking at me wonder¬ 

ing why J wasn't putting on clothes." She 

is just over six feet tall and has a H-inch 

bust, a 24 inch waist, 35-inch hips and a 

jawline worth big money. 

When her husband accepted a job in 

Dallas, Strimple looked for work there 

and decided to go for the fast money of 
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modeling until she found a real job. She 

became a house model at Lou Lattimore, 

where one day designer Bob Mackie 

breezed through and, of course, discov¬ 

ered her. He told her that if she would 

come to New York, he could make her a 

big star. She did, and he did. Strimple 

made her New York and Parts debuts at 

the unheard-of age of 28. (In modeling, 

2 byear-olds lie about their age.) 

Strimple has not surrendered her life to 

modeling stardom. No drugs, late nights 

or exploitive photographer boyfriends for 

her. She continues to live a sensible life in 

Dallas and Hies off to assignments as they 

come up. In the last six weeks she worked 

in Dusseldorf, Milan, London, Paris, Dal¬ 

las, Munich and New York, in that order. 

Strimple is amused by her success. 1 

wanted to be a couture buyer," she says. 

' Instead, I'm a couture clothes wire." 

Kay Shutler, who taught Strimples 

honors English class in high school, got 

her “really excited about literature" She 

started reading the classics then, she says, 

and hasn’t stopped. Her favorite is Ma¬ 

dame Hovary (another book I’ve always 

been meaning to read). 

In several hours of conversation with 

me, Strimple never mentioned her sign or 

asked about mine, and in her case I didn't 

have the gumption to broach the suhject. 

SMART MODEL N? 
Alicia Reilly is a Id- 

year-old junior at 

one of America's 

most demanding 

public high schools, 

Bronx Science. And 

she has a live-in guidance counselor: her 

mother, Priscilla Chavez Reilly, is direc¬ 

tor of guidance services for the New York 

City school system, and allows her to 

work only after school and during vaca¬ 

tions. And (true to Virgo form) young 

Reilly, an A student, isn’t exactly chomp¬ 

ing at that bit. She can't imagine dropping 

out of high school or college for a model¬ 

ing career. "My parents wouldn’t like 

that, and I'd just never do it." 

In fact, Reilly tries to hide the fact that 

she’s a model. “I don't tell people I'm not 

dose to, because they do believe the ste¬ 

reotype about models being dumb or 

snobs." So it was an embarrassing day in 

chemistry class when her "book" the 

portfolio of her modeling work, fell open 

on the floor. 

Her favorite real book, which she re¬ 

cently reread, is Huckleberry Finn. Be¬ 

cause memory failed on the derails of 

Twain—it's been more than 20 years—I 

couldn't quiz her on it. I hoped I'd have 

better luck with what she’s currently 

reading, which, unfortunately, turned out 

to he Arthur Miller s All My Sons. She 

gave me a plot summary of the play: “It's 

a story of how people can do things that 

are, like, totally wrong for what they 

think arc the right reasons. ' (I ran that by 

Time magazine's theater critic, Pulitzer 

Prize winner William A. Henry Ilf, who 

said, “T hat is essentially correct.") 

SMART MODEL N? 
Elisabetta Ramella 

has an interesting 

way with anger. It 

doesn't raise her 

voice much, but 

gives it force and 

momentum. And to think that Ramella 

almost became a lawyer. I he voice would 

be perfect for addressing a jury with one 

of those lines I’ve heard a thousand times: 

"Show me one honest man who took that 

witness stand against my client!" 

Ramella, who carries Italian and Swiss 

passports, had to drop out of law school, 

at the University of Lausanne, at age 20 

when she found herself divorced and "on 

the street with exactly in my pocket. 

So I decided to do a year of modeling." 

People had been telling her for years that 

she should be a model, but she had 

scorned the notion. "I thought it was de¬ 

grading to have to be a model L thought it 

was terrible." Six years later she sees it as 

"a wonderful business" through which 

she has seen the world aud picked up two 

more languages, for a total of four—Ital¬ 

ian, French, German and English—and 

"learned to say *1 model' without blushing 

or being embarrassed. 

"When I wanted to be a lawyer, f was 

always trying to make up an excuse for 

being pretty. You know what T mean? I 

rememher being in school and having to 

put my hair hack and put on glasses. And 

when 1 would meet a gentleman at a party 

or something and he would ask, ’What do 

you do?' I would say, ‘I'm going to be a * 

lawyer. In other words, I was saying, 

Well, shut up now!' " She might go back 1 

to school eventually, but to study "some¬ 

thing warmer than law, perhaps philos¬ 

ophy or psychology." 

She favors Proust, but her favorite 

book is Dino Buzzati's // deserto dei Tar- 

lari, which she described as Kafkaesque 

(which, thank God, gave me a little run¬ 

ning room, because though I’ve never 

heard of Buzzati, 1 have read Kafka). 

Ramella will tell anyone her age ("I'm 

27 anti glad to be") hut would not tell me 

her sign. She was impatient with the sub¬ 

ject of smart models—proof, perhaps, that 

she is one. "1 think we live in a time of so 

much stupidity, from the White House 

and everywhere else, do we really care 

whether models arc stupid or not?" 9 
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Lee,We 
Hardly 
KnewYc 
After Vegasthe Big Apple was Liber ace's number one 

town. BtLL Zehme, a dose personal friend of Lee's, 

remembers a very special, very moving day in the Russian 

Tea Room, where, over hot borscht, Mr. Shotvmanship 

revealed his very special, very private New Yorf( secrets* 

9 

I remember Lee 
as he himself—were he able to remember 

anything now, God rest his soul—would 

want to be remembered. Of this I am 

certain. Why, it was just two years ago 

that we huddled together in our booth 

at the Russian Tea Room, laughing and 

gossiping and slurping borscht, for what 

seemed like three and a hall hours. Not 

that anyone was counting. When you 

were around Lee, time stood still. He was 

that way. “This is faaabuloussaid Lee 

that day, as he probably said every day, in 

that very warm and very special whine ol 

his. But that’s the kind ol man he was. 

BY MAN, OF COURSE, 1 MEAN GIANT, although 1 am sure 

he could wear a 40 Regular with negligible alterations* But I 

digress* Lee, we hardly knew ye. Though you are gone, I’ll he 

seeing you in all the old, familiar places that this heart of mine 

embraces all the day through. Mostly, however, Lll see you in 

that first scarlet banquette beyond the bar, nestled beneath— and 

looking very much like—the brass samovar and the tinsel gar¬ 

land and the (lowers. And 1 say this with all due respect, because 

1 know that is exactly the way you would lake it* 

That very special day was pure Lee, and by Lee, of course, I 

mean Ml Showmanship, the grandfather of glitter, the sultan of 

schmaltz, Wisconsin’s favorite son, Wladziu Valentino Liber- 

ace* The Russian lea Room was abuzz, his name on everyone's 

lips. But then, New York was his Easter egg that month, as he 

prepared for his second record-breaking Radio City concert series. 

The Lee I knew looked natty as a boulevardier, in a vanilla 

double-breasted sport coat with turquoise slacks, tie and hand¬ 

kerchief. He had brought with him—because a man of this stat¬ 

ure cannot just go out alone, you understand—a publicity yenta 

who kept talking about “killa Bloody Marys,"’ and a sturdy, 

bronzed and be jeweled young man with highlighted hair, 

named Cary-James. Onstage, Cary occasionally played Lees 

“chauffeur," the one who peeled off Lees fabulous furs and, 

feigning hernias, lugged them into the wings* 

I remember once asking Lec—it was that very day, in fact—to 

name his favorite fur. Lee winked at me, as he was wont to do, 

and mewed,41The newest ottef Always the newest one!" Oh, how 

we laughed. We also spoke of his rings and how he had to glue 

them to his fingers before performances* He did this to prevent 

fans from pulling the rings off when they shook his hand* 

“You’d he surprised how often they try" Lee told me, adding, 

“Even if they grabbed one and ran like hell, they \\ never get out 

the tloor" Cary said, “Rut people think they can really get away 

with it, to have a piece of you. ’ It was the publicity hen who 

then, I think, put it best: “One thing about you, Lec, is that fans 

are not content to just see you across the room—they want to 

touch you.” We all quietly contemplated that for a moment* 

What an appetite for life that man had. But for now, let's limit 

it to food. “I'm eat in bread like it s goin out of style" he mused 

that afternoon. 1 will always remember the way he ate bread, 

and ibis is something Lve never told anyone. So meticulous was he 

that after buttering his pumpernickel, he would take the greasy 

knife and use it to pick up every crumb from the tablecloth. He 

would then slather the crumbs hack onto his bread and gobble it 

down, repeating the process throughout the meal* l remember 

thinking, Here is a man who savors—who luxuriates, if you will. 

[ can still hear him ordering his Lunch: “Would hot borscht be 

considered an appetizer?1'’ he asked one of the waiters, who nod¬ 

ded and suggested sour cream on the side. “I like it in the mid¬ 

dle P Lee proclaimed* "Then, for an entree, what am I gonna 

have? Oh! I love chicken Kiev* The butter oozes our?" he in¬ 

quired. The waiter assured him that it was so* "All right. I'll 

have that! And how bout a little ratatouillc too? (dec, I sound 

like a horn." Such was his playluEness with the language* 

Wasn't that exactly like Lee? I think it was. A restaurateur in his 

own right (his pasta palace, Tivoli Cardens, is Las Vegas), Lee 

knew his way around a griddle. ‘Tm an experimenter" lie said to 

me in a rare revelatory moment* "l take a basic recipe and [ add to 

it.” That could have been his philosophy of show business, but, alas, 
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we were still miking culinary commerce. Recipes for Liberate La- 
sagnc ami Liberate Sticky Runs were included in his hook The 

Wonderful Private World of Li her ace, and I don’t mind telling you 

that both arc delish, as Lee so often put il. As he Imnsell wrote: 
“You should serve my sticky buns while they're still warm, * ** 
Believe me, the re 11 be none left over.” How right he was. 

It is no wonder that people were drawn to him, as if he were a 
shaman. And never were they rebuffed, even when they may 
have deserved it. There was the furtive approach of Joe Raposo, 
one of the legends of the business, who wrote songs for Sesame 
Street. “Oh, yes, all thal good stuff,'' said l^ee, perhaps a little too 
graciously,or so I thought. “Mr. Liberate, you’re the sweetest man 
in the world," Raposo said. "Wc have many friends m common, 
and they always speak of you with such love." “Aw" said Lee, 

which was typical of him, “chads nice," 
l-ater, the incomparable Miss Eartha Kitt, in an orange turban, 

slithered over from another booth, and much hugging ensued. 

"This gentleman and 1 used to walk up and down Fifth Avenue 
at five o'clock in the morning," 
she purred, incomparably. “He 

pointed out the jewelry in the 

windows of Tiffany's and Car- 
tier’s and never bought me a thingV1 

“Never!” echoed Lee. “But we 

were great lookers, weren't we? 
So how've vou been? Whatcha 

jf 

doin’, whatcha doin’? Tell me." 
“Getting ready to go to Eu¬ 

rope," she replied* “Where are 
all your |ewcls today?" 

“1 put ’em in the vault." 
lTm still waiting for you to buy 

me one of those things" Miss 
Kitt persisted, pointing to the 
lone opal ring he wore that day. 

"I know,” siuhed Lee. 

"Cheapo, cheapo" 

It should be noted that Lee’s New York was really not all that 

different from your New York or my New York. He may have 
been holed up that month in a frump Tower apartment, but 
Donald Trump was paying. He may have been gorging himself 
at the RTR, but I was paying* No, Lee's pleasures were the 
simpler things—and isn’t that so telling? “There are so many 
sights in New York that you could only see here," he would say 
profoundly. He rhapsodized over visiting the kitchen of Balduc- 
ci’s* "Everything 1 admired, I wound up with a carton of," he 
marveled. Of some hookers he'd seen soliciting outdoors, he 
crowed delightedly: "They wear nothingV' And so enamored 
was he of the Path mark supermarket near Chinatown that he 
boasted of filling three shopping carts whenever he stopped in. 

“You know, I found the cutest thing at Pathmark," he practi¬ 
cally squealed at one point* "It’s a rabbit holding a carrot, ami 
when you squeeze the carrot, it plays "Easter Parade.’ Soooo cute. 
They’re only JH.99, but they look like F.A.O, Schwarz. 1 mean, 
they're Jauabulous. I want to buy one for everybody, but they’re 
completely out of stock. 1 told 'em to reorder." fl would later 
learn that he called such bestowals "happy happys") 

The child in Lee, as you can see, was irrepressible* When 1 
mentioned his turn as guest villain on the old Batman TV series* 

be grew euphoric. "Oh, God, I loved that," he said. “1 played a 
dual role, you know. Two brothers: one was the pianist ('han¬ 

ded, whom I did as an exaggerated Liberate, if that's possible. 

Very exaggerated. The twin was a gangster, so I played him as 
Edward CL Robinson* I’d be puffin' on cigars and using a gravel¬ 
ly voice." He growled a little here, 

1 would be remiss not to recall Lees views on professional 
wrestling. By coincidence, that very week he was to climb into 
the ring at the Garden to dance with the RockeUes in 41 Wrestle- 
Mania." The prospect made him giddy. Lee told me, "Forget 
Carnegie Hall, forget Radio City, forget the Royal Command 
Performance—if my mother were alive today, she would say, 
'Son, you finally made itV She was such a wrestling fan, I can’t tel] 
you. This sweet lady who was so proper and so elegant and never 

said a nasty word in public would sit there in front of the TV and 
scream. Kill the bastard, the dirty son of a bitch T Fd say, 'Momf 

I've never heard those words come out of your mouth!' She'd 

grit her teeth and scratch at the upholstery and swear some 
more* I’d say, 'C’mon, Mom* it's all 

JdfyeV She'd holler, ‘Don't you say 
that] Look at that blood— it's realV 
Oh, if she could lie here today." 

None of this is meant to sug¬ 

gest that Lee and I didn’t share 
serious times in the hours we 

knew each other, 1 remember 
how unsettled he looked when l 
asked whether he had ever been 
burned hv wax drippings from 
his candelabra, “I was forced to 
go electric,1' was all he said, and 
I respected him for it. On the 
subject of overexposure, he be¬ 
came self-conscious and slightly 

abrupt. "In die laLe fifties I was 
on TV ten times a week,1' he 

said, gravely. I got the hell out 

of the country and went to London and my career was like 
brand-new again* There is such a thing as staying too long at 
the fair, you know?" 

For some reason—and I will forever be grateful for this—I got 
around to asking him about the afterlife. “Actually, I’m sort of in 
reverse " he confided. “1 feel like I lived lx-tore. Sometimes when I 
put on a period costume 1 seem to know just how to manipulate it. 

How to put it on* 1 favor those past eras, which some of my homes 
reflect* Like the Napoleonic time and the Victorian time, 1 love 

imagining I lived in those days." He added, portentously, “The 
future is something that is less understandable*" 

What happened minutes later wall remain perhaps my most 
haunting memory of Lee. Another aide arrived bearing dozens 
of cards for him to sign that would be sent with flowers to 
friends. Lee wearily drew a long breath and began to write 
LI HER ACE LOVE on every cart!. 1 do have a life of my own," he 
softly grumped. “Nobody seems to know it but me. You know, 
it's in my contract that I'm allowed to go to the bathroom, Fm 
gonna get some of those Depends idiapers), so that when 1 have to 
go to the bathroom, 1 can sit still and let my shorts turn to jelly." 

He laughed fabulously and wondered aloud. “Say, who's payin' 
for all these flowers, anyway?" But that was Lee all over. $ 

Ai'htl, m“ spy vi 
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CAULFIELD 

by Howard Kaplan 

THERE’S NEVER 

been enough J. D. Sal¬ 

inger to go around. 

When the reclusive 

writer’s name miracu¬ 

lously turned up at the 

bottom of the famous January petition 

begging Robert Gottlieb to decline the 

lustrous editorship of The Nett* Yorker, 

Salinger watchers got so excited, you’d 

have thought they’d discovered the sequel 

to The Catcher in the Rye. And many mid¬ 

dle-aged Holden Caulfields suffered ter' 

ribly when the courts recently blocked the 

publication of the Salinger biography by 

Ian Hamilton (this on the grounds that 

the book borrowed too heavily from the 

authors unpublished letters). But Salin 

ger maniacs needn't despair: there are 

whole armies of new Salingers advancing 

steadily each year* 

Or so the book-reviewing community 

would have us believe: “Think of it as a 

Catcher in the Rye for the MJi.A. set1' 

—PLAYBOY on Bright Lights, Big City 

(1984). Or again: 11 Catcher in the Rye for 

the M TV generation”—USA TODAY on 

Less Than Zero (1985), Such brand-name 

comparisons are meant to suggest quality 

merchandise and, by tacit agreement be¬ 

tween publisher and critic, arc destined 

for glory on a book’s back cover. And yet 

the Salinger Stratagem demands a spe¬ 

cialized language that all young reviewers 

need to make their own, and that the fol¬ 

lowing primer sets forth in detail. Lets 

begin with the stud farm technique: 

What if one combined elements from /. H 

Salinger's Catcher in the Rye and Sylvia 

Plaths The Bell Jar...? One would have 

fill McCorfeei The Cheer Leader. 

—THE HOUSTON POST (1984) 

Sommer writes life a cross between Vonne- 

gul and Salinger. —THE SACRAMENTO 

BEE on Lifetimet by Scott Sommer (1981) 
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Its Catcher in the Rye plus Wind in the 

Willows,--Flint Fremont-Smith in THK 

VILLAGE vtuciM on Hirdy, by William 

Wharton (1078) 

You can hear the mica of the masters—the 

descriptive economy of Hemingtvay, the 

imaged delicacy of Virginia Woolf and, 

above all\ the informing echo of f I) Safin 

ger,—KIRK US reviews <m Monkeys, by 

Susan Minot (1986) 

For professors moonlighting as critics, 

the character comparison is especially 

recommended: 

In Kitten, Mr. Cover has given us a memo¬ 

rable figure of unstinting, ingenuous honesty 

in the tradition of Hucf Finn and Holden 

Caulfield.—NEW YORK HERALD TR1 

HUNK on One Hundred Dollar Misunder¬ 

standings by Robert Cover (1961) 

Paulie Hindel is a stunning fictional cre¬ 

ation: ivise beyond his years, witty; sensitive 

and perceptive, and with a point of view as 

fresh as that of Holden Caulfield.—PUB¬ 

LISHERS weekly on Temple, by Robert 

Greenfield (1983) 

Paul Martin is life Holden Caulfield.... 

— INK KNOX VI LI X NEWS-SENTINEL on 

Squirrelcagc, by Arnold Peyser (1985) 

Grace, as virtually every reviewer may note, 

is one of many reincarnations of Holden 

Caulfield.—THE PATRIOT LEDGER on 

the protagonist of Highlights of the Off- 

Season, by Peter ), Smith (1986) 

Then there's the well-beloved second 

coming gambit: 

The truest novel about growing up since 

Catcher in the Rye,—John Irving on Vi¬ 

sion Quests by Terry Davis (1979) 

The best novel about disenchanted youth 

since Catcher tn the Rye,—Philadelphia 

BULLETIN on Chilly Scenes of Winter, by 

Ann Beattie (1976) 

The best young novel by the best young nov¬ 

elist we’ve read since f. IX Salinger’s The 

Catcher in the Rye,—Cleveland Amory 

on Good Times, Had Times, by James 

Kirkwood (1978) 

Not since f IX Salinger has an American 

tenter so feelingly e no fed the special affec¬ 

tions and loyalties that may develop among 

children in a large family.—A, R. Gurney 

)r. in THE NEW YORK TIMES Book Re¬ 

view on Monfeys, by Susan Minot (1986) 

Up the ante with this slight variation— 

the generational analogue: 

Captures our era the way The Sun Also 

Rises and Catcher in the Rye capture 

theirs.— the Baltimore SUN on Ladies 

Man, by Richard Price (1978) 

A fmd a/'Catcher in the Rye of: he Vietnam 

era,—VOGUE on Hirdy f by William Whar¬ 

ton (1978) 

// could be for today’s young people what 

The Catcher in the Rye was for the late 

1950's generation,— SAN FRANCISCO 

CHRONICLE on Hlues fora Dying Nation, 

by Gerald Rosen (1972) 

fit} is to the early eighties what... The 

Catcher m the Rye was to the fifties. — Leo 

Kerman in VOGUE on Failing in Place, by 

Ann Beattie (1980) 

Here’s a bet even riskier— the fortune¬ 

teller tactic: 

! predict that young men and women will 

honor fit I as they did ('atelier m the Rye, 

—THE CINCINNATI ENQUIRER on End 

ZonCy by Don DeLilEo (1972) 

/ predict it will eventually find its place be¬ 

side great coming-of-age hoofs life The 

Adventures of Huckleberry Finn and 

Catcher in the Rye,—d van Gold m THE 

NEW YORK TIMES Book Review on The 

Natural Man, by Ed McCLmahan (1983) 

//// will join Catcher in the Rye and A 

Separate Peace,—THE WASHINGTON 

POST BOOK WORLD on Ordinary People, 

by Judith Guest (1976) 

Finally, and most impressive, go for 

hr oke with this classic—respectful 

blasphemy: 

fits/ in the tradition ci/Catchcr in the Rye 

...yet in several ways more satisfying. 

—Tt IE SION on Hide Fox( and All After, by 

Rafael Yglesias (1972) 

Along the lines of ('atelier in the Rye, but 

.,.fiercer and funnier. —Memphis Ct)M - 

MERCIAL APPEAL on facf in the Box, by 

William Koizwinklc (1981)) 

Unlike gushy comparisons to, say, 

Catch-22, w hich over the years have been 

bice! of their blurb power (Heller made 

the mistake of writing more books), the 

Salinger Stratagem can never be over¬ 

done. Publishers often like to launch a 

two-pronged attack on the hack of a sin¬ 

gle book jacket. From Kinfttcfs, by Lisa 

Ah her (1975); 

The most marvelously described teens... 

since Salinger toof us on Holden Caulfield's 

journey —SATURDAY REVIEW 

The tone of voice throughout is a tone that 

has been missing tn American fiction for 

years—the speech of breezy survivors, of 

Holden Caulfield, Angie March, Hucfle- 

berry Finn, —THE NEW YORK TIMES Book 

Review 

Even three-pronged attacks arc not un¬ 

known. From one paperback edition of 

Edisio, by Padgett Powell (1984): 

Not since uc heard the mice of Holden 

Caulfield in }. D. Sa lingers The Catcher m 

the Rye have we listened to such an arresting 

male adolescent, —k A NS AS CITY STAR 

Simons Manigault is brother to all the liter- 

ary adolescents... Mailer's D.J., Salinger's 

Holden Caulfield, Joyce's Stephen Deda- 

lus,—THE NEW YORK TIMES Book 

Review 

It reminds one o/The Catcher in the Rye, 

but it's better—sharper, funnier, more fjo/- 

gnattt.—Walker Percy S 

by Michele Bennett 
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IT IS NOT FOR 

your esteemed Review¬ 

er of Reviewers to claim 

that she's setting a trend, 

hut something is hap¬ 

pening out there. The 

reviewers themselves have started review¬ 

ing reviewers. It has become so fashion¬ 

able that reviewers arc even reviewing 

their own reviews, which is new to me. 
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So iii Insight^ the Sun Myung Moon- 

financed neoconservativc magazine, book 

critic John Podhoretz reflects on his Janu- 

ary 19 review of Gregg Eastcrbruuk’s first 

novel, This Magic Mom ml, and then cri¬ 

tiques that review as unsparingly as he had 

critiqued the novel. 'I was wrong” his 

column begins dramatically. "I apologize.’7 

This in itself is news, as Pod ho re tz ac¬ 

knowledges: "These words are seldom 

spoken by journalists..**” Responding to 

a letter from the novelist ("a pained and 

wonderful letter,1 writes the critic), Pod- 

horetz admits an error of fact and contin¬ 

ues, “The important thing is to deal with 

has ter brooks more interesting criticism 

of my article—one that is eminently justi¬ 

fied and worth thinking about: 'Would 

your review," he asks, have read exactly 

the same if you hadn't known the authors 

identity going in; If the answer to that 

isn’t no, then in your heart you have not 

Wen fair.7 

And Pod bore tz looked into his heart 

and replied, “He is right. As l made clear 

in my article, Easterbrook is a journalistic 

alumnus of The Washington Monthly 

magazine, the primary journal of 

neoliberalism....” 

The born-and-bred ncoconscrvative 

critic beats his breast: "And I have worse 

to confess to.... I thought a little better of 

‘This Magic Moment7 than 1 was willing 

to let on, and I suppressed this for the pur¬ 

poses of my attack on neoliberalism.” 

How did such bias occur, the apologetic 

Podhoreiz asks himself. “I was rushed” 

he explains. ”1 was in a bad mood and l 

wrote a lousy piece” And he didn't plead 

the Fifth. 

Mr. John "Cruel to Be Kind” Simon, 

the hated drama critic of New Yor§ maga¬ 

zine, asked, in his sweet way, about An¬ 

drei Ser ban’s acclaimed Fragments of a 

Greef( Trilogyv "Why does such arrant 

nonsense thrive?” His answer: the critics. 

(With, of course, the exemplary exception 

of himself.) "First, because the critics, ei 

therout of honest be nigh tec 1 ness and gull 

ihility or out of dishonest cowardice 

(‘Who knows, this might be genius, and 

then where will I and my review be? ), 

proclaim it a masterpiece." In other 

words, all ye honestly benighted, gullible, 

dishonest cowards known as drama crit¬ 

ics, listen to your leader! 

Novelist John Gregory Dunne re 

viewed his own critics in Esquire, and he, 

among others, does not care to listen to 

John Simon, or, if his column is to be be¬ 

lieved, to any critic. “I suppose l am 

thinking about reviews this early autumn 

day,” he wrote poetically in the February 

Esquire^ “because by the time this piece is 

published my new book | The Red White 

and Blue 1 will have run the gauntlet" In 

fact, what Dunne is thinking about is pay¬ 

ing off old scores, though be doesn't seem 

to know it. He tries to convince himself. 

"Ultimately it is a waste of time to reply 

directly to your critics; to do so is only a 

public acknowledgment that the shot hit 

home, and that ones feelings are hurt. 

What it comes down to is this: would I 

rather do what I do, as badly as some of 

my critics say I do it, or what they do, as 

well as they think they do it?” 

Is that really what it comes down to? 

Why, then, does Dunne use lib column to 

attack critics such as William F. Buckley 

Jr. and John Lahr? Because Buckley and 

the splendid Lahr don’t happen to think 

Dun fie is as good as he presumes he is. 

And his feelings arc hurt. Another critic 

who doesn’t think Dunne is so hot is the 

dread John Simon, who once dared to 

criticize the author’s syntax. And here— 

aha!—is the wounded Dunne’s opportu¬ 

nity to get even: “The last lime 1 saw Mr, 

Simon he was having; dinner in the bil¬ 

liard room of a thirty-four-room apart¬ 

ment on Park Avenue. Honesty [he 

means vengeance] compels me to report, in 

the interests of those actresses whose tin¬ 

ny voices and pendulous breasts and flab¬ 

by muscle tone he has maligned, that a 

glide! of quiche decorated his primary 

chin, and his teeth, all too visible as he ate, 

seemed the prod act either of bad dentist 

ry or a stagnant genetic ihmjL” 

In the interest of generosity of spirit, 

that seems to lack a certain lightness of 

touch to me. And so, in his schoolmasterly 

way, does Robert Palmer of The New 

YorT Timesadvising readers on how to 

buy a new rock n roll record, it you 

please. "Consider the case of the person 

who reads hooks and takes an interest in 

cun temporary literature. Hie literate con¬ 

sumer would never dream of limiting lus 

or her reading to books that are given 

elaborate advertising campaigns and 

plugged on the 'Tonight7 show. Its neces¬ 

sary to read reviews, not in one publica¬ 

tion bui in several.../7 Necessary? 

Several? Palmer clearly has more confi¬ 

dence in reviewers than* for example, 

graceless John Gregory Dunne. The 

problem is, Palmer makes it sound as if 

we’re cramming for a five-day exam. 

"Like the dedicated reader,” he contin¬ 

ues, "the rock-and-roll enthusiast needs 

to search oui new and rewarding music. 

Reading several publications that regular¬ 

ly review pop music is a must. So is listen¬ 

ing to college radio stations or other 

outlets for minority music” Anything 

else we must do? "Attending shows, and 

particularly investigating some of the 

newer performers who seem to be attract¬ 

ing notice and building reputations, is 

highly recommended.” 

Thanks, On the other hand, Times TV 

critic John Corry took his colleagues to 

task by pointing out that none of the crit¬ 

ics who previewed America with such 

sound and fury had actually seen it. "One 

hears the voice of the late Francis Cardi¬ 

nal Spellman/ Corry wrote, "when he as- 

tended the pulpit at St. Patrick’s 

Cathedral to denounce the movie 'Baby 

Doll.’ The Cardinal never saw the movie. 

He never found it necessary. He only 

knew what he disliked/ 

The "appropriation” art of the very 

highly marketable David Salle at the 

Whitney Museum has been compared by 

critics and curators to that of Picasso, 

Courbet. Magritte, Goya, Caravaggio, 

Manet, Dc Kooning—you name it. Kay 

Larson of New Yorf( added Jasper Johns, 

Robert Rauschenberg “and especially Sig¬ 

ma r Polke." But it took the bracing Aus¬ 

sie spirit of Time magazine’s Robert 

Hughes to cut through the nonsense, call 

Salle a man of straw and throw him and 

his admiring critics onto the barbie. "Not 

even Salles most devout fans seem able to 

say what his pictures are ahoutt for all 

thdr literary overtones/ thundered 

Crocodile Hughes. “They are laden with 

sexual imagery- Salle's work seems to 

owe a lot to a brief stint he did as a layout 

man for the porn magazine Stag in the 

mid/7f Is— but that imagery comes out as 

congealed, monotonous sleaze. .Salles 

nudes are mere signs for bimbos, not erot¬ 

ic presences, and then popularity may be 

linked to the cynicism of their sexual poli¬ 

tics.. .. " Then Crocodile concluded with 

a coup de grace: “ 'Salle’s images/ remarks 

the show’s curator, Janet Kardon, in the 

catalog, ‘often seem directed away from 

us, as if we were not the right audience/ 

Ixivers of serious painting can only agree/' 

When it comes to lovers of serious 

W<*xly Allen, movie reviewers usually 
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reach unthinkingly lor the superlatives, 

comparing him to Bergman, Fellini, 

Chaplin, Keaton, Preston St urges, Rem¬ 

brandt or Manet (or Sigmar Polke, fur all 

I know) iii terms of visuals and, inevita¬ 

bly, to Chekhov in terms of practically 

anything* "Somehow, one thinks of 

Chekhov/' wrote Richard Schickel about 

Radio Days in Time. David Fd elite in add¬ 

ed in The Village Voice, "In Radio Days, he 

has crafted a polyphonic mood piece, a 

cross between Fellini's Amarcord and 

Chekhov’s The Chcny Orchard. 

All it takes to qualify, it seems, is (a) a 

sense of family and (b) nostalgia. In such a 

way. The joe Franklin Show might there¬ 

fore be considered Chckhovian* For my¬ 

self, f tend to think there's a difference 

between The Cherry Orchard and some¬ 

thing as light and as slight as Radio Dayy, 

just as there is perhaps a difference be¬ 

tween The Sea Cull and Bananas. "Critics 

(my sell included)," Ed el stem continued, 

"have made facile connections between 

Allen's later work and Chekhov; I'm do¬ 

ing so here not to suggest that the two art¬ 

ists are similar (they aren't)*,,.” Didn't 

he just say that Radio Days is "a cross be¬ 

tween Fellinis Amarcord and Chekhov's 

The Cherry Orchard”? Not quite, it seems* 

He's making the comparison, or rather 

not making the comparison, in order to 

"consider those qualities in Chekhov that 

Allen wants to emulate." All clear now? 

Eddstem, you see, has a theory: "Chek¬ 

hov, too, began as a humorist,,,," 

Enter the magisterial Andrew Sams of 

the Voice to put all in critical perspective. 

"Indeed," he writes in his article entitled 

"Is Woody Strictly Kosher?/' "it is easy 

to dismiss Allen by concluding that a 

Chekhov he is not,*.. And in cinema Al¬ 

len is clearly not Chaplin nor Keaton nor 

Bergman nor Fellini, What then is 

Woody Allen besides Woody Allen?" 

That's the $64,000 question, and Sards 

takes a stab, “1 would suggest simply that 

Woody is more relaxed than he used to 

be, and with relaxation has come a liber¬ 

ation of his unconscious' —such an old 

Freudian beatnik, this Sarris—"so that he 

now intuitively knows when to stop and 

when to continue and, above all, when to 

drift into a state of weightlessness" 

So there you have it. Woody Allen 

turns out to be an astronaut. And why 

not? As the heroic Phil McConkey of the 

Giants said to an opera lover, “It's a free 

country." 

by Celeste de Brunhoff 

LIKE ALISTAIR 

Cooke, I now turn in 

my overstaffed arm¬ 

chair to remind forget¬ 

ful readers where we 

st anti. 1 began last 

months column with this argument: 

"Surely running a magazine is a lonely 

proposition* How else to explain the inse¬ 

curities publishers and editors so sedu¬ 

lously display in the ‘Notes' and Letters' 

they write to introduce their publica¬ 

tions? lake children at their first sock 

hop, the authors alternate between bash¬ 

ful ness and false bravado, running a shy 

comb through their hair while sneaking 

glances across the gym at their audience, 

thinking only this: Please li\e my maga 

zine; please Ife me. ” 

[ then irrefutably proved this thesis 

widi judicious reference to the work of 

New Yorj Woman editor Betsy Carter, Us 

editor Jynn We niter, past and current 

Time publishers Richard B. Thomas and 

Robert L. Miller, and Life managing edi¬ 

tor Judith Daniels, whose lame transition 

sentences I made far too much fun of. 

Speaking of ending sentences with a 

preposition, J ended last month with the 

proposition (hello, Judy!) that Vanity Fair 

editor in chief Tina Brown's prose souf¬ 

fles are swollen with vainglory. In Janu¬ 

ary, Brown changed her Editor's Letter 

photo to reflect her recent weight change. 

The old head-on one was dignified and 

attractive. The new one, a three quarter 

profile shot, shows Brown looking all 

morning-after and tousle-haired and, 

curiously, serves only to highlight her 

nose, a proboscis that photographs much 

larger than it actually is. 

Nose aside. Brown bedecks herself 

with the tin-pot pomp and hauteur of a 

head of state. "Once in a while I meet 

someone who intrigues me enough to 

want to write about them myself," HRH 

Tina wrote, introducing her piece on 

Gayfryd Steinberg. Finally, a mountain 

worthy of Mohammed. 

Brown also displays an inadvertent 

(and matchless) capacity for embarrassing 

the magazine s subjects, as well as its ow n 

writers. In October she dubbed actor 

Klaus Maria Brandauer a "knockout 

knockwurst.1' Last March, "|5ean| Penn 

charmed the pants off writer James Wol¬ 

cott -no easy task?' And introducing Ste¬ 

phen Schiffs portrait of Kelly McGtllis, 

Brown told how Schiff "licks his lips and 

sinks his teeth into Hollywood's new 

voluptuousness/' 

Tina defines vulgarity. Consider No¬ 

vember's introit: "Sometimes a magazine 

is in the thrilling position of making his¬ 

tory.'' And the breathtaking Hegelian 

pivot? A Helmut Newton picture of Sal¬ 

vador Dab with a feeding tube in his nose. 

Consider Browns August paean to 

Dominick Dunne, who had met with 

Imelda Marcos in Hawaii: "People love to 

talk to him because he has a gift for inti¬ 

macy that is real and generous. It goes 

with a large capacity for human sympathy 

drawn from a life that has had its own 

extremes of limelight and tragedy. While 

he never loses his extraordinary news 

sense, he is not afraid to be moved. That is 

what makes him a quintessential Vanity 

Fair writer." And really, weren't we all 

moved hv Lhe plight of the poor little 

Dragon Lady plagued by listless domes¬ 

tics and a shortage of shoe trees; 

Consider, finally, Brown's discourse on 

Maria Shrivcr in February 19H6; "After 

seeing Arnold Schwarzeneggers bionic 

biceps in Commando y many nicely brought 

up girls might fed a certain trepidation 

about climbing aboard his iron knee, but 

Maria plans to marry Mr. Schwarzeneg¬ 

ger in April-" (The "iron knee" is surely a 

euphemism; Brown's writing is permeat¬ 

ed with saladousness. She began Junes 

missive by noting that "royal blood is a 

great aphrodisiac. Even the most liberat¬ 

ed women turn to jelly at the first flash of 

a scepter," Frankly, Tina, this is one liber¬ 

ated woman who doesn't think of herself 

as a scepter receptor,) Brown noted in her 

first letter, in September 1985, that "it 

seemed quite likely that wrhcn the month¬ 

ly fight for space happened the first page 

Fd kill would be Tina Brown's," Keep 

your fingers crossed. 

But it would be a shame if someone 

killed Cosmopolitan s Step Into My Parlor, 

written by another Brown, Tinas elder 
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sister, Helen fhurley Brown. (Okay, okay. 

But these transitions arc tough) Browns 

slumber-party sensibility is simply too 

marvelous; her stream-of-constiousness 

render mgs of her smashing-fab life-style 

resist analysis as obdurately as a Derrida 

essay. I splash about in her prose as I 

would in a bubble bath. 

Travel wrilh husband David is Brown's 

favorite hobbyhorse. In July 1985 she de¬ 

scribed their Asian junket: "My beloved 

was quite intrepid with the cab drivers 

who spoke no English, and you-know- 

who didn't speak what they spoke," (And 

they're so deliciously inscrutable) 

Brown's descriptions turn inward and 

seek epiphany at rhe close. Jn October she 

concluded (emphases and ellipses hers): 

"May 1 just tell you this encouraging 

truth’ that kept my unmarried girlfriends 

and me going when I was single—and you 

know J didn’t marry until l was thirty- 

seven, It only takes one.., one imperfect, 

flawed, loving, decent human being,,, 

you arc not trying to recruit twelve mem¬ 

bers for a local jogging club or line up a 

seminar Uno. Unk One! II you really want 

one {and you may no/!), he’s out there. 

“The photo (above) shows me with 

Walter Cron kite, who visited COSMO 

recently and charmed us mercilessly, 

“Go spook somebody this Halloween!1' 

The loopy final fillip is a Brown trade¬ 

mark: many of her ultimate enjoinders 

are near-haiku. Parse and ponder last sum¬ 

mer's lotus blossom: 

"You are to light 

up the s^/es this June, 

tittle firefly" 

Finally, there is Phillip Moffitt. Mof- 

fitt, then editor in chief of Esquire, sold 

the magazine to the Hcarst Corporation 

in December so that he could devote him¬ 

self to writing. This was not a good career 

move. 
Muffin's Esquire Journal introduced 

not the magazine but Moffitt, in all his 

est-perplexed, maundering, bathetic 

splendor—no ghostwriters here. (Incredi¬ 

bly, when Esquire put forward nine of its 

articles for the J985 National Magazine 

Awards, Moffitt nominated three of his 

own Esquire journals in the Essays & 
Criticism category, displacing far worthi¬ 
er essays.) 

Moffitt, who walked through his office 

with his head down so he wouldn’t have 

to greet his employees, had equal difficul¬ 

ty recognizing his emotions. But when a 

mysteriously unmasculine sentiment did 

surface, he felt compelled to confess it 

with a confrontational earnestness bor- 

dering on incoherence. Only Moffitt 

could write* “Inside, the house was so cut 

off from its own soul that it could not give 

shelter to mine." Canny readers tuck into 

a Moffitt piece with glee, 

Last November, Moffitt’s “The Secret 

of Friendship1’ (subheadlined by a stoic, 

despairing editor “Sometimes it’s know¬ 

ing what not to expect”) took up his rela¬ 

tionship with an elderly female friend, 

and weathercocked about until both writ¬ 

er and reader were exhausted. I would 

quote it in full had l space, but herewith 

rhe high points: "We stopped by a little 

bench. It was her sixty-ninth birthday. I 

said for the umpteenth time, 'Happy, 

happy birthday, Pnmma, which is my 

name for her. She was horn Praxythea, 

into a Greek-American family in Balti¬ 

more. She looked up at me, her white hair 

beautiful in the light, her face deadly ear¬ 

nest, and asked, lDo you think my adven¬ 

tures are over?’ I laughed, hugged her, 

and replied, 'There is not even a slight 

chance of that being true; your life itself is 

adventure.' She smiled that smile of hers 

(that elusive, ineffable, indescribable 

smile(, and we strolled on, silent for the 

rest of our walk..., Who knows what she 

first was to me? Maybe a modern-day 

version ol the wise woman in ancient tri¬ 

bal times, but certainly not a counselor or 

a mother figure. What / remember feeling 

is that this wom&n could he my friend...." 

Yes, it’s lonely at the top. 3 

LESSONS 
FOR THE 
ONE-MINUTE 

MANAGER 
by Luc Sante 

THOMAS I )E QUIN- 
cey, who was always 

several seasons ahead of 

the latest fashions, 

warned that "it once a 

man indulges himself 

in murder, very soon he comes to think 

little of robbing; anti from robbing be¬ 

comes next to drinking anti Sabbath- 

breaking" How ominously these words 

ring in the precincts of Todays madcap 

business community! The felony so casu¬ 

ally committed, the assault on lives and 

livelihoods so nonchalantly engineered, 

will eventually break down the moral fi¬ 

ber of the executive and make it all too 

easy for Kim or her to ml rude on the grace 

and order and good manners that should 

pervade the office and the boardroom. 

We arc all aware, ol course, of the dark 

chain of circumstances that began on a 

winter nighi last year in Queens, when 

Borough President Donald Mares was 

found bleeding behind the wheel of a 

1984 Ford LTD* He had attempted sui 

cide, and eventually he succeeded; and 

from this pebble thrown into the pond the 

rings spread out through the city, gather 

ing momentum and dramatis personae: 

from suicide to extortion, to fraud, to 

bribery, to associating with known felons, 

to gluttony and intemperance, to harass¬ 

ment of photographers. Where, indeed, 

wall it all end? Surely someday soon 

prominent officials wall hr discovered us¬ 

ing profane language. It is whispered that 

several have been rude to waiters. 

Fortunately, there remains a group of 

watchful citizens—prosecutors, journal¬ 

ists and ordinary men and women—who 

keep tabs on officials and hr ing them to 

heel as their crimes increase. The pattern 

is ever similar, its chilling design repeated 

again and again as if preordained* With 

Ivan Bocsky, large-scale profiteering led 

to sneakiness, and thence to talebearing; 

in the case of the Heimslcys, a similarly 

ambitious cupidity inspired sales tax eva¬ 

sion, and that in turn brought about tam¬ 

pering with documents. Likewise, in the 

highest echelons of our government, the 

financing of slaughter in Central America 

necessitated first double-dealing, then se- 

cretiveness* The publics ire was aroused, 

however, when their elected officials 

were discovered to be cultivating friend¬ 

ships with disreputable foreign elements, 

even giving them gilts. Nor is this sort of 

unsavory behavior restricted to the pow¬ 

erful. It has seeped into every corner of 

American capitalism. Managers every¬ 

where must be reminded that felons are 

apt to become lax about business ethics 

and dial killers, in particular, will seldom 

give good weight. A couple of recent cases 

underline the need for early detection of 
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potentially sloppy manager nil practices. 

()ut oti the West Coast, the murder m 

;il of |nc Hunt has finally gotten under 

way. Hunt, 27, is the founder and former 

leader of the Billionaire Bovs Club, an 
j 

incorporated fraternal organization ilc- 

voted to increasing the wealth nt its mem¬ 

bership. Hum—whose real name is 

Joseph Camsky—is handsome, well 

groomed and charismatic, and he shows a 

talent for organization, though with per 

hups a mite too much gusto. The tlull's 

worldview emphasized forthrightness 

and efliciency. "Black ts white and while 

is black and there are many shadings in 

between," said Hunt oracularly. “You did 

what you had to do umler the circum¬ 

stances to achieve your goal, and l guess 

the ends justilied the means," explained 

club member Hvun Dicker. Mow; this is 

not terribly different from the thinking 

of, say Malcolm Fnrlxs, bin Hunt and 

the boys may have been rather more cre¬ 

ative about iheir interpretation. 

An investor, journalist and self-de¬ 

scribed con man named Ronald Levin ap¬ 

parently bilked Hunt and company with 

a million financing scheme that turned 

out to be fraudulent. According to 

charges brought by the California state 

prosecutor, the boys may then have shot 

Levin and dumped his body in the Sole- 

dad Canyon, although said body has nev¬ 

er been found. Sometime later, l ledayaL 

Eslaminiu, a former official in the shah’s 

regime, was kidnapped, tortured and 

killed in an alleged effort to persuade him 

to turn over Ins assets to his disinherited 

soil keza, a dull member. 1 he trial has 

begun more than two years after the case 

broke, after numerous legal complica¬ 

tions anti in a climate of rumor and hy¬ 

perbole m which the club has been 

described as a cult, anil Hum as Manson- 

like* If the charges prove to be true, the 

case will serve as a timely warning against 

excessive capitalist zeal, especially among 

those enthusiastic youngsters of the busi¬ 

ness world* The fact that Hunt was fin¬ 

gered by associates also points to the need 

for organizational loyalty, without which 

a competitive position simply cannot be 

maintained, 

("loser To home, there is the case of 

Richard Kuklinski of Dumont, New |cr- 

scv, alleged to be a dealer in drugs and 

videotapes, whose enthusiasm was such 

that he apparently disposed of his poten¬ 

tial clients as soon as they showed up for 

transact ions. This is, of course, an insane 

way to run a business, since, with no re¬ 

peat customers, it precluded any chance 

of developing a solid reputation, kuklin 

ski was charged with killing George Mai 

Iiband and lamis Masgay, on separate 

occasions, when they came to buy or sell 

pornographic videotapes, and Paul I loff- 

man when he attempted to buy $22,0110 

worth of prescription drugs, Kuklinski is 

also charged with disposing of a partner 

of his, as well as that partners roommate* 

Furthermore, he is said to have bragged 

of these intemperate deeds, publicly con¬ 

gratulating himself for his ingenuity in, 

for example, spicing a client's hamburger 

with cyanide. A federal agent set up K.uk- 

linski by inventing both a cocaine dealer 

in search of a ileal and the cyanide with 

which to rub the pseudodealer out — 

which suggests that the miscreant would 

sooner or later have succumbed to a fast 

talking competitor* Several years of suc¬ 

cess had made him cocky* 

These are, granted, extreme cases, but 

the dangers of overenthusiasm are pres 

ent in every business. Is there any protec 

non against ihese temptations, these 

weaknesses that may affect even the most 

conscientious manager? Perhaps one 

might look to the example of Arthur 

Owens. Owens, founder and president of 

Sports and I leallh. Club Itic., a Minneapo¬ 

lis-based chain of six workout salons, 

went straight to the top and named God 

as the owner of his business. Not only did 

this ensure the maintenance of strict mor 

a I standards, it also enabled the corpora 

lion to follow particularly elevated 

guidelines in personnel matters: no athe¬ 

ists, homosexuals or persons living in sin 

needed apply. Unfortunately, some bu 

reaucralic quibbles raised by the state’s 

Human Rights Department forced the 

company to pay some $40,00(1 in fines and 

to lake steps toward selling out. One can 

only suppose that at the rime, Cod was m 

conference, or out of town. $ 

PEOPLE PLAY 
by William A. Henry 111 

LITTLE MINDS 

may twiner over the 

decision by Cap Cities/ 

ABC to push Peter "the 

Pipe" Jennings's news¬ 

cast up by half an hour 

to 6: 50 pan. and thereby pit the 7:00 p.m. 

CBS and NBC news against a retread 

game show called Jeopardy! But deep 

thinkers know that the pleasures to be de¬ 

rived from the news are exactly the same 

as those to be derived from game shows— 

watching other people take pratfalls. In 

an age of complacent self-congratulation, 

young professionals and blue-haired cou¬ 

pon clippers alike know that a large part 

of erne’s own joy anil sense of good fortune 

is a certain secret pleasure at other peo¬ 

ples comparative ill fate—whether overt 

brainlessness, as evinced by game show 

contestants, or the combination of bad 

judgment anil had luck to be arrested, 

hud oft, killed or singled out in any other 

way on the nightly news* With so much 

grand buffoonery leaking out of the 

White House, it’s hard for any game 

show to compete with the news these 

days. Still, ABC may be onto something. 

jeopardy! might not, however, he exact¬ 

ly the right show to pit against the news* 
Too many of its contestants betray hints 

of education; some appear even to have 

read hooks, A better idea might be The 

Jofyr's Wild. For falling-about laughter, 

its difficult to top the responses to ibis 

roughic: “1 fis only comedy is Aht Wilder- 

ttcrr/, but this American playwright is 

best known for his autobiographical trag¬ 

edy, Long Day’s journey Into Night'' One 

slyboots answered with that American 

playwright Noel Coward. The other con- 
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tender countered with that well-known 

Yank George Bernard Shaw. 

The game show Scrabble had to drop a 

requirement that contestants spell out the 

word they were trying to guess. Although 

players could grasp the comic definitions 

and pronounce the desired words, nearly 

half the time they misplaced letters or 

supplied ones that couldn't possibly be 

there in any language. The original audi¬ 

ence for these shows was housewives who 

wanted to assure themselves that their 

minds hadn't completely atrophied. But 

they have, and since shows need win¬ 

ners—even half-witted ones—the tests 

keep getting easier. Just like the SATs, 

liven jeopardy! has lately been publiciz¬ 

ing itself on ABC] as a "trivia " program, 

Whole series of questions are devoted to 

pop music, TV reruns* defunct movie 

stars, alliterative phrases and pairs of cli¬ 

ches that share a key word* This tends to 

diminish the point of the whole exercise, 

which is to watch gleefully as other people 

fail to dredge up information that readily 

swims to the surface of your own brain 

even through the pellucid waters of the 

third martini. 

Still, there are lots of shows left that 

let one revel in others" inanity: The 

$It000,000 Chance of a Lifetime, where 

couples need more than the allotted 60 

seconds to guess the names of presidents 

hy filling in the hi anks of such ph rases as 

M—LL—RD F-LLM-R-. Or Head- 

line Chasers , where they need an addition¬ 

al clue to puzzle out the I9f>9 news item 

M-w-KS ON M-N. 
When being a smariy-pants against a 

screenful of dummies begins to pall, 

there s an even more satisfying array of 

game shows—the Normalcy Shows* On 

these, the correct answer is never the one 

that only some seuneducated png would 

know; but simply the most popular—that 

is, “normal '—response. These are the 

olfspring of the late, lamented Match 

Game, on which contestants had to finish 

a Hemiy Young man-esq ue one-liner 

with the most obvious kicker, and Family 

Feud, on which players had to ape the re¬ 

sponses of a studio sample of 100 people to 

such questions as "Name something a 

teenager borrows." On todays Card 

Shares, you gain the right to play for big¬ 

ger money by guessing, lor example, what 

percentage of women surveyed would 

proposition a man* The weaker your own 

personality and the more susceptible you 

arc to normative influence, the sooner you 

get to the cards. 

Very close in concept is The New New- 

lywed Game, one of the most enduring 

shows, on which recently married couples 

try to echo each other's answers to such 

questions as "Where did you first make 

whoopic?” Typically, husband and wife 

rarely recall the same rendezvous. They 

also don’t seem to know each other's best 

friends, old flames, favorite foods or pet 

peeves, which must be pretty reassuring 

to singles in the audience. According to 

someone who claims to have witnessed it* 

one wife's answer to "What is your hus¬ 

band's favorite place to make whoopie? 

was "In the butt." And the most common 

answer to "Name your favorite foreign 

country" is, believe it or not, Hawaii, 

The pleasure this kind of show affords 

is the right to scorn the masses even when 

they're not pretending to know as much 

as you do. While not so piquant as jeering 

at an ignorant Average American on 

jeopardy! (or one la menting his fate on the 

CBS Evening News), this has its charms. 

As a straightforward replacement for 

the evening news, however, the ideal 

would be one of the gambling shows, on 

which knowledge and normalcy arc sub¬ 

ordinate to sheer luck. Perhaps these 

should he called Greed Shows. The sensi¬ 

ble soul will Lake reasonable winnings 

and stop. But the contestant who enters 

into the true Reno spirit of the game 

keeps rolling until he goes bust—rather 

like Ivan Boesky, Hunky Hunt or a senile 

U.S. senator perennially seeking reflec¬ 

tion. These shows operate on exactly the 

same principle as the little morality tales 

on the nightly news: when people over¬ 

reach themselves, they fail, whether it is 

some born loser taking one spin too many 

on Press Your reciting all the while 

the useless mantra "No whammies, no 

whammies," or Mike Dcaver trying for 

just one more client before his employers 

catch on that there's no there there. 

In a class by itself is Wheel of Fortune, 

which comes on just alter the news in 

New York. It started out as a prototypical 

(Teed Show, but now it seems to want to 

ape Lady Bountiful and dispense its lar¬ 

gess, which is not cash but K Man-tacky 

merchandise. You "win" dollars but can’t 

keep them—you have to spend them on 

stuff you wouldn't give your Aunt Mil¬ 

dred, as Pat Sajuk readily admits. {"An¬ 

other day, another ceramic dog given 

away/' he says with a Quaalude smile.) 

When a contestant has a nice little nest 

egg stored up, Sajak usually hints that its 

time to play safe and solve the puzzle, lest 

the player spin LOSE A TURN or BANK¬ 

RUPT and lose it all. 

Sometimes you can qualify as greedy 

just by showing up. When Fred Berm 

stein, a senior wri ter for People magazine, 

appeared on Wheel of Fortune a tew years 

ago, he tried to gain audience empathy by 

describing himself simply as a "freelance 

writer." He then blew this attempt at self- 

deprecating appeal by talking optimisti¬ 

cally about his chances of winning an all 

expense-paid foundation grant to do 

research in Antarctica, a prize that put to 

shame everything on the wheel that day, 

1 hat was his fatal sin: he was greedy by 

virtue of appearing intelligent and fully 

capable of earning things for himself, 

rather than appearing normal and wait¬ 

ing for the lottery lightning to strike. He 

promptly landed on the BANKRUPT pie 

wedge for seven straight turns. Sounds, 

come to think of it, just like a story from 

Charlie Kuralt* ^ 

TO PICK 
by Moira Hodgson 

WHEN I HEARD 

recently that Laur¬ 

ent, a fancy French 

restaurant in mid¬ 

town, served bones for 

lunch on Thursdays, I 

was surprised. What kind of businessman 

on an expense account goes out and or¬ 

ders and eats a $20 plate of bones? 

The restaurant, on 56th Street between 

Park and Lexington, is the sort of old- 

fashioned establishment your grand¬ 

mother would love. The decor is mock 

Tudor, with thick red carpets, wood-pan¬ 

eled walls and fake mullioned w-indows' 

there are lipstick-red banquettes and 

comfortable, soft ret! chairs at tables set 

too far apart tor serious eavesdropping. 

An ornate silver vase of pink gladioli 

greets you as you enter, and small 1930s 
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boutique lamps shed an intimate glow 

over the tables. You can imagine the 

Duke and Duchess of Windsor coming 

here ior one of their famous silent 

lunches; when he ate, it is rumored, she— 

to create the impression of animated 

talk—would recite the alphabet. 

I^iurent has been serving bones to its 

customers ever since it first opened; in 

1951 they cost $2.5(1 as part of a complete 

lunch. And even in this age ol boneless- 

ness, when everyone else is serving fillets, 

paillards and medallions, Laurent’s bones 

are popular. 1’hcy arc so popular, in fact* 

that you have to reserve them in ad¬ 

vance—sometimes two or three weeks 

ahead. Over the years, according to Lau¬ 

rent Losa, the owner (who cs known as 

Monsieur Laurent), they have been favor¬ 

ites of Henry Luce 111 (and his stepmoth¬ 

er, Clare Boothe Luce, whom M. Laurent 

used to watch scolding her boy at the ta¬ 

ble), Tyrone Power, Salvador Dali and 

Ed Sullivan. Faye Dunaway, he says, can¬ 

not get enough of them. 

' did not see Faye Dunaway ihe Thurs¬ 

day that six of us went to cat hones. But l 

did see two women in wraparound sun¬ 

glasses (one wore hers on top of her head), 

and many tables of businessmen. 

The waiter, a professional of the old 

school, in black tie with a napkin over his 

wrist, arrived with the menu. We were 

relieved to see that the prix hxe entitled us 

to more than just bones. To start, we 

could choose among such stalwarts as ce- 

leri remouladc or monies ravigote—or 

grapefruit juice—and Lo finish, there was 

a selection of time-honored desserts: 

oeufs a la neige, dacquoisc and chocolate 

mousse. I felt that 1 should have been 

wearing a cinch belt, long gloves and a 

picture hat. Of course, we ordered the 

wine of the fifties, Chateauneuf-du-Pape. 

Danish Souperbag 
"The ultimate in relaxed panache"—ESQUIRE 

This spring bag the best. Our practical Danish import 
features six nifty pockets, expandable sides, sturdy straps; 
wears like cold-rolled steel; will organize your life; is gen¬ 
erally splendiferous. Perfect carry-on flight bag, practical 
gift. In squashy Grey, Black, Brown, Olive, 'Turquoise, 
Bright Blue waterproof canvas. $65 plus $3,50 shipping. 

THE CHOCOLATE SOUP 
946 Madison Avenue at 75th Street, NYC 10021 861-2210 

Downtown/Soho/Tribeca 
A Bar and Restaurant 

two eleven 
Franklin St and West Broadway NYC 925-7202 

Introducing our 
outdoor cafe 
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When we had finished our celeri re- 

moulade, the waiter returned with an 

enormous silver platter heaped with what 

looked like the trophies of an archaeologi¬ 

cal dig. The bones are leftovers from the 

roast beef that is served from a trolley on 

Wednesday nights. They are sliced into 

two-or three-inch pieces* spread with Di¬ 

jon mustard* rolled in bread crumbs and 

gently broiled so that the crumbs form a 

crust the traditional coating on 

broiled pigs feet), and served with a mus¬ 

tard sauce, tiny roast potatoes and Brus¬ 

sels sprouts. 

M, Laurent brought the recipe with 

him from the Hotel Margucry, which 

used to stand at the corner of Park and 

47ih (the old Union Carbide building). 

He was maitre d' there for six years before 

the restaurant closed and he opened his 

own plate. He inherited die bones recipe 

from the old Ritz, where bones were 

served for 75 cents a plate in 19.39. “In 

those days people loved the old-fashioned 

dishes like tripe a la mode de Caen, ro- 

gnons sautee and deviled pigs feet," he 

says. "But now people are diet-conscious. 

So only the bones survived," 

We gnawed the bones greedily and 

barked tor more. Soon we felt that the 

correct place for us was under the table* 

on our hands and knees. We wouldn't 

have minded it the waiter had tossed 

them to us. But when we had eaten our 

fill* we obediently rinsed our paws in gen 

teel silver finger bowls. Then we turned 

our attention to the oeufs a la neige. 

No one asked for a doggy bag. 9 

ON THE 
STREET 
by Nancy Vreeland Dalva 

THERE t S N O 

curtain. Instead, as in 

much recent perfor¬ 

mance art, the audience 

walks in on a work al¬ 

ready in progress but 

not officially begun. Giant electric Ians stir 

the chill air. Performers enter and exit via 
YflfiV L. 
Jmr r 
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Downtown 

fright fixture 

Larissa mod- 

els Ployskool 

fashions 

(right). 

ALTOGETHER TRUE {HONEST! These two 

hopped-up On the Waterfront fanatics 

almost succeeded in crashing the gain 

tribute to Elia Kazan at the Waldorf, but 

the wQchy handwriting on their home¬ 

made name tags gave them away 

(above). 

Club A recently installed the Dr. Rath 

Daticetcise for Goad Sex Machine in a 

corner of its dance floor. The mecha¬ 

nized wax cast at the pint-size thera¬ 

pist wears a sizzling leather skirt and 

gyrates in place whenever someone 

drops a quarter in the slot. Illustrious 

dance "partners" spatted so far in¬ 

clude (above, left to right) farmer 

late-night talk-show host David Bren¬ 

ner, Ask Dr. Ruth producer John Lol- 

los, Mr. Dr. Ruth and Gloria Steinem 

(in a dashing new hairstyle), who 

stopped by to show that it's a power¬ 

ful statement against outmoded and 

oppressive social conventions for sis¬ 

ters to donee together at expensive 

clubs. 



Keith Fcrnly and Si¬ 

mon F {above}. Ever 

notice how people 

begin to look like 

their pets? 

Onetime Macy's Thanksgiv¬ 

ing Day Parade balloon and 

fatgirl Dianne Brill (above) 

looks svelte and decorous ot 

Hell's after a few months on 

the SPY diet* 
WHITE RUSSIA** DOS AND DON'TS (the 

Bal Blanc at the Plaza) Don't over¬ 

do the false eyelashes and press- 

on nails: lolopolooxa Gertrude 

Swope, with Grant Tinker imper¬ 

sonator Walter Stone (right). 

Don't wear this: Princess Alexis 

Obolensky, with, the more present¬ 

able Princess Ivan Obolensky 

(bc/ow). Do wear a versatile re¬ 

versible fur busby: Martha Reed, 

with John Westergord (below 

left), perfectly appropriate lor 

midnight blini and daytime anion 

rings, ota party tor Ranio, o Saudi 

fashion designer (be/ow, for left}. 

vH f I 

THE SILLY RICH Duncan Chop- 

man tells a joke to Pandora Biddle at 

Naitou (above, top), but eerily ton 

swimwear queen Carmen d'Alessio 

outdoes him by telling Prince Dimitri 

of Yugoslavia a marvelous, marvel¬ 

ous story about a swizzle stick (mid¬ 

dle and bottom). 

fossils Above: 9B- 

ycar-oid Hamilton 

Fish finger-points 

with his 14-year-old 

poodle (that's 98 in 

dog years) ot the 

14th Street Armory. 

FOR HIRE Pretty Ashford 

and cloven-hoofed 

Simpson (below) help 

out one of the corpo¬ 

rate sponsors of "A 

Taste of Manhattan/' 

"the ultimate 'grazing' 

party/' to benefit the 

National Multiple Scle¬ 

rosis Society. 

WHAT THE CAMERA MAKES THEM DO At Palla¬ 

dium (left), a poor, scruffy teen—a runaway? 

a Salvadoran refugee? the granddaughter of 

a chonteuse?—is so intent on grinning at the 

camera that she is oblivious to the gropings 

of her acquaintances, men-about-fawn Pe¬ 

ter Allan and Arthur AJtschul Jr. 

REv’ j *R. 
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ramps, moving about an enormous play¬ 

ing area in mysteriously purposeful ways. 

The setting is colossal: above, great 

hanners fly—orange, light blue, red, tur¬ 

quoise—drawing the eye up to a white- 

and-gold ceiling. Below, computer 

billboards gibber—all the letters of the al¬ 

phabet chasing one another, flashing 

green, Hashing yellow. Digital clocks 

race. From 14 circular structures—way 

stations suggesting tables at a charity gala, 

exhibits at an industrial fair, souvenir 

booths enticing pilgrims at a religious 

shrine—protrude little video display ter¬ 

minals mounted on extension arms like 

hospital televisions, larger terminals are 

mounted piggyback, so that wherever one 

looks, one sees screens. 

Two balconies overlooking the perfor¬ 

mance space provide grudging accommo¬ 

dation for the audience (much like the 

recent setup at La Mama for Meredith 

Monks The Quarry). The performance 

they attend is part spectacle, part happen ¬ 

ing, a colossal six-and-a-half-hour event 

both modern anti postmodern. There are 

echoes here of Duchamp and Cunning¬ 

ham (aleatory procedures, pedestrian 

movement) and vvhat look like homages 

to Ping Chong and Monk—an obsession 

with compute regenerated imagery, a dic¬ 

tator figure on a balcony. It is this figure, 

in fact, who officially starts the action. 

Dressed in a nondescript wool business 

suit, he appears on a small balcony deco¬ 

rated with flags and sits on a black leather 

throne, He rises and a bell sounds, al¬ 

though he does not ring it. Instead, his 

movement is the cue lor the sound, so that 

the cfleet is distanced, alienated, indi¬ 

rect—technological rather than personal. 

I ie disappears. 

Meanwhile, beneath him, the most im¬ 

mediate change takes place on the bill¬ 

boards—flashing numbers replace the 

letters. Soon the speed of the dance and 

the number of participants increase, so 

that the point of the event seems to be its 

vast ness. Gradually, as one watches, pat¬ 

terns of movement and the rules of per¬ 

formance behavior emerge, as do certain 

individuals: a blond woman in a green 

sweater, a man seated on a stool, reading a 

newspaper. But in this act, one is over 

whelmed by numbers—the numbers on 

the board and the numbers of people. 

At first it seems impossible to tell the 

cast members apart, tor the bland fluores¬ 

cent lighting blurs their faces. Further, 

many arc costumed in bright cotton jack¬ 

ets (yellow, red, light blue, orange, dark 

blue or green) over dark trousers, so that 

the viewer s eye links them into chains or 

groups. Most of the activity is individual, 

but one must make an effort to differenti¬ 

ate it. Some players are stationary and 

perform simple, repetitive movements, as 

if in a parody of minimalism. Others arc 

travelers, their direction seemingly ran¬ 

dom. Their paths are determined in part 

by the placement of the 14 stations. On 

this stage there is no diagonal movement. 

Everyone travels in spirals; the pattern is 

all swirls and eddies. T here is no set musi¬ 

cal accompaniment. 

From time to time this bustle of simul¬ 

taneous solos is punctuated by interac¬ 

tions that look like improvisation: 

bumping, brushing, signaling by shoulder 

tapping. Certain performers wearing 

large X+s seem to be excused—or prohibit¬ 

ed—from participating. The space 

around them is, to some extent, inviola¬ 

ble. Nothing explains their isolation. 

AH of the action is complicated by a 

kind of hide-and-seek effect: performers 

disappear from time to time behind one 

or a nother of the stations. Some reemerge 

immediately; others vanish, and their 

eventual rcemergence goes unheralded. 

T hroughout, most of the movement is 

unremarkable hut various, with a great 

deal of individual interpretation occur¬ 

ring within a narrow movement con¬ 

text—walking, running, low leaping. 

Because the performance is viewed 

from above, the hack drop for the wor k is 

actually its ground, and it figures m the 

cumulative impact. From the first mo¬ 

ments, the performers seemingly conspire 

to obliterate the floor. As they perform 

their tasks or travel on their spiral paths 

they carry squares of paper—yellow, 

white, pink—and discard them. Slowly at 

first, then more rapidly, the wooden 

planking disappears, buried in confetti. 

Finally, the number of the performers, 

the scale of their setting and the perspec¬ 

tive afforded by the elevation of the audi¬ 

ence impose a viewpoint: one sees the 

scene in its entirety, as a kind of canvas or 

screen, with all the elements fusing in im¬ 

personal, triumphant abstraction. 9 

Performances arc Monday through Fri¬ 

day, from 9:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. Spectators 

come and go throughout the day. Admission 

cati he arranged through the Visitors Center 

of the New Stoc^ Exchange (656- 

5168On an a re rage day on the floor of the 

exchange; 200 million shares are traded. 

ROYAL 

by Tafi 

ONE OF THE MOST 

embarrassing moments 

of my fife took place in 

my most favorite of 

places, Gstaad, Swit¬ 

zerland; in the Eagle 

Ski (Tub, to be precise, It was a decade 

ago, just about this time of year, and I was 

hosting a small luncheon party in the ter¬ 

race of the club after a hard morning's 

skiing. Among my guests was the ex-king 

of Greece, Constantine 11. 

When Angelo, the impeccably man¬ 

nered mail re dT of the F^agle Club, ap¬ 

proached me for my order, he addressed 

me, as he always does, as “Your Royal 

Highness, Prince TakC1 Now, Pm hardly 

the blushing type, but! remember feeling 

a hit uneasy, especially when 1 noticed the 

ex-monarch's right eyebrow do a Papa- 

mar kou and shoot upward. (The Greek 

constitution forbids titles, and the Takis 

have not used theirs since 1830.) 1 was 

doubly embarrassed wrhen the clubs 

ghastly parrot began to screech, "Your 

Royal Highness! Your Royal Highness!M 

The king, however, turned out to be a 

good sport. 
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Which brings me to the point l wish to 

make. Wherever I turn nowadays at chic 

Manhattan gatherings, 1 seem to run into 

foreigners whose titles; are as real as Ivan 

Boesky is honest Even our visitors from 

the Middle East are now in on the scam. 

Mind you. New York has a long tradi¬ 

tion of attracting phony-titled foreigners. 

Who among vis oldies can forget the mar¬ 

rying Mdivanis, those lovable Romanian 

rogues, one of whom married Barbara 

Hutton and whose father admitted that "I 

must Ik the only man who inherited his 

title from his sons”? 

Or Prince Romanoff, who owned Ro¬ 

manoffs, the Hollywood restaurant? He 

had as much to do with the imperial Rus¬ 

sian family as, say, Saul Steinberg has 

with anorexia. Mike Romanoff was a nice 

guy. He openly admitted that he was a 

fraud and called himself a prince to at¬ 

tract customers. 

Up until 1918 and the fall of the dynas¬ 

ties, it was almost impossible to invent a 

title. Kings and their hirelings kept busy 

making sure no one did. Soon after the 

fall of the 1 lapsburgs, however, mysteri¬ 

ous princes, counts and barons began to 

appear in the New World, and new ones 

have been materializing ever since. Who, 

after all, can expose a phony Lithuanian 

tide? Or, for that matter, an Italian one? 

The only authoritatively recorded aristoc¬ 

racy is the British one, ami as a result, you 

get fewer phonies carrying around En¬ 

glish titles than from elsewhere. 

When Anthony Haden-Guest and l 

were in Rome about 15 years ago, we ran 

into a fellow who introduced himself as 

the emperor of Byzantium, the last of the 

Pa leo log uses. Now, it just so happens that 

the Taki clan fought and died defending 

Constantine Paleologus on that day in 

1453 when Mohammed II stormed Con¬ 

stantinople and killed the Christian em¬ 

peror. When I heard the fellow’s claim, I 

was outraged. The Turks had burned all 

the records, including most of the city. 

The man was an obvious phony, but the 

onus of proof was on me. Rather than 

burden ourselves with the research, An¬ 

thony and I did the next best thing. We 

brought a hshing rod into the opera 

house, and while Mi ini was dying in La 

Bahemt' we managed ro lower the hook 

until it caught in his toupee and pulled it 

off. Even Rodolfo had to laugh. 

Which goes to prove that phony-titled 

folk are to he found everywhere. The 

worst offenders are the Italians, as their 

last king, Umberto II, created a lot of ti¬ 

tles just prior to his exile in 1946. They are 

called propeller titles, as many of them 

were doled out as the monarch waved 

goodbye to his supporters at the airport* 

After the Italians, the French are the 

worst offenders in phony titles, followed 

by the Germans, The Belgians, the 

Dutch, the Scandinavians and the Span¬ 

ish all still have monarchies, so it is almost 

impossible to cheat in those countries. Yet 

they do manage it at times, l ran into a 

Belgian in Palm Beach whom l knew in 

Brussels as Monsieur hut who was intro¬ 

duced to me as Comte in Florida. The 

funny thing was that my hostess—gra¬ 

cious, but gullible—actually curtsied be¬ 

fore him. And speaking of curtsies, who 

will ever forget the picture of Lee Annen- 

berg prostrating herself as the heir to the 

British throne disembarked from his air¬ 

craft? She had obviously learned her curt¬ 

sy from old Hollywood films. As a 

representative of the U.S. government— 

she was chief of protocol back then—she 

was required simply to shake hands, not 

to take a dive* But her snobbishness ran 

away with her belter judgment. Ameri¬ 

cans fought a war in order never to have 

to bow or curtsy. If matters don’t improve 

soon, 1 shall have to begin writing my eoL 

umn under the byline HRH Prince Taki 

of 10021. § 
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introduces himself (or 

says he's hard) (S.2,43). 

16. t ,'ouplc of ways amid 
tumult to provide Friars 
Club fare (5t4). 

17. 1 Jemucracy is one. 

Democrats need tine (4*4). 

19. Remaining this way 

ts harder than being 

micomic (7). 

21. All you read in the 

paper es regarding best 

seller (S,2), 

22. Arabic arbitrator 

bolds answer U> SamstaFs 

complaint (6). 

24. A double negative is 

just not done (I, 2-2). 

ACROSS 

1. Sounds almost like 

EFids not so difficult, 

but not where they eat 

frogs (33), 

4. Breakdown i n 

diplomacy may lead to 

secondhand fiasco (4,4). 

TO. < lowboy has a vessel, 

couple of articles in 

border town (4), 

IT. Whence spuds— 

oh, a drill instruciorf 

About-face! (*i). 

12. Uranium, right on! 

Earth explodes in narrow 

passage (7). 

13. Points to intimate 

organ5 Not here (7). 

14. Little brother won 

a Nobel—appalling to 

hear (S|. 

15. Essential, where 

nobody but us chickens 

arc (prc-Ncw Testa¬ 

ment) (H|. 

IB. Powerful insect eats 

hall of ivy (H). 

20. Remember this: 

Crimson Title has a way 

of doing things (51. 

23. Ink not available 

where I.eiiermnn's 

from (7). 

25,1 In nan is. and used to 

be (3,4). 

26. lefi at climax is sort u! 

add (*?}, 

27. I Jane, not at alt crazy, 

weigheil down by small 

remarks (9). 

2fl. Major swag for 

lardass (33). 

29. Earths didn't get it 

together the way she 
has, in all respect (6). 

DOWN 

L Medication coats most 

of butt clicwetf by fierce 

dogs (33). 

2, Age ,u which “she’s 

got to have about half 

a million famed! 

autographs,’’ sang 

Chuck (7). 

3. Worries surround 

Charles, hut what’s 

a movie without 

them? (3,6). 

5- Presumptuous to tell 

29 what to do with a 

marimba 15,4*5), 

6. I >ingy, messy; but 

easier than comedy (5), 

7. Off o loss? The 

contrary; upside of 

intermitLame (2,5), 

8. Abbreviated morning 

drink obscene in 

England (6). 

9. ()vcrshouting 

palindrome, rock star 
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■JIM'BRITISH 

Strife this month's puzzle is so irHrrruttivnal {one nitty is the• 

name of a foreign country and another is tn French)* l am 

going to let you i/i fin what l hair learned a fatal the iftfid- 

fton in Iran, f itti< grounded m the (hinder, Newfound 

land, cfirpr.irf reeently atuniy wnh tuti faumatisfre.. h out of 

Tehran, They told me sou rail only get elrrtru ity there a 

feu ■ hours a da\ and that you neper know when those hours 

will he laving i auditions are a- bad that the Watollah^ 

approval ratiop is at rock botSam* In fact, the people prob 

abl\ u*/uldn't rmi up with him a moment Uinper, except 

that they brittle he is Hod, 7 hat is all he has pomp for him. 

And the cahdnvtn in Tehran don't even believe that. 

On the done: In front, people have actually said to nie 

that the v do ah * this feature here is a real, workable puzzle. 

O ye of little fdithl —RJL 

ACROSS 

1. R.sj^ht isM [he hat wc'vc got something |>rat>!cmiitiic. 

lit a British crossword, y*fjxi wouldn't have “sounds al 

most like" (Pas tu. .ilmml tike “Pa ’s easy "j. Nor would 

die answer lie m French. Bui listen, we re a mughand 

ready young nation where anything goes. (foniparcd 

with England. 

4, I fall rhis wimpy arumukr politico il you lake, bill 

would a Nairn Ament a to si puzzle refer ro France as 

"where they eat frogs1”? 

10- \n ark is a vessel and art ami n arc a couple <4 

articles, 1 wsw going to ^iv, "(Cowboy has secrets. 

sounds almost like," hut I figured that was pushing (his 

^Sounds almmi like ' dodge lou lar. 

13. and Lire point* of the torn pas;-,, Reference to 

English reserve. (Over there, they don't point to 

glands—unless irabsolutely necessary, as in uir 

gcry or explain cnivswuni puzzle dues, * Jr apologize 

for them, < Her here, though* we do. Lm sorry for all rut 

these so- Ltr.) 

15. "Nobody m here but us chickens. Right? Oh. 

Cm me on. 

20. Al.ih.mia is the Crimson lide. In sporls. Then 

aijs^uml ieam swamped Ole Miss rccrtuly- 

25. hpie v hui. ; ui no! -<* trendy .is it once was. A little 

Chinese joke, except too scrutahlc., 

26- l I. max equals orgasm equals the big O’. 

27. A hid v com me n (ary (Mi l him lei echo! .if ship, yon 

might call tins, it you eared at all Elm why should you.' 

Like everyone else these days, you just want to get in 

and out of this puzzle quick. 

DOWN 

1, Medication is pills. "Most of hutl chevwd” is htu< 

That’s the way we do things around here, and it you 

don't like it. you can start your own puzzle. Thais the 

American way. 

8, Some fieopk have taken to calling .« Htnody Mary a 

Bloody Thereby playing into my hands. 

21, The best seller referred io is It. Whs don't new s 

vendors holler "Read all about it" anymore? Nut to 

mention “Wuxlry They don l hollti anything any- 

mure. Its a major scandal* It 1 thought of • ill jug a hook 

ft, millions of people would buy it too. 1 hetcha* No 

they wouldn't, I’m (usl saying that. But how many 

crossword puzzles tinea Stephen King have to his 

l redi't? 

22 Rachel Sam Mat is the heroine of Heartburn, Look 

around in the phrase "arahic a rhitr.Hor, See anything 

m there? Maybe .i bicarb * See? See; If 1 thought of 

i jlltng+i book Heartburn, millions fd peopL would buy 

a too* E bctcha. 
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to ride the subway, but in our New, improved New Yorf it V frightening and tun. 7'he IRT Tornado, the fastest 

and most daredemlish oj the Transit Authority's five shortcut roller-toaster shuttle trains> thunders and screeches 

from 5 3rd and Madison to Times Square in It secondsflat—including the extra L5 seconds for the loop the-hop 

through Rockefeller Center The new above-ground truth, sections were designed and constructed by New Yotf 

City high school shop students. On the Tornado ttnd the other shortcut trams, the problem of pun fs riding 

bettveen ears pretty well tulles rare of itself; delays due to switching problems or truth foes are a thing of the ■ 

darf subterranean past -and when the doors accidentally open at 75 mph, 560 feet up, the thrills get really 

chilling. $ Illustration hy David Dircks 
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